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Abstract

The fenestration industry experience increasing demand for customized products, shifting market

trends, and stricter regulations for energy-efficient windows. In order to meet these requirements

the companies are dependent on realistic and flexible production plans and production control. A

key parameter to achieve this is the lead time. Most fenestration companies operate in a make to

order (MTO) environment, which is a planning strategy that begins production after a customer

order is placed. The demand uncertainty and high product variety in MTO fenestration industry

makes the task of estimating lead times difficult, and increases the necessity of lead time prediction.

The utilization of machine learning (ML) for lead time prediction has received increased attention

in the literature. In addition, increasing regularity of implementing technology for data collection,

such as Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) systems, in manufactures enhances the availability

of utilizing ML for lead time prediction.

This thesis aims to contribute to increased understanding of how ML-based lead time prediction

can be developed and integrated to support production planning and control (PPC) in the MTO

fenestration industry. An industry independent process model called CRISP-DM was applied to

achieve this goal. This process consists of six steps; business understanding, data understanding,

data preparation, data modelling, data evaluation and deployment.

To achieve the thesis goal three research questions (RQs) were presented: 1) In what areas of pro-

duction planning and control can lead time prediction be applied in MTO fenestration companies?

2) What can be the causes for data quality issues in data applied for lead time prediction? 3) How

can CRISP-DM be applied to predict lead times in the MTO fenestration industry?

The methods applied to answer the RQs included literature reviews, interviews with three different

fenestration companies, case study, data analysis and data modelling. RQ1 was answered in

terms of literature, case company and multi-company interviews. RQ2 was addressed through the

literature, as well as data analysis and insight from the case company. RQ3 was achieved through

data modelling on the collected data from the case company, and by combining the answers from

RQ1 and RQ2.

Five application areas for lead time prediction were identified in the literature. These include

capacity planning, due date setting, production scheduling, production analysis, and production

monitoring. The multi-company interviews revealed varying levels of interest in adopting lead

time prediction for the application areas. The two larger companies highlighted capacity planning,

production analysis and production monitoring as the most relevant areas for LTP within PPC.

The smaller company showed low interest across all areas identified in the literature. The size and

digitization level of the companies were highlighted as possible causes for the dispersed answers.

A data quality assessment was performed in order to detect data quality issues in the collected
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data. The assessment’s primary finding was 40% inconsistent RFID shop floor scannings, and

contradictory values between data sources. Causes were detected from the literature and from

the case company, which included several errors regarding the RFID scanners and tags, in addi-

tion to operators ignorance and negligence. The detected errors were later removed during data

preparation, in order for the data to be utilized as the input dataset for the ML models.

A process model was developed in order to address all six phases of the CRISP-DM model for lead

time prediction in MTO fenestration companies. The case study and multi-company interviews

gave the foundation for business understanding. Data understanding was achieved through the data

quality assessment from RQ2, where the detected errors were removed during data preparation.

Two ML models were developed for modelling, namely Random forest (RF) and a multi-layer

perceptron (MLP) model. The evaluation showed that the RF model outperformed the MLP

model in all performance metrics. Lastly, the deployment was not put in practice, but the potential

application areas in PPC, detected in RQ1, were addressed and examined.

The thesis main contribution to theory is an extension of the existing CRISP-DM framework by

developing an industry specific process model for ML-based lead time prediction in the MTO fenes-

tration industry. The contribution to practice is a guide for which develops a shared understanding

between data scientists and production managers. This can assist companies in effectively integ-

rating lead time prediction into their PPC processes, thereby enhancing operational planning and

decision-making. The main limitation to the study is that the data foundation for the process

model was only collected from one MTO fenestration company. Future research should therefore

apply the process model to other fenestration companies to test it’s robustness and generalizability.
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Sammendrag

Vindu- og dørindustrien opplever økende etterspørsel etter kundetilpassede produkter, skiftende

markedstrender og strengere forskrifter for energieffektive vinduer. For å imøtekomme disse kravene

er selskapene avhengige av realistiske og fleksible produksjonsplaner og produksjonskontroll. En

viktig parameter for å oppn̊a dette er ledetiden. De fleste vindu- og dørbedrifter opererer i et

kundetilpasset miljø, “make to order” (MTO), som er en planleggingsstrategi som starter produk-

sjonen etter at en kundeordre er plassert. Uforutsigbar etterspørsel og høy produktvariasjon i

vindu- og dørindustrien gjør det vanskelig å estimere ledetider, og øker behovet for ledetidspre-

diksjon. Bruken av maskinlæring (ML) for ledetidsprediksjon har f̊att økt oppmerksomhet i litter-

aturen. I tillegg blir teknologier for datainnsamling, som Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID)

systemer, mer utbredt i produksjonsprosesser, noe som øker muligheten for å anvende maskinlæring

til ledetidspredikering.

Denne masteroppgaven har som m̊al å bidra til økt forst̊aelse for hvordan ML-basert ledetidsprediks-

jon kan utvikles og integreres for å støtte produksjonsplanlegging og kontroll (PPC) i den kundetil-

passede vindu- og dørindustrien. En industriuavhengig prosessmodell kalt CRISP-DM ble brukt

for å oppn̊a dette m̊alet. Denne prosessen best̊ar av seks trinn: bedriftsforst̊aelse, dataforst̊aelse,

dataprosessering, datamodellering, dataevaluering og integrering.

For å oppn̊a oppgavens m̊al ble det presentert tre forskningsspørsm̊al (RQ): 1) I hvilke omr̊ader

av produksjonsplanlegging og -kontroll kan ledetidsprediksjon brukes i kundetilpassede vindu- og

dørbedrifter? 2) Hva kan være årsakene til datakvalitetsproblemer i anvendt data for ledetidspre-

diksjon? 3) Hvordan kan CRISP-DM brukes til å predikere ledetider i den kundetilpassede vindu-

og dørindustrien?

Metodene som ble brukt for å besvare RQene inkluderte litteraturstudier, intervjuer med tre for-

skjellige vindu- og dørbedrifter, case-studie, dataanalyse og datamodellering. RQ1 ble besvart ved

bruk av litteraturstudie, case-selskapet og bedriftsintervjuene. RQ2 ble adressert gjennom litterat-

uren, samt dataanalyse og innsikt fra case-selskapet. RQ3 ble oppn̊add gjennom datamodellering

basert p̊a innsamlet data fra case-selskapet, og ved å kombinere svarene fra RQ1 og RQ2.

Fem bruksomr̊ader for ledetidsprediksjon ble identifisert i litteraturen. Disse inkluderer kapasitets-

planlegging, fastsettelse av leveringsdato, operasjonsplanlegging, produksjonsanalyse og produksjon-

soverv̊aking. Bedriftsintervjuene avslørte varierende interesse for å implementere ledetidsprediksjon

for disse bruksomr̊adene. De to større selskapene fremhevet kapasitetsplanlegging, produksjonsan-

alyse og produksjonsoverv̊aking som de mest relevante omr̊adene for ledetidsprediksjon innenfor

PPC. Det mindre selskapet viste lav interesse for alle omr̊adene som ble identifisert i litteraturen.

Størrelsen og digitaliseringsniv̊aet til selskapene ble fremhevet som mulige årsaker til de forskjellige

svarene.
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En vurdering av datakvalitet ble utført for å undersøke problemer i den innsamlede dataen. Vur-

deringen avdekket 40% inkonsistente RFID skanninger p̊a fabrikkgulvet og motstridende verdier

mellom datakildene. Årsakene ble identifisert gjennom litteraturen og fra case-selskapet, som

inkluderte flere feil relatert til RFID-skannere og tagger, i tillegg til operatørenes uvitenhet og

uaktsomhet. De oppdagede feilene ble senere fjernet under dataprosesseringen, slik at dataen

kunne brukes som input til ML-modellene.

En prosessmodell som inkluderte alle seks faser av CRISP-DM-modellen ble utviklet for ledetid-

sprediksjon i kundetilpassede vindu- og dørbedrifter. Case-studiet og bedriftsintervjuene dannet

grunnlaget for bedriftsforst̊aelse. Dataforst̊aelsen ble oppn̊add gjennom vurderingen av datakval-

itet fra RQ2, der de oppdagede feilene ble fjernet under dataprosesseringen. To ML-modeller ble

utviklet for modellering, nemlig Random Forest (RF) og en multi-layer perceptron (MLP)-modell.

Evalueringen viste at RF-modellen presterte bedre enn MLP-modellen i alle ytelsesm̊alene. In-

tegrering av resultatene ble ikke satt ut i praksis, men de potensielle bruksomr̊adene i PPC som

ble identifisert i RQ1, ble adressert og undersøkt.

Det teoretiske hovedbidraget til masteroppgaven er en utvidelse av det eksisterende CRISP-DM-

rammeverket ved å utvikle en bransjespesifikk prosessmodell for ML-basert ledetidsprediksjon i

den kundetilpassede vindu- og dørindustrien. Bidraget til praksis er retningslinjer som kan skape

en felles forst̊aelse mellom dataforskere og produksjonsledere. Dette kan hjelpe selskaper med å

integrere ledetidsprediksjon p̊a en effektiv m̊ate i deres PPC-prosesser, og dermed forbedre operativ

planlegging og beslutningstaking. Den største begrensningen i studiet er at datagrunnlaget for

prosessmodellen bare ble samlet inn fra ett vinudsselskap. Fremtidig forskning bør derfor anvende

prosessmodellen p̊a andre vindu- og dørbedrifter for å teste dens robusthet og generaliserbarhet.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Problem background

Window manufacturers claim that windows are becoming less of a utility element in a home

and more a design object, which increases the demand of customized products. Higher energy

requirements for windows also put a greater focus on innovative ideas and new manufacturing

requirements. The fenestration industry is a collective term for manufactures producing windows,

doors, and glass. This and other industries are being pushed to adopt a make to order (MTO)

approach due to the rising demand of customized products (C. Wang and Jiang 2019). MTO

is defined by a planning strategy that begins production after a customer order is received, in

contrast to make to stock (MTS) industries such as smartphone production, which produces based

on forecast. An MTO planning strategy begins with the order fulfillment process, which includes

steps for the design of the product, the production process, delivery, and reporting of order progress

(Cox and Blackstone 2002). Uncertainty in the demand in MTO environments makes production

planning and control (PPC), which involves the crucial tasks of organizing, planning and performing

manufacturing activities, a complex and difficult task (Cañas, Mula et al. 2022).

The building industry has an important role in order to achieve the national and global objective

of creating a sustainable future. According to Council (2019), buildings account for 39% of all

energy-related carbon emissions. The energy consumption of a building is significantly influenced

by the building envelope (Misiopecki, Bouquin et al. 2018). This results in stricter national and

international regulations, such as EU Energy Performance in Buildings Directive (EU 2023). In

Norway, the building sector has seen consistent expansion over the past few decades. Building

construction climbed by 5.9% and construction project development by 4.2% in 2022, respectively,

according to Statics Norway (SSB 2023). The need of manufacturing high-performance, energy-

efficient windows is growing, necessitating a swift restructuring of the fenestration sector (Blackston

2022). Manufacturers must adhere to international regulations in addition to taking market trends

and client demands into account. Today’s market trend for windows is larger glass panes, frames,

and casement sizes (Misiopecki, Bouquin et al. 2018). The buyer also wants a variety of designs,

including different colors and shapes of the frames, as well as casements at affordable costs. Gilje

Tre AS, a Norwegian window company, claims that increased competition from East European

nations pushes the manufactures to produce high-quality windows more quickly and at a lower

cost, including energy cost. This competition has been identified in several other Norwegian

sectors as well (Regjeringen 2001).

Window companies must conform to the frequent changes in their product range in order to meet

the growing demand for customized goods, energy-efficient windows, and shifting market trends.

These characteristics affect several aspects of manufacturing. Production flexibility is required in

order to adjust the production processes and accommodate different specifications and variations.
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Increased manufacturing efficiency is required in order to adopt to the advanced production pro-

cesses seen in MTO companies. Additionally, overall efficient supply chain management is required

to ensure timely availability of resources and material for the continuous stream of incoming or-

ders. MTO companies are dependent on realistic and flexible production plans to easily track the

progress of the order to ensure reliable delivery dates to the customers (Kapulin and Russkikh

2020). Products within the MTO fenestration industry form an important part of buildings and

are thus an important element within the construction industry. Nevertheless, the authors found

production management within the fenestration industry to be a research field which has received

little attention in previous literature.

Lead time is an important performance indicator for MTO companies, through exploring and

reducing the lead time companies’ can gain competitive advantage in today’s dynamically changing

market (Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Bergmann et al. 2018; Lim, Yusof et al. 2019; Mikati 2010; Mourtzis,

Doukas et al. 2014). Lead time is the time elapsed from the release of an order to the production

floor and its placement in the finished goods inventory (Szaller, Béres et al. 2018). The lead time

can indicate the overall performance of the company, and it has crucial impact on the company’s

customer relationship. It also reveals the adaptability and productivity of the manufacturer. Lead

times of incoming orders can be utilized in important PPC tasks in order to develop flexible and

realistic operational plans. Reduction in the lead time can increase the amount of sales, lower the

production costs, and save energy which contributes to a more sustainable production (Asadzadeh,

Azadeh et al. 2011; Mikati 2010). From the viewpoint of the consumer, the lead time affects when

they receive their product, namely the delivery date, and on-time delivery is a crucial parameter

for customer satisfaction (Mourtzis, Doukas et al. 2014; Öztürk, Kayalıgil et al. 2006). In the

fenestration sector, orders are frequently placed by customers weeks or months before they want

them delivered, and the manufacturer must ensure prompt delivery by the specified date. By

reducing the lead time, the order can be delivered faster, and by anticipating the lead time when

a client places an order, the manufacturer can enhance the likelihood that the product will arrive

on-time.

MTS environments employ standard components and can calculate an average lead time for each

product group, and the lead time is typically the same for all goods in the same group. In

contrast, the lead time will be different for each order in an MTO environment due to the high

customization, and it can therefore not be obtained in the same way. Lead time estimation in MTO

companies is today usually based on intuition and experience, an average mean, or manual job-

by-job predictions (Benjaoran and Dawood 2005; Mourtzis, Doukas et al. 2014; Schneckenreither,

Haeussler et al. 2021). However, it is challenging to establish precise projections due to the variable

nature of MTO production. In the literature, a variety of methods have been utilized to estimate

average lead times, focusing on rule-based approaches and quantitative modeling techniques. These

methods do not take lead time variability, dynamical changes or order uniqueness into account,

which are important factors in MTO companies (Lingitz, Gallina et al. 2018; Szaller, Béres et al.
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2018; C. Wang and Jiang 2019).

In order to manage the complex and dynamic environment in MTO, novel strategies based on

intelligent approaches have received increasing attention for lead time prediction (LTP). Wuest,

Weimer et al. (2016) mentioned machine learning (ML) as a highly relevant technique, due to its

ability to handle dynamic, complex systems with high dimensional data and non-linear relation-

ships. Mourtzis, Doukas et al. (2014) argued that ML models are the most robust methods for

LTP. The goal of ML is to build a model based on observations and recorded data. The model can

further be used to detect patterns and implicit relationships in a given dataset (Haynes, Helms

et al. 1991; Pham and Afify 2005; Samie, Bauer et al. 2019; Wuest, Weimer et al. 2016). The model

itself is merely one component in order to successfully develop a ML model. The Cross-industry

standard process for data mining (CRISP-DM) is a well applied process model for the ML-life

cycle. It includes the steps from understanding the business, gathering and preparing the data,

developing and evaluating the model, and to finally deploying it (Clark 2018). It is one of the most

popular and common industry-independent process models that describes approaches for different

data science processes, such as ML (Clark 2018; Schröer, Kruse et al. 2021). The ML-life cycle is

heavily data dependent. Technology for data collection and connected technology are becoming

common to implement in manufactures, mainly through barcodes and Radio-Frequency Identific-

ation (RFID) systems (Bender, Trat et al. 2022). The availability of data increases the possibility

for intelligent planning systems (Bender, Trat et al. 2022; Oluyisola 2021; Perez 2014). Companies

can gather useful shop floor data through implementation of these systems, which can be used to

enhance ML in manufactures (Kusiak 2017).

The research area for LTP in the literature has increased the past decade, due to new technology

and increased availability of developing intelligent planning methods. The application of ML for

LTP is receiving more and more attention. Despite the increased focus, several authors point out

the paucity of practical implementation in companies. In addition, the appropriate ML model is

context specific and a generalized ML model for LTP does not exist, meaning that each company

needs to fit the model for it’s purpose (Kramer, C. Wagner et al. 2020). The authors were unable

to find any earlier research that considered LTP in the fenestration industry. Thus, a research gap

for the use of LTP in this industry has been identified. Therefore, this thesis aims to take a first

step to fill this gap.

Data collection technology increases the likelihood of using ML techniques for LTP, but the risk

of collecting poor data for ML also increases since the systems might contain several flaws. Inad-

equate data for the task at hand or system defects making the data unusable, results in poor ML

models due to the models heavily data dependability (Juddoo 2015). To overcome this, several of

the methods are developed upon simulated production data (Bender and Ovtcharova 2021; Gyulai,

Pfeiffer, Bergmann et al. 2018; Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et al. 2018; S. Hsu and Sha 2004; Meidan,

Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009; Meidan, Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011; Mezzogori, Romagnoli et al.
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2019, 2021; R. Murphy, Newell et al. 2019; Schneckenreither, Haeussler et al. 2021). However,

simulated data simplifies crucial manufacturing-related issues and could lead to poor model per-

formance in the real-world. Deficits in using real-world data as the foundation for training LTP

models has also been noted in the literature assessment of Burggräf, J. Wagner et al. (2020). RFID

systems, as noted, is a method for gathering real-world production data. There are only detected

a few articles that explicitly state that RFID shop floor is used as a data source for ML-based LTP

(Fang, Guo et al. 2020; C. Wang and Jiang 2019), but these consider deep learning approaches.

Data preparation, which converts raw data into useful ML input, is a crucial component that

becomes more apparent when using real-world data (D. C. Corrales, Ledezma et al. 2018; Gudi-

vada, Apon et al. 2017; Juddoo 2015). Many issues may arise while using RFID data for LTP,

including sensor nodes malfunctions, calibration issues, poor sensor nodes quality, environmental

effects, external noise, and networks or communication errors (Alwan, Ciupala et al. 2022). To the

best of the authors knowledge there has not been conducted an in-depth evaluation of data quality

for ML-based LTP. The use of RFID for the aforementioned task is neither explored within the

fenestration industry.

The use of ML in a real-life problem requires cooperation from both data scientists and production

managers, in order for all parties to gain the necessary knowledge. Lack of understanding the

company’s needs could cause the company objectives to be incorrectly translated into ML issues

(Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009). In this thesis the authors has therefore been closely co-

operating with production managers from an MTO fenestration company, Gilje, and interviewed

two additional companies within the same industry. Several articles explore various LTP models,

however the majority of them do not go into detail on the applications of the models within PPC.

Thus, companies may not clearly see the advantage of deploying such an LTP model, which could

further raise the bar for real-world application. Production managers’ lack of interest may prevent

the data scientists from getting the necessary data or input from actual businesses to fully com-

prehend the issue. Inputs from fenestration companies is especially needed, since the use of LTP

within this industry has not been properly explored yet.

1.2 Research objective and Research questions

The challenges and issues mentioned in the preceding section highlight a research gap with relation

to integrating lead time prediction in PPC for the fenestration industry. The thesis seeks to reflect a

shared understanding between data scientists and production managers, by constructing a process

model that may guide the implementation of ML-based LTP for MTO fenestration businesses. The

overall scientific goal of this study is therefore to:

• Contribute to increased understanding of how ML-based lead time prediction can be de-

veloped and integrated to support PPC in the MTO fenestration industry.
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In order to attain this goal, three research questions (RQs) and coherent objectives has been defined

to guide the research. The RQs and objectives are summarized in Table 1.

RQ 1: In what areas of production planning and control can lead time prediction be applied in

MTO fenestration companies?

RQ 1 aims to detect which areas of PPC the literature point out to benefit from LTP. Furthermore,

these PPC areas are considered in the scope of MTO fenestration companies. Therefore, the

objective is to identify PPC tasks that can benefit from LTP based on previous research, and

examine whether the identified tasks can be applied within the fenestration industry through

interviews of three Norwegian fenestration companies in Norway. The RQ is consistent with the

main objective by assessing the deployment potential for ML-based LTP and highlight how it can

provide business value for the companies.

RQ 2: What can be the causes for data quality issues in data applied for lead time prediction?

The research questions aims at detecting three elements of data quality. Firstly, it suggest to

examine data quality issues related to collected data for LTP. Thereafter, potential root causes

for the issues and potential improvement strategies for companies to overcome them are discussed.

Therefore, the objective is to conduct a data quality assessment to identify data quality issues, root

causes and improvement potential for the collected data. Literature review about causes for poor

data quality, and assessment of the data provided by the case company will be used to achieve this

objective. RQ 2 aids in the achievement of the overall scientific goal of this study by increasing

the data understanding, and detecting data that needs to be eliminated before being used as input

for the ML model.

RQ 3: How can CRISP-DM be applied to predict lead times in the MTO fenestration industry?

The last RQ aims to connect the elements of a ML-life cycle be employing the process model

CRISP-DM. The results form answering the first two RQs are integrated in the answer of RQ3.

The RQ implies to identify business characteristics in the fenestration industry. Thereafter, un-

derstanding, and preparing data for ML input. Data understanding is achieved through RQ2

and the business understanding, which creates the foundation for data preparation. Thirdly, ML

models are developed and evaluated. This includes exploration of ML models used for LTP in

the literature, and putting the desired models into practice. Finally, the application areas of PPC

for LTP, detected in RQ1, shows the deployment potential for ML-based LTP in the fenestration

company. The objective of RQ3 is therefore to extend CRISP-DM to a process model for LTP

in the MTO fenestration industry. The case company, which operates in the MTO fenestration

industry in Norway, will be used to achieve RQ3. This RQ contributes to the actual development

of ML models for LTP with the use of real-world RFID data.
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Research questions Objectives
RQ1: In what areas of production planning
and control can lead time prediction be ap-
plied in MTO fenestration companies?

Identify PPC tasks that can benefit from LTP
in previous research, and examine whether the
identified tasks can be applied within the fen-
estration industry

RQ2: What can be the causes for data quality
issues in data applied for lead time prediction?

Conduct a data quality assessment to identify
data quality issues, root causes and improve-
ment potential for the collected data

RQ3: How can CRISP-DM be applied to pre-
dict lead times in the MTO fenestration in-
dustry?

Extend CRISP-DM to a process model for
LTP in the MTO fenestration industry.

Table 1: Summary of research questions and objectives

1.3 Research Scope

Products and manufacturing strategy

The focus of this thesis is on manufacturing firms that create products tailored to individual

customers, leading to high product variations and low production volumes for each product variety.

Therefore, MTO is the manufacturing strategy that is the focus of this thesis. Relevant literature

from research that investigates MTS and Engineer to order (ETO), which is a customer-based

strategy that includes the design process as well when a customer order is placed, has also been

reviewed, since there are approaches that can be derived to fit MTO environments. The sector

under consideration is the fenestration sector, which creates windows and doors. All industrial

categories are included in the LTP literature review since no literature was discovered examining

LTP techniques utilized in this sector. Companies in the Norwegian fenestration industry make

up the evaluated case companies. However, the developed approach may also be of relevance for

fenestration companies in other nations that operate in comparable contexts.

PPC tasks

Three planning levels make up the standard production planning hierarchy: strategic, tactical,

and operational planning, ranging form long- to short-term horizon (Kapulin and Russkikh 2020).

Operational planning range over the horizon where there are actual customer orders, thereby

including the order fulfillment process (Oldebr̊aten 2017). The order fulfillment process includes

actions relating to product design, production, delivery, and reporting of order status, which are

of specific interest in MTO companies, since these planning tasks takes place after an order is

accepted (Cox and Blackstone 2002). Different PPC tasks that are conducted during the order

fulfillment process are the main topic of this thesis.

Lead time

This thesis defines the lead time as the time between the entry of a component into the shop floor

and its placement in the finished goods inventory. This thesis excludes the time between the order

placement and the commencement of production, as well as the time from the order is placed at

the finished goods inventory until the client has received the product. This scope is established
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because the used RFID tracking only includes shop floor records for the designated time period

and lead time.

Lead time prediction

There are numerous approaches for LTP, including machine learning, quantitative modelling, and

rule-based approaches (Burggräf, J. Wagner et al. 2020; Öztürk, Kayalıgil et al. 2006). This

thesis focus on ML techniques, and mainly supervised regression models. The motivation for using

supervised regression models can be found in a prior research conducted by the authors as part of

their specialization project in the fall of 2022, during which they reviewed the literature on LTP

techniques and came to the conclusion that supervised ML models comprised the most promising

ones.

Data for lead time prediction

There are several data sources that can provide valuable data for the task of LTP. Since the scope

of this thesis is ML-based LTP, the data scope is narrowed down to data suitable for ML input. A

literature gap was detected for the use of real-world RFID data, which will be the main focus in

this thesis. In addition, this is one of the most broadly used sensor systems in manufactures.

1.4 Thesis outline

The thesis outline is presented in two ways. Firstly, the structure and a brief outline of each

section is presented in Table 2. Thereafter, the whole research framework can be viewed in Figure

1. This summarizes the utilized approached in the thesis. Three main topics were viewed in the

literature, which formed three research questions. The applied research methods has contributed

to answering the research questions. The methods and answers from RQ1 and RQ2 contribute to

the outcome of RQ3.
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Section Content
Section 1
Introduction Introduces the problem background of this master thesis. Re-

search objectives, research questions and research scope is presen-
ted, as well the thesis outline.

Section 2
Methodology Presents and justifies the utilized research methods, which consist

of literature reviews, case study and multi-company interviews,
and a data analysis.

Section 3
Theoretical back-
ground

The necessary theory for the thesis is presented and defined. In
addition, the conducted literature review that forms the theoret-
ical background for the thesis is presented. This includes review
of literature related to PPC application areas for LTP, ML ap-
proaches for LTP, and data quality.

Section 4
Case study Presents the case company that has provided this study with data

and insight in the fenestration industry. The company’s produc-
tion planning and production process is outlined, as well as their
use of RFID data.

Section 5
Data analysis The conducted data collection and data preparation are explained.

As well, the data modelling is included, which concerns the util-
ized tools for building the ML models.

Section 6
Results The results are three folded. Firstly, the results from the inter-

views with fenestration companies about PPC application areas
for LTP is presented. Thereafter the results from the data quality
assessment is presented. Finally, the results from the ML experi-
ments are visualized and explained.

Section 7
Discussion Discuss the findings from Results, and compare them to the the-

oretical findings from the literature review for each RQ. Based on
the results, a process model for ML-based LTP that may be em-
ployed by companies within the fenestration sector is presented.

Section 8
Conclusion Summarises the main findings and contribution from the master

thesis, and suggestions for future research.

Table 2: The thesis structure.
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RQ1
In what areas of production planning and

control can lead time prediction be applied in
MTO fenestration companies?

RQ2
What can be the causes for data quality

issues in data applied for lead time
prediction?

RQ3
How can CRISP-DM be applied to predict

lead times in the MTO fenestration industry?

Application area for lead
time prediction

Machine learning for lead
time prediction

Data quality assessment

Company Interviews
Section 2.2

Case study
Section 4

Data analysis
Section 5.1

Data modelling
Section 5.2

Research Question Research Method Main OutcomeLiterature Review

Understanding the application areas for LTP in PPC and the
transferability to the fenestration industry

Section 6.1 and 7.1

Identifying PPC tasks that can benefit from LTP based on previous
research
Examining whether the identified tasks can be applied within the
fenestration industry 

Understanding causes for poor data quality and assess the quality of
data applied for ML

Section 6.2 and 7.2

Conducting a data quality assessment 
Identifying data quality issues, root causes and improvement
potential in the collected data

Modelling LTP in MTO fenestration industry with CRISP-DM
Section 6.3 and 7.3

Developing ML models for LTP and evaluate their performance
Extending CRISP-DM to a process model for LTP in the MTO
fenestration industry by integrating the outcomes from RQ1 and
RQ2

Section 3.1 and 3.2

Section 3.5

Section 3.3 and 3.4

Figure 1: The thesis’ research framework
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2 Methodology

In this section the methodologies applied in the study are presented. The method is composed

of four parts; a literature review, interviews of three companies that fit the thesis’ scope, a case

study and a data analysis. The companies used for the interviews are three Norwegian MTO

companies, Gilje, Nordic Door and MagnorVinduet, within the fenestration industry. A more

thorough examination of Gilje was then performed through a case study. Production data from

Gilje was utilized in the data analysis to build a ML model that predicts lead times.

The thesis considers both quantitative and qualitative methods. Quantitative research is applicable

to problems that may be described in terms of numerical and non-descriptive data which can be

analyzed using statistical and mathematical methodologies, and it is based on the measurement

of a given quantity or amount (Rajasekar, Philominathan et al. 2006; Sibanda 2009). To gain

an accurate evaluation and statistical analysis, the data collected for quantitative research must

adhere to the same rigid and consistent structure. Comparatively, qualitative research focuses

on problems concerning non-numerical and descriptive data, which can be applied to gain deeper

insight into a topic (Pathak, Jena et al. 2013; Rajasekar, Philominathan et al. 2006). In-depth

interviews and discussions are often applied in order to collect qualitative data, and the data can

further be used to get an understanding of how and what people think about a certain topic

(Rajasekar, Philominathan et al. 2006).

2.1 Literature review

Several LRs were conducted in order to map and evaluate relevant concepts surrounding the

application of lead time prediction, ML and data quality.

The literature review on lead time application are presented in section 3. Findings from the

literature review were used to gain theoretical background and enough insight to answer RQ1 and

RQ3 presented in section 1.2. Hiller, Deipenwisch et al. (2022) performed a literature review to

determine the potential applications for lead time prediction. 24 papers considering lead time

prediction were included in the LR. This thesis has further examined the publications included

in the study and draws inspiration from the work conducted by Hiller, Deipenwisch et al. (2022).

In addition to the articles found by Hiller, Deipenwisch et al. (2022), 21 additional articles were

added to the literature review based on a new literature search.

The search engines, Google Scholar and Scopus were mainly used to identify the relevant litter-

ateur. Different search terms were used to identify papers pertaining to the use of lead time

prediction within MTO companies. The search terms included “lead time” and other frequently

used synonyms, such as “ cycle time ”,“processing time ” and “throughput time ”. In order to find

publications relevant to the thesis’s defined manufacturing environment, these were coupled with
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search terms like “make to order” and “manufacturing industry”. Other search terms relating to

intelligent manufacturing, such as “prediction”, “machine learning”, “regression”, and “artificial

intelligence” were also added to reduce the number of articles. The findings from the literature

review were used to develop a framework that maps different application areas for lead time predic-

tion, see section 3.2, and to examine previous ML approaches for lead time prediction, see section

3.4.

The same search engines were applied for the additional LRs. The literature review about ML

included search terms like “machine learning”, “artificial intelligence” and “deep learning”, coupled

with the relevant ML models for LTP, detected from the aforementioned LR, “random forest”,

“artificial neural network”, and “perceptron model”. A third search block was included with

“regression” and “regressor” to limit the scope. Lastly, the literature review for data quality

was derived from the search terms “data quality” “data quality dimension”, and “data quality

assessment”, and similar synonyms. These search terms were in turn combined with the three

topics of ML and big data, internet of things and sensor systems, and production planning and

control and organizations, as presented in section 3.5.

All search was limited to articles released after 2000. Additionally, the search was restricted to

academic journals, conference proceedings, and books. A reading of the papers’ abstracts was

completed once the number of articles was reduced. The papers that were relevant were read in

full, and the most pertinent articles underwent backward and forward citation search. Instead of

collecting and analyzing quantitative data, the literature review focus on a qualitative analysis,

interpretation and review of the collected information from the articles. As it entails reading and

evaluating existing literature to develop a thorough understanding of a specific topic, the literature

review might be viewed as a qualitative approach.

2.2 Multi-company interviews

The authors conducted an interview with three companies withing the fenestration industry, namely

Gilje, MagnorVinduet and Nordic Door. The objective of the interviews was to map which of the

application areas identified in section 3.2.2 the companies saw as most relevant for lead time

prediction. During the interviews, representatives from the companies were asked to rate the

application area based on relevancy and potential. The rating ranged from low-, moderate- or high

relevance. Company characteristics and current production system were mapped out during the

first part of the interview for both Nordic Door and MagnorVinduet. For Gilje this was conducted

by the authors in a prior case study of Gilje.

Gilje

The interview with Gilje was conducted with several of the employees, including IT and technical

managers at the company. Gilje Tre AS (Gilje) is a Norwegian manufacturing company that
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produces highly customized doors and windows in the fenestration industry and operate in an

MTO environment. They have a yearly production of approximately 120,000 windows and 20,000

doors, and there are 255 employees working at the company. This thesis will only focus on their

window production, where Gilje has approximately 10% of the market share in Norway.

Gilje produces products with a wide variety of sizes, shapes, and colors, making it challenging to

standardize the production process. However, Gilje has implemented an online window system

that enables customers to create customized windows based on standard products. Customers

can alter the window’s size, features, and accessories to get the exact window they desire. Fixed

casement windows are the most popular type of window. Customers often place an order a few

weeks or months before the order is set to be finished.

Gilje is continuously investing in new technology to enhance the customized mass production effi-

ciency. They have established and adhered to it’s manufacturing system based on lean principles

for a considerable period of time, which is a philosophy that aims to remove waste in the man-

ufacture. Which has shown improvement in various performance indicators. They state that a

lot of the non-value adding time occurs in transmitting data between different data systems. Ad-

ditionally, they have implemented an RFID system in their production line to capture real-time

production data. The data is partially utilized at the shop floor, but there exists several unexplored

opportunities to utilize the data further for PPC. Gilje has also integrated a CalWin ERP system,

which is commonly used in the fenestration industry. The ERP system stores valuable information

about the orders.

Gilje has a line layout at their shop floor, where all components go through the same route. Due to

implementation of lean practices, Gilje has obtained a relatively high flow efficiency by producing

components as if they have the same needs. Most of the production is fully automated through

conveyor belts, however they use some trolleys in order to transport the components between the

different parts of the production. Additionally, the last part of production is manual, during which

the workers manually assemble the products.

Gilje’s lead times range from one to two days, and it has even been as low as six hours. The

lead times at Gilje are affected by several factors, which include both system status and product

characteristics, explained in detail in section 4.5.1. Gilje specifically mentioned bottleneck as one

of the factors that has a significant impact on the lead time. The bottleneck causes long waiting

times for components at the shop floor, which in turn significantly affects the lead time. Other

product characteristics, such as length and product type, is also mentioned as influential factors.

Gilje does not use lead times actively in their production planning. The capacity at the fabric

is solely based on the amount of glass panes in a window. Customer due dates are typically set

by the customer, however if Gilje figures out that there is insufficient capacity at the given date,

a negotiation is conducted between the company and the customer. After the order is accepted,
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it is scheduled for production. Gilje has employed backward scheduling to determine the start of

production. The components that are to be made a given day follow a first-in-first-out principle

based on the order placement date.

Nordic Door

The interview with Nordic Door was conducted with the IT manager at the company. Nordic Door

is a Norwegian door manufacturing company with approximately 180 employees. The company

provides highly customized doors in the MTO fenestration sector, and the produced doors may

differ greatly in color, size, locking system and material, however a standard office door is the

product that they produce most frequently. The company claimed that because they have such

a wide variety of products it is challenging to categorize them. Therefore, they do not have any

product groups, meaning that they don’t categorize their products into distinct groups based on

product characteristics. Due to this high customization, the customers of Nordic Door are not

able to configure a door over the website based on standard products like Gilje does. In the

current system, an architect sends a sketch to Nordic Door with requirements for the door. This

communication is conducted by email. How far in time a consumer places an order might vary

greatly, but typically it is around 2 months.

As opposite to Gilje, Nordic Door haven’t implemented any data systems that are able to capture

data along the production line, such as the RFID system. The company’s data is similar to Gilje,

stored in a CalWin ERP system. The system provides the company with information about how

long it takes for an order to be delivered to the customer after it has been released to the ERP

system.

The production layout is described by Nordic Doors as a ”good old-fashioned industrial company”.

The company operates with a functional layout, where each product has a unique routing. Nordic

Door stated that the layout is not as streamlined as they would have liked, and that they use a lot

of trucks and conveyors in order to transport the components between the machines. As mentioned,

the routing for each unique component does also vary, adding to the system’s complexity. There

are both modern and old machines in the fabric, but overall there is relatively low degree of

automatization.

The Nordic Door representative stated that the lead time was approximately 14 days, but it was

difficult to be more precise because there was no specific control or measurement of the lead time

in their manufacturing as of today. Additionally, they don’t alter the lead time between different

products. He added that although the lead time has been as short as 10 days, it might also be much

longer than 14 days due to several manufacturing halts in their production line. The lead times at

the factory may be affected by several factors, such as bottlenecks that can cause stoppages, raw

material delays, and order characteristics that may have an impact on the product routing. The

company has placed a buffer storage between almost every machine since the production line suffer
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from a lot of waiting time. Numerous orders must be re-prioritized in order to meet the delivery

date due to the frequent production delays, and several times these delays force Nordic Door to be

entirely unable to fulfill the delivery date.

The current production planning at Nordic Door does, similarly to Gilje, not place much weight

on the lead time. Regarding their capacity planning, they use the amount of doors as a capacity

measurement. The total amount of doors that the company are able to produce in a day is

determined by the capacity of the system’s bottleneck. If they have enough capacity, the order is

accepted and the customer due date is set according to the customer’s preference. The different

types of doors have quite varying lead times, however this is not taken into account when calculating

capacity. Regarding their production scheduling, Nordic Door has shifted from weekly to daily

production scheduling, focusing each day on production optimization by examining the sorting of

the orders that are to be made that day. The objective is to fulfill all of the orders scheduled for

the given day. For this transition to work efficiently, minimized machine setup and changeover

times are of need, which the company is still working with. The pace of the operators has a big

effect on the machine setup time and the changeover times.

MagnorVinduet

The factory coordinator at MagnorVinduet was their representative during the interview. MagnorVin-

duet is a window and door manufacturer from Norway operating in the MTO fenestration industry.

There are around 65 employees working at MagnorVinduet as of today. The company produce

a wide range of customized windows and doors, however this thesis will only focus on the man-

ufacture of windows. Similar to Gilje and Nordic Door, all goods are produced according to the

specifications of the customer and may vary in size, color and material. The window type they

make the most of is the ”H-window”, which is characterized by its horizontal orientation ability.

MagnorVinduet state that no windows are alike, and that every week is unique as a result of the

great level of customisation and variation. The ordering of new windows are conducted over the

phone or via email. The window specifications are established through this conversation, and the

seller will thereafter presents the customer with an offer, containing the price and delivery date.

Orders are frequently placed weeks or months in advance of the delivery date, and the company has

a minimum delivery time of four weeks, due to supplier lead time of three weeks and production

time of one week.

Regarding data management, MagnorVinduet applies a self-developed Excel system in order to

handle incoming orders and to conduct the production planning. As of now, they have no system

that are able to capture data along the production line. MagnorVinduet stated that they previously

adopted an RFID system. The company however, decided to discontinue usage of it since it led to

a large amount of defective manufacture because of a great deal of problems related to the RFID

tags, such as dysfunctional tags from the supplier, and the tags falling of.
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The production system at MagnorVinduet can roughly be divided into four work stations; a wood

station, an aluminum station, a glass station and an assembly station. There is some distance

between each of the stations, and various means of transportation, including trolleys and trucks,

are frequently employed in order to transport the products between them. Within a work station

the layout may resemble a linear layout, however the overall layout is rather functional. The

routing of a products is specific to that given product and depends on its needs, such as whether

it needs aluminum cladding. The production system is characterized by a lot of manual work, and

the representative from MagnorVinduet stated that almost 70 % of the production was dependent

on manual work. A large raw material storage is not required, since the majority of raw materials

are bought after an order is placed. However, they have several buffer storages between each work

station since the production is influenced by a lot of waiting time.

MagnorVinduet struggled to provide a precise estimate for the lead times at the factory. How-

ever, they stated that the minimum lead time is estimated to be two days, and for the production

planning they always assume a standard lead time of around a week due to their current plan-

ning procedure which spans over a week. There are several factors that affect the lead time at

MagnorVinduet. One of the most influential factors mentioned by the company is the impreg-

nation of the wood material. After impregnation, the material has to dry for 24 hours, further

increasing the total lead time. Bottlenecks that occur due to exceeded machine capacity were

also highlighted as a lead time influencing factor. Other mentioned factors included setup time,

delays due to manual labour and order characteristics. The company claimed that there were no

significant concerns with production or delivery delays, and that any delays that did occur were

likely caused by issues with raw materials, such as delays at the supplier or defective goods.

Similar as for the two other companies, neither MagnorVinduet use lead times in their planning.

The due dates at the company may be determined by the customer and the company. The company

suggest a delivery date based on available capacity or the customer can specify a delivery date.

Regarding their capacity planning, the company employs the developed data system mentioned

above. When the order is added to the system, a built-in function calculates the cost and time

estimates for the given order including the time period from the purchase of raw material until the

whole order is completed. These calculations are based on fictitious numbers, experience and some

research. The data is updated frequently to reflect the most recent trends. In order to evaluate

capacity, the production manager strives to strike a balance between time and cost considerations.

Experience is also taken into account when determining the capacity. If the company finds that

capacity is being exceeded, they may work overtime to prevent production delays. MagnorVinduet

follows a weekly production schedule, where all products belonging to an order scheduled for that

week are sorted according to the type of product. They begin the following week’s production if

they complete all of the orders scheduled for the current week, and they adjust their plans for the

following week if they are unable to complete all of the orders. If the customer places an order

several months in advance, the company usually produce the order as soon as they have available
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capacity, and place it at the finished storage until the date of the delivery.

2.3 Case Study

A case study, according to Gerring (2006), is a thorough examination of a single unit or a small

number of units with the aim of understanding a larger class of similar units. Researchers can gain

extensive and important insight into the characteristics of actual world occurrences through case

studies (Yin 2009). It can be challenging to distinguish between characteristics that are unique to

the unit under investigation and those that can be utilized to draw generalizations applicable to

all companies withing the same scope (Gerring 2004).

The case study is a continuation of previous work conducted by the authors in their project thesis

the fall 2022. The case company used in this thesis is as mentioned Gilje. The case study was

carried out in order to gain practical knowledge and information from a real-world company that fits

into the scope. Information was gathered using qualitative techniques such as in-depth interviews,

observations through a visit at their factory and discussions with the case company. By employing

these techniques, qualitative data was collected, and the authors were able to map the variables at

Gilje that affect the lead time with the use of this information. It also provided valuable insight

into Gilje’s production system and how they collect data using sensor technology. The obtained

knowledge was further used to decide which factors to include in the data analysis and from which

data sources.

2.4 Data analysis

Data analysis and modelling was performed in order to predict lead times with the obtained data

from Gilje using ML. The authors adhered to the procedures in the the process model CRISP-DM,

which includes the steps that are executed both before and after the actual development of the

ML model, and it can be broken down into six separate steps; (1) business understanding, (2) data

understanding, (3) data preparation, (4) modeling, (5) evaluation and (6) deployment.

(1) Business understanding: The initial phase is carried out to comprehend the company charac-

teristics, company constraints and to frame the issue. This makes it easier to select appropriate

input features and ML models, as well as evaluating the results. In this phase, the determination

of the project objectives, as well as identification of company needs and constraints are carried out

in order to achieve an in-depth understanding of the business problem and the success criteria for

the project (Schröer, Kruse et al. 2021). In a study conducted by Schröer, Kruse et al. (2021), case

study was identified as an approach previously used for the business understanding phase. In this

thesis, Gilje is thoroughly examined through a case study, see section 4. This provides the authors

with useful information that can be utilized in order to comprehend the problem and determine
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which aspects to take into account when predicting the lead time in a fenestration company. Inputs

from Nordic Door and MagnorVinduet were also taken into account, together with the findings

from the LR, in order to generalize the characteristics of the industry.

(2) Data understanding: Understanding the data is the second stage. Since ML models are heavily

data dependent, having appropriate data is essential for producing a model that can provide

accurate results. In this step, pertinent data sources must be found in order to obtain features

that, according to the business understanding, should be included. An evaluation of the data should

further be performed to ensure the quality of the data, and the results could be used to choose

which data to include in the final dataset. Previous approaches used to explain the collected data

includes; descriptive statistics, data visualization, showing examples of the data and conducting

interviews with experts (Schröer, Kruse et al. 2021). Results from section 5.1.1 shows how the data

was collected and from which data sources. Section 5.1.2 present the data preparation techniques

that was applied, and section 6.2 provides an understanding of the quality of the collected data

through statistical analysis of the data.

(3) Data preparation: Data preparation is the third step of the CRISP-DM model, and is one of

the most time consuming parts of the ML process. In this step the collected data is cleaned in

order to remove data quality issues. Thereafter the data is pre-processed and transformed into

an understandable input that can be used by a ML model. Cleaning the data and achieving a

complete dataset to use for the ML model is crucial in order to get reliable results. In general, this

phase includes the steps of removing or replacing missing values, duplicate data, invalid data and

noise (Javatpoint 2023; Maharana, Mondal et al. 2022). To ensure that every feature are in the

same range, the data is commonly scaled. Changing from categorical values to numerical values

using different encoding methods is also a common practice in this phase. Maharana, Mondal et al.

(2022) stated that encoding is the most significant factor, affecting supervised ML models ability

to achieve great performance. The data preparation techniques used in this study are described in

section 5.1.2.

(4) Modeling: Even though the modeling phase is one of the most crucial procedures, it is also

one of the shortest. The suitable ML models are chosen based on the business problem and the

available data (Schröer, Kruse et al. 2021). The chosen models for this study is based on the

findings from the LR, presented in section 3.4 Before applying the data as inputs in the model,

it is split into a training and testing set (Clark 2018). The models are further trained utilizing

the training data obtained in the preceding steps, and it can be beneficial to train more than one

model to increase the number of evaluation foundations (Schröer, Kruse et al. 2021). The model is

able to learn different patterns, rules, and characteristics based on the training dataset. The test

dataset is used to evaluate the model. In order to discover the ideal collection of hyperparameter

values that can be used to improve the performance of the model, different hyperparameter tuning

techniques are employed, such as grid search and randomized search. The modeling process is
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described in section 5.2. The authors decided to use two different ML models, namely MLP and

RF, due to their popularity and superior performance in prior studies.

(5)Evaluation: This step focuses on assessing the performance of the model using different eval-

uation criteria or metrics, which is also highlighted by Schröer, Kruse et al. (2021) as a common

approach in order to evaluate the quality of the models. Through a proper evaluation, the accuracy

of the model is validated. The test dataset obtained in the modeling phase is used as input in the

ML model in order to asses and evaluate the accuracy of the ML results, and check whether the

project objectives developed in the business understanding phase are met. The evaluation metrics

used in this thesis are described in section 5.2.1, and the results are displayed in section 6.3. The

results consist of three different experiments. The first experiment examines and contrasts the

model’s performance when using a dataset that includes parameters from the system status and

when using a dataset that does not. Experiment 2 and 3 includes a hyperparametertuning for the

two different ML models.

(6)Deployment: The final phase of the ML process is the deployment. In this phase, the model may

be deployed into a real-world system. Both a deployment plan and a monitoring and maintenance

plan should be implemented at this stage. According to Schröer, Kruse et al. (2021), only a few

research take the deployment phase into account, and this study will not deploy the developed ML

model either. However, the authors tried to narrow the gap by identifying relevant application

areas where a lead time prediction model potentially could be employed. The identified areas are

discussed in section 7.1, and the provided information could be used for future deployment plans.
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3 Theoretical background

In this section the theoretical background and the results from the literature reviews will be

introduced. Relevant concepts and terminology related to the manufacturing environment are

described. Thereafter the literature review on lead time prediction is presented, along with the

identified application areas for LTP in PPC, followed by concepts related to ML, and literature

assessing ML-based LTP. Lastly, the reviewed literature about data quality is presented.

3.1 Manufacturing environment

Companies operate in various manufacturing environments, determined by the products they pro-

duce and the products manufacturing needs. An understanding of the manufacturing environment

is fundamental in order to apply the proper planning techniques (Jonsson and Mattsson 2003).

The order decoupling point (ODCP) is a point in the manufacturing value chain for a product,

where production based on actual customer order is separated from production based on forecasts

and plans (Buer, Strandhagen et al. 2018). A company’s placement of ODCP is used to categorize

it’s manufacturing environment, as presented in Figure 2. Forecasts trigger the production opera-

tions upstream of the ODCP, while customer orders trigger the actions downstream of the ODCP.

The common categorization of manufacturing environment are make to stock, assemble to order

(ATO), make to order and engineer to order, listed from less costumer involvement to most (Buer,

Strandhagen et al. 2018; Chapman 2006; Sagegg 2020).

Engineering Manufacturing Assmebly Delivery

Make to stock

Assemble to order

Make to order

Engineer to order

ODCP

ODCP

ODCP

ODCP
Forecast-

driven

Customer
order-driven

Figure 2: Manufacturing environments described by the order decoupling point

MTO manufacturing environments is the focus of this thesis. MTO strategies are customer based,

and the manufacture starts after a customer order is placed (Chapman 2006; Sagegg 2020). This

results in volatile demand which rarely can be predicted (Linda C Hendry and Kingsman 1989).

MTO strategies provides highly customized products, which are commonly produced in small

batches (Oldebr̊aten 2017). The majority of MTO companies base their products on a mix of

standard components and customer-specific components (Linda C Hendry and Kingsman 1989;

Sagegg 2020). The planning environment is significantly more dynamic and uncertain, compared

to MTS and ATO, due to MTO companies’ usual customer engagement (Thürer, Stevenson et al.
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2014).

3.1.1 Production planning and control in MTO

Production planning and control is frequently referred to as the necessary actions to balance

supply and demand (Buer, Strandhagen et al. 2018 derived from Vollmann, Berry et al. 2004).

PPC involves the crucial tasks of organizing, planning and performing manufacturing activities

(Cañas, Mula et al. 2022). In order to meet customer demand, PPC systems aid decision-makers

in deciding what, when, and how much to produce, purchase, and deliver (Cañas, Mula et al.

2022). The planning and decision-making processes used by the manufacturer have a big impact

on the company’s performance (Tenhiälä 2011). The success or failure of a manufacture has also

been noted to be significantly influenced by effective PPC (Buer, Strandhagen et al. 2018 derived

from Vollmann, Berry et al. 2004).

The appropriate PPC techniques for a manufacture differ depending on the manufacturing environ-

ment and sector. The ODCP’s position marks a turning point for the need of various strategies and

techniques for PPC, downstream and upstream of this point. The traditional production planning

hierarchy typically contains three planning levels; strategic-, tactical- and operational planning

(Hung, C.-C. Huang et al. 2013). Depending on the level of detail and the planning horizon,

different decision-making tasks are classified under one of the three planning levels (Kapulin and

Russkikh 2020; Oldebr̊aten 2017). Strategic long-term planning determines the general directions,

structure and goals for the company over a time horizon of several years (Kapulin and Russkikh

2020; Muñoz, Capón et al. 2012). Decisions made at this stage are determined by long-term fore-

casts (Kapulin and Russkikh 2020). At the tactical level a production plan is derived from the

company’s strategies defined at the strategical level. The plan should balance market demand

and the manufacture’s capacity (Kapulin and Russkikh 2020). Tasks that frequently relate to the

tactical level include Master production schedule (MPS), Capacity requirement planning (CRP)

and Material requirements planning (MRP). The MPS reflect the planned production for the com-

pany, the CRP involves planning the production capacity that are needed for the MPS, and MRP

ensures that the right component is in the production at the right time (Kapulin and Russkikh

2020). Activities at the tactical level, including MPS, CRP and MRP, are hard to obtain in an

MTO environment, since the product parameters are unknown until an order is placed. Where in

contrast an MTS company can follow this procedure since they produce based on forecasts and the

product parameters are known in advance (Kapulin and Russkikh 2020). The operational planning

level is the last level of the planning hierarchy. It relates to short-term planning and scheduling of

orders on a daily or weekly basis (Kapulin and Russkikh 2020). In this phase, tasks are assigned

to different resources, and the order sequence for each resource is decided through a more detailed

production plan (Kapulin and Russkikh 2020; Muñoz, Capón et al. 2012). The plans created at

the operational level have a planning horizon that corresponds to the period of time where there
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are actual customer orders, whereas tactical plans cover a time frame that spans beyond actual

orders (Oldebr̊aten 2017). Stevenson, Linda C Hendry et al. (2005) highlighted that the choice of

appropriate PPC techniques is specially important for MTO companies, because of the uncertain

environment they operate in.

Kapulin and Russkikh (2020) stated that the production planning for MTO companies should start

after an order is received, i.e. it should start at the customer enquiry stage. According to Hiller,

Deipenwisch et al. (2022), the customer enquiry stage is the initial phase of the order fulfillment

process, which includes actions relating to product design, production, delivery, and reporting of

order status (Cox and Blackstone 2002). During order fulfilment, several PPC tasks are performed

with the goal of optimizing the production performance and making sure that that the order is

fulfilled before the given due date (Hiller, Deipenwisch et al. 2022). The customer enquiry stage is

therefore an specially important planning stage for MTO companies, since the production cannot

start until a customer places an order. Additionally, all subsequent stages are affected by the

customized product that is placed by the customer (L. Hendry and Kingsman 1993; Kapulin and

Russkikh 2020). Due date setting and pricing are typical actions to be made during this phase

(L. Hendry and Kingsman 1993). Capacity planning is another essential task mentioned by L.

Hendry and Kingsman (1993), and by performing capacity planning at this stage the company

may be able to set reliable due dates that can be achieved with the available capacity (L. Hendry

and Kingsman 1993). After the customer enquiry stage, the company must plan and purchase

the required materials, as well as schedule the order by determining a start and end date for the

production (Hiller, Deipenwisch et al. 2022; Kapulin and Russkikh 2020). Throughout the order

fulfilment process, adjustments to the capacity plan may also be performed to ensure that jobs are

completed before their due date (Linda C Hendry and Kingsman 1989).

To summarize, PPC involves organizing, planning, and executing manufacturing activities to meet

customer demand. It plays a critical role in balancing supply and demand by determining what,

when, and how much to produce, purchase, and deliver. The manufacturing environment affects

which PPC strategies are effective. For MTO companies, the production planning process often

begins at the customer enquiry stage, where due date setting, pricing, and capacity planning

are essential tasks. Throughout the order fulfillment process, which includes product design,

production, delivery, and order status reporting, different PPC tasks are performed in order to

optimize production performance and ensure timely order fulfillment by planning and purchasing

necessary materials, scheduling production, and adjusting the capacity plan as needed. These

tasks are considered detailed operational-level order fulfillment activities, with a planning horizon

corresponding to the duration of the actual order.
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3.2 Lead time

3.2.1 Lead time in manufacturing

Lead time is a key performance indicator in many PPC tasks, and short, reliable, and predictable

lead times are becoming an increasingly essential criteria in order for companies to stay competitive

(Asadzadeh, Azadeh et al. 2011; Fussenegger and Lange 2022; Hiller, Deipenwisch et al. 2022;

Hvolby and Thorstenson 2001; Thürer, Stevenson et al. 2014). Lead time can be defined as a period

of time needed to complete a process, and it may consist of multiple different components that

together make up the total lead time (Cox and Blackstone 2002). From a customer perspective the

lead time can be assessed as the period from a customer places an order and the order is confirmed,

until the order is delivered to the customer (Kader and Akter 2014). The customer lead time can

be further divided into several sub processes. This paper divides the customer lead time into three

separate processes that are shown in Figure 3. The material lead time is the period of time from

when the required materials are ordered until they are delivered to the factory. The time it takes

to manufacture an order is known as the production lead time, and the time it takes to deliver an

order from the finished goods inventory to the the customer is known as the delivery lead time.

The production lead time, which will be referred to as simply lead time for the remainder of the

article, is the subject of this paper.

Order Confirmation

Order Material Recieve material and
 production starts 

Production lead time

Production completed

Material Lead time

Customer receive product

Delivery lead time

Product delivered

Customer lead time

Figure 3: The different processes that make up the customer lead time

3.2.2 Application areas for lead time prediction in PPC

As previously mentioned, lead times are crucial performance indicators used in PPC, and by

applying precise lead time calculations, a production plan’s reliability may be improved. Lead

time can also affect other performance measures such as cost and quality. Costs can be decreased

by reducing lead times, however doing so may compromise product quality (Kader and Akter

2014).

There are numerous articles that examine LTP models, however many of them do not elaborate

on or explain the application area of the models within the PPC hierarchy. Hiller, Deipenwisch
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et al. (2022) conducted a study in order to categorize previous approaches used for LTP. They

identified three distinct application areas within the order fulfilment process where LTP could be

of relevance; order clarification, throughput scheduling and order coordination. Within the order

clarification phase a production plan is developed providing roughly planned lead times based on

available order information. Throughput scheduling focus on short-term production planning and

provides detailed lead times for each order based on relevant production data, e.g WIP, waiting

time or processing steps. After the order has been released to the shop floor, tasks within order

coordination are carried out with a focus on production control. The remaining lead times are

determined in this phase by comparing the actual lead time to the lead times from the short-term

plan using real-time data to capture the status of the system. In their literature review, Hiller,

Deipenwisch et al. (2022) considered 24 articles. This thesis has further investigated the application

areas by including 21 additional articles, based on a new literature search, see section 2.1.

Capacity planning

A critical phase for manufacturing companies is capacity planning, which encompasses activities

related to determining the capacity requirements necessary to meet demand (Cox and Blackstone

2002). Lead times are crucial for capacity planning because they influence how long a job spends

on the shop floor and occupies system capacity. Several of the articles used in this study discuss the

importance of accurate LTP in order to obtain a viable capacity plan (Choueiri, Sato et al. 2020;

Kramer, C. Wagner et al. 2020; Liang 2010; Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009; Meidan, Lerner,

Rabinowitz et al. 2011). The production planners can acquire a more realistic production capacity

requirement planning, which refers to the process of defining, evaluating, and revising capacity

limitations or levels, by providing precise lead time estimates (Choueiri, Sato et al. 2020; Meidan,

Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009; Meidan, Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011). This in turn may enhance

the overall performance of the production planning. Liang (2010) mentioned lead time estimation

as an essential component used in MTO environments in order to maximize and make best use

of the available capacity in the production system. Kramer, C. Wagner et al. (2020) also stated

the importance of precise lead times in order to determine the production system’s capacities. A

precise capacity plan is vital to obtain, since many PPC activities are dependent on the capacity,

e.g production scheduling. Capacity planning sets the foundation for production scheduling by

ensuring that the necessary resources are in place to meet production demands.

In a study conducted by Mestry, Damodaran et al. (2011), the authors created a branch and pricing

solution, which is a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) approach, for order acceptance and

capacity planning in an MTO environment. The authors further stated that MTO companies

must effectively manage their capacity in order to generate long-term profits and guarantee on-

time delivery. Lead times are employed as constraint parameters in the MILP problem, in order

to ensure that the capacity is not exceeded. Zijm and Buitenhek (1996) developed an approach for

capacity planning and lead time management in an MTO environment which explicitly considered
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workload dependent lead times. The earliest completion date could subsequently be determined

based on the lead times and utilized as an input for detailed shop floor scheduling. In MTO the

lead time of an incoming order is therefore necessary to predict in order to have viable estimates

to fulfill these methods.

Due date setting

Due date setting is the application area for LTP that is most frequently mentioned (Ahmarofi,

Ramli et al. 2017; Backus, Janakiram et al. 2006; Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Bergmann et al. 2018; G. M.

Lee and Gao 2021; Liang 2010; Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009; Meidan, Lerner, Rabinowitz

et al. 2011; Öztürk, Kayalıgil et al. 2006; Pfeiffer, Gyulai et al. 2016; Schuh, Gützlaff, Sauermann,

Kaul et al. 2020; Schuh, Gützlaff, Sauermann and Theunissen 2020; J. Wang and J. Zhang 2016;

J. Wang, J. Zhang and X. Wang 2018; Alenezi, Moses et al. 2008; Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et al.

2018; S. Huang, Guo et al. 2019; Kramer, C. Wagner et al. 2020; R. Murphy, Newell et al. 2019).

Due date refers to the period of time between the acceptance of a customer’s order and delivery of

the order to the client (Cox and Blackstone 2002). This includes the amount of time between the

order being confirmed and the start of production, the lead time, the time spent at the finished

goods inventory and the transit time. Due date setting is often a lead time dependent task, since

many due date setting approaches are based on lead time estimates. Accurate LTP can therefore

be crucial for achieving on-time delivery, improve customer relations and maintain competitiveness

(Alenezi, Moses et al. 2008; R. Murphy, Newell et al. 2019; C. Wang and Jiang 2019). Due dates

also have an impact on scheduling and other shop floor management tasks, and reliable due date

setting allows for more efficient production planning, which can help lower different production

costs, such as inventory holding cost (S. Huang, Guo et al. 2019; R. Murphy, Newell et al. 2019).

Alenezi, Moses et al. (2008) stated that due date performance in MTO companies is frequently

below the expectations, and in order to increase performance and cut costs associated with early

or late deliveries, the company must provide accurate LTPs in real-time. Several of the articles

addressed this problem by developing methods that could provide precise predictions. Gacek

(2018), S. Hsu and Sha (2004) and C. Wang and Jiang (2019) developed different ML models for

LTP. Results provided by the models were further used to set the due date of incoming orders.

An approach using input/output control was developed in a study by L. Hendry and Kingsman

(1993) to control lead times, and as a result, the delivery time of orders. The input/output control

is constrained by the lead times of the system’s orders. R. Zhang and Wu (2012) discussed the

close connection between due date setting and production scheduling. The authors developed a

scheduling optimization model that was integrated with a model for due date setting based on

lead times. Mezzogori, Romagnoli et al. (2021) and Mezzogori, Romagnoli et al. (2019) developed

methods for LTP using workload control. The methods’ objectives were to establish due dates and

maximize on-time delivery.

Production scheduling
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Scheduling is also mentioned by several articles as a lead time dependent application area (Backus,

Janakiram et al. 2006; Bender and Ovtcharova 2021; Bender, Trat et al. 2022; T. Chen 2009;

Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et al. 2018; Kramer, C. Wagner et al. 2020; Liang 2010; Meidan, Lerner,

Hassoun et al. 2009; Meidan, Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011; Öztürk, Kayalıgil et al. 2006; R.

Zhang and Wu 2012). Production scheduling refers to the process of allocating resources to jobs

in a specific order and within a given time frame, and it aims at optimizing operational tasks

and processes (Parente, Figueira et al. 2020). In numerous articles, the significance of accurate

LTP is emphasized for scheduling optimization and effectiveness (Bender and Ovtcharova 2021;

Lim, Yusof et al. 2019; Lingitz, Gallina et al. 2018; Mori and Mahalec 2015). Many scheduling

rules and techniques require lead times as inputs, and by obtaining accurate and reliable lead

times, the performance and efficacy of these rules and techniques may be improved (T. Chen 2009;

Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et al. 2018; Lu, Ramaswamy et al. 1994; Mori and Mahalec 2015). The cost

of production may also be impacted by the lead times employed in scheduling. It is important

to provide schedules that meet the established production capacity, and the lead times of orders

are key components in order to meet this requirement and avoid deviations that can increase the

production costs (Mori and Mahalec 2015). The expenses associated with keeping inventory on

hand could rise if the scheduled order is finished earlier than the specified lead time. On the other

hand, the company may be charged a lateness cost if the actual lead time exceeds the promised lead

time (Liang 2010). Accurate lead times that can be used to provide precise production schedules

are therefor crucial in order to improve production performance while minimizing the production

costs.

Lu, Ramaswamy et al. (1994) introduced two new scheduling rules called fluctuation smoothing

policies for variance of cycle time and fluctuation smoothing policies for mean cycle time. Both

policies are dependent on lead time, and results from the study showed a lead time reduction with

an implementation of the policies. Ren, Chaw et al. (2022) employed a number of lead time-based

scheduling rules to determine the optimal order sequence. In order to support managers, Cos Juez,

Nieto et al. (2010), Yamashiro and Nonaka (2021) and Mori and Mahalec (2015) developed LTP

models that could be incorporated into production planning and scheduling systems in order to

optimize the production performance. Lead times are also a crucial factor for order release methods,

according to Schneckenreither, Haeussler et al. (2021), as decisions regarding order release are

frequently dependent on them. The authors developed a model for LTP using ML. Based on the

resulting lead times, a planned release date was determined. Resource scheduling has also been

mentioned as a lead time dependent task (Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009). The need for

accurate LTP for order release was also discussed by Liang (2010).

Production analysis

A big part of LTP is to discover the factors affecting the lead time. Historical lead time data

can be employed for this sort of descriptive analysis, in order to assess trends and patterns in
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the production. By identifying key factors, one can improve prediction accuracy as well as gain

insight into, and enhance lead time control (Meidan, Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011; J. Wang,

J. Zhang and X. Wang 2018). Through production analysis of the lead time data, the cause of

deviations, interruptions or lateness in the production may be discovered (Pfeiffer, Gyulai et al.

2016). According to Ahmarofi, Ramli et al. (2017), analysis of lead times has not received much

attention in earlier work. The authors conducted an analysis to determine the most important

factors that influences a job’s tardiness based on the lead time, such as machine capacity and

waiting times of the components. By identifying machine constraints, the company may be able

enhance smoothness in the production, while an assessment of the waiting times can help companies

improve their inventory management. Other significant factors affecting lead times that can be

identified through an analysis of the lead time data include equipment unreliability, production flow,

sequence-dependent setup-time, changing demand, unbalanced capacity, job reentry into machines

and bottlenecks (Choueiri, Sato et al. 2020; G. M. Lee and Gao 2021). It will be possible to take

proactive actions with LTP in order to cut lead times and production costs by learning about the

elements affecting lead time, and in addition it could help obtain a more sustainable production

(Choueiri, Sato et al. 2020; G. M. Lee and Gao 2021; Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009; Meidan,

Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011; Pfeiffer, Gyulai et al. 2016).

Control of WIP level is also an important task on the shop floor, which is highly correlated to

lead time. A reduction in WIP can shorten lead times and increase production efficiency (Cao and

Ji 2021; Chien, C.-Y. Hsu et al. 2012). LTP may provide companies with information that can

be used to find the ideal WIP level for future orders. Chien, C.-Y. Hsu et al. (2012) developed a

two-phase approach that can help production managers control and find the optimal WIP level in

the production system. The approach is based on a model for LTP that could be used to control

elements affecting the production status such as the WIP level. Cao and Ji (2021) outlined how

accurate LTPs can be used in planning to prevent unnecessary waiting times and WIP.

Production monitoring

In the framework developed by Hiller, Deipenwisch et al. (2022), order coordination is mentioned

as an application area for LTP, with focus on the remaining lead time. Tasks inside this area

are applied after the order is released to the shop floor and focus mainly on production control.

Continuous control and monitoring of the production system is mentioned in several of the articles

as a way to improve system efficiency and customer relation (T. Chen 2009; Gyulai, Pfeiffer,

Bergmann et al. 2018; Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et al. 2018; Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009). To

keep customers updated on the status of their orders and guarantee that they will be delivered

on schedule, an estimate of the remaining lead time can be employed (T. Chen 2009). Meidan,

Lerner, Hassoun et al. (2009) developed a model that can be used to predict only a part of the

lead time, namely the waiting time, of a job. The authors further discuss the potential of using the

model as a real-time decision support in order to identify potential delays in the production system
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and the cause of the delays. S. Huang, Guo et al. (2019) highlighted how lead time monitoring

can be utilized to boost production efficiency by preventing delays, through re-prioritizing orders,

stabilizing the manufacturing process, and allocating resources optimally. Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick

et al. (2018) discussed the application of ML to predict the anticipated, remaining lead time of

ongoing jobs. This would allow the chance to adjust the jobs’ priorities throughout production or

change the product’s routing if the original route is causing the job to be late. Gyulai, Pfeiffer,

Bergmann et al. (2018) explored the aforementioned method further. The proposed method can

be applied in order to reduce the tardiness of an order by altering the priorities of the orders in

the system in real-time.

In section 3.2.2, five application areas where identified from the literature, where LTP could be of

interest. These application areas include capacity planning, due date setting, production schedul-

ing, descriptive analysis and production monitoring. Capacity planning, due date setting and

production scheduling are typical tasks performed during the production planning phase, and use

the lead time as an input. LTP can be employed in capacity planning in order to determine the

capacity requirements for meeting future demand. Due date setting often rely on LTP to ensure

on-time delivery, improve customer relations, and optimize production planning. Several produc-

tion scheduling approaches rely on accurate LTP, which can help optimize resource allocation,

minimize costs, and ensure that the production capacity requirements are met. Production ana-

lysis and production monitoring are tasks within production control, which can assist with the

management and optimization of production processes. LTP in production analysis can be used to

test optimal production flows, and predict the impact of the changes. Production analysis involves

analyzing historical lead time data to identify factors influencing lead time and use the obtained

information to enhance the production performance. Production monitoring involves continuous

control and monitoring of the production system using LTP to update customers on order status,

prevent delays, and make changes to the current production that can improve the production flow.

As seen, accurate LTP can play a crucial role in enhancing overall production performance and

efficiency across different areas of PPC. Table 3, summarizes the mentioned application areas

detected from the literature and their relationship with lead time and lead time prediction.
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Application

area

Definition Relationship with lead time prediction Sources

Capacity plan-

ning

The determination of

capacity requirements

needed to fulfill fu-

ture demand (Cox and

Blackstone 2002).

Lead times determine the amount of time a component

spends on the shop floor and occupies capacity, and it is

often used as inputs for different capacity planning ap-

proaches. By integrating LTP in capacity planning, the

company may be able to ensure optimal resource utiliz-

ation, and obtain a more realistic and viable production

plan.

Choueiri, Sato et al. 2020; Kramer, C. Wagner et al. 2020;

Liang 2010; Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009; Meidan,

Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011; Mestry, Damodaran et al.

2011; Zijm and Buitenhek 1996

Due date setting Determine the period

of time between the

acceptance of a cus-

tomer’s order and de-

livery of the order to

the client (Cox and

Blackstone 2002).

Due date setting is often a lead time dependent task, as

the due date is typically set based on estimates of the

lead time. LTP dependent due date approaches may

enhance customer relation and competitiveness by en-

suring reliable and realistic due dates.

Ahmarofi, Ramli et al. 2017; Backus, Janakiram et al.

2006; Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Bergmann et al. 2018; G. M. Lee

and Gao 2021; Liang 2010; Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et

al. 2009; Meidan, Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011; Öztürk,

Kayalıgil et al. 2006; Pfeiffer, Gyulai et al. 2016; Schuh,

Gützlaff, Sauermann, Kaul et al. 2020; Schuh, Gützlaff,

Sauermann and Theunissen 2020; J. Wang and J. Zhang

2016; J. Wang, J. Zhang and X. Wang 2018; Alenezi,

Moses et al. 2008; Gacek 2018; Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et

al. 2018; S. Hsu and Sha 2004; S. Huang, Guo et al. 2019;

Kramer, C. Wagner et al. 2020; Mezzogori, Romagnoli et

al. 2019, 2021; R. Murphy, Newell et al. 2019; C. Wang

and Jiang 2019
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Production

Scheduling

The process of al-

locating resources to

jobs in a specific or-

der and within a given

time frame (Parente,

Figueira et al. 2020).

Several scheduling approaches today utilizes lead time as

an important input parameter. By employing LTP, the

company may obtain precise lead time estimates that

can be used to develop realistic production schedules.

This can further enhance the production efficiency and

minimize production costs.

Backus, Janakiram et al. 2006; Bender and Ovtcharova

2021; Bender, Trat et al. 2022; T. Chen 2009; Gyulai,

Pfeiffer, Nick et al. 2018; Kramer, C. Wagner et al. 2020;

Liang 2010; Lim, Yusof et al. 2019; Lingitz, Gallina et

al. 2018; Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009; Meidan,

Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011; Mori and Mahalec 2015;

Öztürk, Kayalıgil et al. 2006; R. Zhang and Wu 2012;Cos

Juez, Nieto et al. 2010; Lu, Ramaswamy et al. 1994; Ren,

Chaw et al. 2022; Schneckenreither, Haeussler et al. 2021;

Yamashiro and Nonaka 2021

Production ana-

lysis

Analysing the pro-

duction performance

based on historical

lead time data

Lead time data can be used to identify patterns and

trends in the production that potentially could be im-

proved. By utilizing LTP, the company may be able to

take proactive actions that can improve the production

efficiency.

Ahmarofi, Ramli et al. 2017; Cao and Ji 2021; Chien, C.-Y.

Hsu et al. 2012; Choueiri, Sato et al. 2020; G. M. Lee and

Gao 2021; Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009; Meidan,

Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011; Pfeiffer, Gyulai et al. 2016;

J. Wang, J. Zhang and X. Wang 2018

Production

monitoring

Monitoring and con-

trolling the production

based on lead time

data

LTP could be employed to predict remaining lead times

at the shop floor. The result could further be utilized

to update the customers on order status. Remaining

lead times could also be used to make appropriate ad-

justments to job priorities on the shop floor, in order to

ensure that all orders are delivered on time.

T. Chen 2009; Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Bergmann et al. 2018; Gy-

ulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et al. 2018; S. Huang, Guo et al. 2019;

Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009

Table 3: Summary of the identified application areas for LTP.
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3.2.3 Prior methods used for lead time prediction

There are various methods used for LTP. Some of the methods mentioned in the literature are

rule-based approaches and rely on data manipulation rules or policies created by humans, or they

can be based on quantitative techniques such as simulation and queuing theory (Gyulai, Pfeiffer,

Bergmann et al. 2018). According to Alenezi, Moses et al. (2008), some policies evaluate lead time

as a linear function of a single order attribute, which is not very efficient given how closely related

lead times are to system parameters and system status. Many of these traditional approaches

are used to determine the average lead time based on historical data without taking lead time

variability into consideration (Alenezi, Moses et al. 2008; T. Chen 2009; Lingitz, Gallina et al.

2018). This may result in inaccurate estimations because lead times in real-life frequently vary

greatly. One of the most common ways to predict lead times for manufactures today is still based

on the production managers prior expertise, and information gathered from the fabric operators

(Mourtzis, Doukas et al. 2014; Schneckenreither, Haeussler et al. 2021).

S. Huang, Guo et al. (2019) states that current MTO manufacturing systems must be designed

with quick response, wise decision-making and exact execution in mind in order to keep up with

today’s competitive market. Machine learning has been highlighted as an emerging technology

that is able to handle the uncertainty and variability in today’s production systems. According to

Mourtzis, Doukas et al. (2014), ML is one of the most reliable techniques for predicting lead times,

due to its ability to examine an extensive amount of complex data containing several parameters

and non-linear connections. This thesis will only focus on ML methods used for LTP, and examples

of various ML methods applied for this task are examined in section 3.4.

3.3 Machine learning

ML is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI). The fundamental idea of ML is to enable computers

to learn without being explicitly programmed (Géron 2022). Data can be transformed into feature

spaces that can be utilized for prediction, detection, classification, regression, or forecasting by

using ML algorithms to identify highly complex and non-linear patterns in the data (Wuest, Weimer

et al. 2016). The performance of a ML model depends heavily on the quality of the data, and Jain,

Patel et al. (2020) emphasizes how crucial it is to comprehend and improve the data for the model to

produce outcomes that are accurate and dependable. In addition to high-quality data, a sufficient

amount of data is also required in order to properly train the algorithms to generate more precise

outputs. However, this amount is dependent on the type of ML model (Grolinger, Hayes et al.

2014).

The algorithms learn different data patterns through training. The training process refers to how

they automatically adjust their behavior through repetition in order to get better and better at

doing the desired task. The objective is to have the model deliver the intended result based on
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unobserved data (El Naqa and M. J. Murphy 2015). It has been demonstrated to be an approach

with great potential for managing complex systems, and various academics point to ML as a

critical component for present and future PPC challenges (Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Bergmann et al. 2018;

R. Murphy, Newell et al. 2019).

3.3.1 Types of Machine learning

ML models can be classified based on how they are supervised during training (Géron 2022).

The three main learning approaches for ML are supervised learning, unsupervised learning and

reinforcement learning, see Figure 4. The degree of supervision the ML model receives during

training is the basis for these definitions. Supervised learning involves training a model with

labeled data, where input-output pairs are provided, enabling the model to learn patterns and

make predictions or classifications. Unsupervised learning, on the other hand, deals with unlabeled

data, where the model seeks to identify underlying patterns or structures without explicit guidance.

Reinforcement learning focuses on an agent learning to make sequential decisions by interacting

with an environment and receive rewards or penalties based on its actions. The obtained data is

used to learn a policy or strategy that maximizes the reward. Supervised learning is the focus of

this paper.

Machine learning types

Supervised learning

Labeled data using
input/output pairs

Used for regression or
classification

Unsupervised learning

Unlabeled data

Identify underlying
patterns without explicit
guidance 

Reinforcement learning

Agent receives
penalties or rewards
based on its actions

Learn a policy or
strategy that maximizes
the reward

Figure 4: The three main learning approaches for machine learning

Supervised learning

As mentioned above, in supervised learning the model is trained using labeled data, meaning that

the target values are included in the dataset. Supervised machine learning models are able to

identify dependencies and patterns between the input data and the target value. Typical use cases

for supervised learning are classification and regression (Géron 2022).

Classification
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In a classification problem the training dataset contains input/output pairs, where the output are

discrete class labels. After training, the model should be able to learn the classes based on the

provided input dataset. One example of a classification problem in the manufacturing industry is

quality control in product inspection. The objective in this scenario is to categorize products into

several quality groups according to their traits and features. For example, the system can collect

images or sensor data of manufactured items and train a classification model to categorize them

as ”acceptable” or ”defective.”

Regression

In a regression problem the training dataset includes input/output pairs with continuous values

as the output. The ML model is used to detect patterns between the input and the output, and

make predictions for new input data without the corresponding target value based on the detected

relationship (Maharana, Mondal et al. 2022). In the manufacturing industry, LTP could be an

example of a regression problem. By providing the ML inputs consisting of lead time affecting

features, e.g. component length and WIP level, along with the corresponding lead time, the model

should be able to predict the lead times of new orders based on the detected patterns from the

training.

3.4 Machine learning for lead time prediction

Machine learning is an explored field for LTP. R. Murphy, Newell et al. (2019) refers to ML as

a technique with great potential for managing complex dynamic systems. ML can enhance the

performance of manufacturing tasks, such as LTP, according to previous studies. Gyulai, Pfeiffer,

Bergmann et al. 2018 argues that the use of AI in manufacture will be a crucial component for

future PPC strategies. Schkarin and Dobhan (2022) carried out an interview study where they

interviewed nine experts with knowledge within the topics of AI and production planning. The

experts all agreed that AI is gaining ground as a method used for production planning, and 80% of

them implied that it can help increase the efficiency of processes within the production planning.

The application of ML for LTP is given a special focus in customer specific environments, which are

arising due to the increased demand of customized products (Schuh, Gützlaff, Sauermann, Kaul

et al. 2020). As mentioned, the majority of the conventional lead time estimation techniques use

static approaches that calculate the average lead time from historical data, without incorporating

the highly scattered lead time that arises in MTO environment (Lingitz, Gallina et al. 2018).

The large product variety in these environments increase product and production complexity and

uncertainty. ML is a technique specially suited to handle high complexity data with non-linear

relations among the variables, which are common characteristics for MTO companies (Asadzadeh,

Azadeh et al. 2011).

Previous research have explored a wide variety of ML models for LTP. The models are tested and
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evaluated on different case companies, and a generalized model selection applicable to all companies

does not exist (Kramer, C. Wagner et al. 2020). The most appropriate model relies on the process

being studied and the parameter that has to be predicted (Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et al. 2018).

Therefore, Kramer, C. Wagner et al. (2020) argued that it is not sufficient to investigate only one

model, but to compare several models and find the best suited for the manufacturing environment

under study. R. Murphy, Newell et al. (2019) proved the same in their study. Kramer, C. Wagner

et al. (2020) summarized the current ML models used for LTP as linear regression (LR), decision

tree (DT), random forest (RF), k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), support vector regression (SVR), lasso

regression (LassoReg), ridge regression (RidgeReg), artificial neural network (ANN), multivariate

adaptive regression (MARS), deep neural networks (DNN), bagging and boosting decision trees

(BDT).

Previous literature has proven that ML techniques are superior to conventional methods. Gyulai,

Pfeiffer, Nick et al. (2018) compared LR, RF, DT and SVR for LTP in a flow-shop manufacturing

optical lens. In this case, RF achieved the highest accuracy. Additionally, the ML models were

compared to analytical approaches and proved to outperform the conventional methods. Asadza-

deh, Azadeh et al. (2011) compared ANN, fuzzy regression and conventional regression for LTP,

and concluded that ANN is superior to the other methods. The authors added that fuzzy- and

conventional regression methods are not able to handle the complex non-linear data.

The appropriate ML model is dependent on the manufacturing system. In the study of Kramer,

C. Wagner et al. (2020) the authors compared LR, DR, DT, RF, BDT and DNN for LTP in a job

shop. The authors stated that RF often provide best results in the literature, however in their

study DNN achieved the best performance, which exemplifies that the appropriate model is context-

specific. Flowtime estimation for different manufacturing systems were explored in the study of

R. Murphy, Newell et al. (2019). ANN, RF, BDT and rule-based Cubist method were evaluated

in a simulated flow shop and hybrid flow shop with different flow policies and dispatching rules.

The best performing model varied depending on the simulated environment. In general, the results

demonstrated that factors such as flow of the manufacturing line, processing times at machines

and the order characteristics all have an impact on the suitable ML model. RF, ANN and Cubist

all proved to achieve high results in different contexts.

RF has proved to be a suitable ML model for LTP in several studies. In the study of Schuh,

Gützlaff, Sauermann, Kaul et al. (2020), the authors explored DT, k-NN, ridge regression and RF

for the prediction of order-specific transition times, and RF proved to be the best model. Lingitz,

Gallina et al. (2018) compared eleven different ML models for LTP in a hybrid MTS/MTO job

shop environment withing the semiconductor industry. Once again, RF provided the best result.

In the research of Fussenegger and Lange (2022), methods for LTP were investigated in the scope of

explainable AI. RF, DT, LR, ridge regression, lasso regression, elastic net and SVR were examined.

In their research they concluded that LR and SVR were not suitable due to their inability of
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handling non-linear relationship between the variables. The best performing model was again RF.

However, the authors highlighted that DT provided highest interpretability, followed by RF. RF

also achieved the highest accuracy in a simulated MTO flow shop environment, compared to DT

and LR in a study conducted by Pfeiffer, Gyulai et al. (2016). The production time of a textile

factory was investigated in Atik, Kut et al. (2021). In their study a comparison between SVR,

RF, DT and bagging decision tree was performed. The bagging decision tree and RF showed the

highest predictive performance.

ANN is also a frequently applied ML model for LTP. Mezzogori, Romagnoli et al. (2019) explored

multivariate LR and ANN to estimate the lead time of incoming jobs in an MTO workload control

(WLC) system. The WLC system based on ANN forecasting achieved the best results. Gacek

(2018) also compared multivariate LR to ANN in order to predict the total production flow time

in an MTO environment. Ahmarofi, Ramli et al. (2017) predicted the completion time for a

production line using both ANN and LR. In both aforementioned studies, ANN outperformed LR.

Chien, C.-Y. Hsu et al. (2012) predicted the cycle time in a semiconductor industry with a model

combining gauss-newton regression method and ANN. An inclusion of ANN resulted in improved

accuracy compared to a regular gauss-newton regression method. In the study of Meidan, Lerner,

Hassoun et al. (2009) a Naive Bayes classifier (NBC) was developed for cycle time prediction. As

stated in the article, NBC was chosen due to it’s simplicity, even though ANN is more accurate

and DT is more intuitive. In a later study by the same authors they compared NBC to ANN,

DT and multinomial logistic regression (MLR) (Meidan, Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. 2011). ANN

and MLR proved to achieve the highest accuracy. Cao and Ji (2021) investigated the production

cycle time of a garment industry, where it is hard to obtain precise cycle time due to the large

amount of manual labour. The cycle time was successfully predicted with ANN. Susanto, Tanaya

et al. (2012) explored the standard lead time of a textile factory using ANN. As described in the

study, textile factories are also influenced by poor data records of the production time, due to

the extensive amount of manual labour. The authors concluded that results from the ANN model

could successfully be employed in the case company. The results proves the strength of ANN’s

ability to handle complex data structures and capture underlying relationships among variables

(Ahmarofi, Ramli et al. 2017).

Even though RF and ANN has proved to be superior over several ML models, several authors have

also achieved high accuracy with other ML models as well. Alenezi, Moses et al. (2008) developed

a SVR for real-time flowtime prediction in a multi-resource, multi-product system. The method is

compared to time-series models and ANN. The results showed that SVR is most suited for large-

scale production, and ANN and SVR results are rather similar for the small and medium production

system. SVR was also successfully applied in a case study of the aerospace industry for predicting

if the lead time for a batch of jobs could be finished within a given time horizon in the study of

Cos Juez, Nieto et al. (2010). Backus, Janakiram et al. (2006) explored cycle time prediction for

both the whole production and intermediate production steps with clustering, k-NN and DT. The
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models were compared in terms of feasibility to maintain and rebuild the model, where DT achieved

the best results. Bender, Trat et al. (2022) investigated the use of automated machine learning

(AutoML) for LTP, which is a way of automating the processes in a ML-life cycle, from data

cleaning to deployment. They highlight that AutoML is capable at algorithm selection, training,

hyperparameter optimization and benchmarking, but more effective methods are still required

to achieve data understanding, transformation, filtering, pre-processing and feature engineering.

Additionally, the authors concluded that AutoML is best suited if the input data is clean and of

high-enough quality. In a future research, Bender and Ovtcharova (2021), further explored the

approach of AutoML for LTP by integrating it into an existing enterprise system. The approach

was technically feasible and beneficial for order scheduling, but more focus is needed towards better

integration of automated model monitoring and retraining.

It is important to investigate factors affecting lead time in order to define suitable input features for

the ML model. Meidan, Lerner, Rabinowitz et al. (2011) summarized the most common lead time

factors identified in the literature as: work-in-process (WIP) levels, line-bottlenecks, dispatching

rules, lot priority and scheduling policies, equipment load, and product mix. J. Wang and J.

Zhang (2016) used a dataset with order characteristics, i.e. processing times and priority, and

workshop conditions, i.e. waiting queue length, utilization of machine and WIP level, for LTP. In

the research of S. Huang, Guo et al. (2019), the authors investigated a case company equipped

with RFID scanners for inn-out pairs for all machines and for the buffer areas. The RFID system

provided them great access to retrieve the system status information, such as processing time at

each machine, waiting time in buffers, queuing length and type, and transfer time. In the work of

Asadzadeh, Azadeh et al. (2011) they predicted the lead time using three influential factors: sum

of failures, sum of repairs and sum of processing time for all operations, and concluded that failures

due to machine breakdowns were the most crucial parameter. Li, Yang et al. (2015) conducted a

simulation experiment to investigate the relative importance of predictor variables for lead time.

The results showed that WIP variables, machine status (busy or idle, up or down and processing

time) of important workstation, customer order size and forecasted arrival rate of future orders

were the most influential factors for the ML model, and from these the WIP variables and machine

failures were the factors that had the most significant impact.

A summary of the explored ML models in the reviewed literature is presented in Table 4. Models

that only occurred in a single article are excluded from the table. The best performing model is

presented with a checkmark, or in bold writing if it is categorized under “other”. The remaining

models that were explored are marked with an “X”, the same applies for articles that has not

concluded with a best performing model or only investigated one model. The “other” category

contains models that has not occurred several times in the reviewed articles. Additionally, the

table is categorized as followed: DNN incorporate deep autoencoder and deep belief network. DT

incorporate bagging and boosting decision tree. The hybrid neural network, fuzzy c-means-back

propagation network is categorized as a subfield of ANN.
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Source ANN RF LR DT SVR DNN RidgeReg LassoReg k-NN NBC Cubist Other

Ahmarofi, Ramli et al. 2017 ✓ X

Alenezi, Moses et al. 2008 X ✓

Asadzadeh, Azadeh et al. 2011 ✓ X FuzzyReg

Atik, Kut et al. 2021 ✓ ✓ X

Backus, Janakiram et al. 2006 ✓ X Clustering

Bender and Ovtcharova 2021 AutoML

Bender, Trat et al. 2022 AutoML

Cao and Ji 2021 X

T. Chen 2009 X

Chien, C.-Y. Hsu et al. 2012 X

Cos Juez, Nieto et al. 2010 X

Fang, Guo et al. 2020 X

Fussenegger and Lange 2022 ✓ X X X X X

Gacek 2018 ✓ X

Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et al. 2018 ✓ X X X

Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Bergmann et al.

2018

X

S. Hsu and Sha 2004 X

S. Huang, Guo et al. 2019 X

Kramer, C. Wagner et al. 2020 X X X ✓

G. M. Lee and Gao 2021 X

Lingitz, Gallina et al. 2018 X ✓ X X X X X X MARS
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Source ANN RF LR DT SVR DNN RidgeReg LassoReg k-NN NBC Cubist Other

Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al.

2009

X

Meidan, Lerner, Rabinowitz et

al. 2011

✓ X X MLR

Mezzogori, Romagnoli et al. 2019 ✓ X

R. Murphy, Newell et al. 2019 X X X X

Öztürk, Kayalıgil et al. 2006 X X

Pfeiffer, Gyulai et al. 2016 ✓ X X

Schneckenreither, Haeussler et

al. 2021

X

Schuh, Gützlaff, Sauermann,

Kaul et al. 2020

X ✓ X X X X

Susanto, Tanaya et al. 2012 X

J. Wang and J. Zhang 2016 X

J. Wang, J. Zhang and X. Wang

2018

X

Table 4: Summary of explored machine learning models for lead time prediction from the literature review.
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Previous studies has shown that ML models is an emerging research field with a lot of potential for

LTP. It is a useful technique for predictive analysis due to its capacity to analyze a large amount

of complex data involving several parameters with non-linear relationships. ML can increase the

efficiency of a production system and help encapsulate the dynamics of the system. Previous re-

search has shown that ML models are capable of outperforming conventional techniques, providing

higher accuracy and lower error. A generalized ML model for LTP does not exist and the suitable

model is context dependent, therefore multiple models should be tested. RF and ANN has showed

superior performance compared to other ML models in a number of studies, these are therefore

chosen to be further explored in this study.

3.4.1 Artificial neural networks

Artificial neural networks are inspired by the structure and functioning of biological neural net-

works in the human brain (Krogh 2008; Russell 2010). By replicating the operations of biological

neurons, ANNs are able to solve many sorts of problems such as classification, prediction and

speech recognition (Krogh 2008).

The artificial network is composed of differently connected neurons. The neurons are connected

into input layers, hidden layers, and output layers, which together form the artificial network or

architecture of an ANN, presented in Figure 5. The input layer receives input data, which is then

passed through the hidden layers, where complex computations occur. The output layer provides

the final output of the network, which could be a classification, regression, or any other desired

prediction.

An ANN’s architecture can also be divided into recurrent and feed-forward networks. The two of

them differ from one another in terms of how they connect to other neurons. Recurrent networks

feature at least one feedback loop in which the output of one neuron is used as input for the same

neuron, whereas feed-forward networks only have connections going in one direction (Russell 2010).

The focus of this thesis is feed-forward network, and a simplified model of it’s architecture is shown

in Figure 5

Input layer Hidden layer Output layer 

Figure 5: Architecture of a feed-forward artificial neural network
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The neurons are mathematical functions in an ANN, presented in Figure 6. A neuron receives

several inputs, and calculates the weighted average, and sends this weight through a nonlinear

function, referred to as the activation function. Each neuron have specified weights and thresholds,

the activation function determine whether or not the neuron’s output exceeds the threshold. When

a neuron’s output exceeds the threshold, it is triggered and sends data to other neurons in the next

layer of the network (Krogh 2008). The weights are generated randomly and modified during the

model’s training phase (Krogh 2008). Therefore the main purpose of training is to find optimal

weights for all neurons, and greater weights are given to more significant inputs than those deemed

less necessary.

Figure 6: A model of a neuron derived from Russell (2010)

The adjustment of neurons weights are typically done using a technique called back propagation,

which is a technique that compares the output of the network with the desired output and updates

the weights accordingly until the variance between actual and desired output are minimized (Ah-

marofi, Ramli et al. 2017; Krogh 2008). The training process enables ANNs to gradually enhance

their performance for a specific tasks (Krogh 2008). The most common ANN architecture for LTP

is a multilayer perceptron feed-forward network with back-propagation learning algorithm, from

here referred to as a multilayer perceptron (MLP) model (Ahmarofi, Ramli et al. 2017; Cao and

Ji 2021; Gacek 2018; Susanto, Tanaya et al. 2012). The MLP models have several hidden layers

between the input and output layer, and are able to detect intricate patterns in the data.

3.4.2 Random forest regressor

Random forest is a popular ML model that can be used for both classification and regression

(Rodriguez-Galiano, Sanchez-Castillo et al. 2015). This thesis will focus on RF regression which

is an extension of decision tree regression (Atik, Kut et al. 2021).

DTs are hierarchical models with a tree-like structure made up of nodes and branches, see Figure

7. DTs recursively split the data based on feature values to make predictions in a hierarchical and

interpretable manner. The internal nodes of the tree represent tests or rules that is performed
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on input values and the branches represent the outcome of these tests (Russell 2010). The data

splitting process is continued from the root node until a previously determined stop condition is

met (Rodriguez-Galiano, Sanchez-Castillo et al. 2015). The leaf nodes of the tree have a simple

regression model attached to it, which is used to predict a value that will be returned by the DT.

A pruning process is applied in order to reduce the complexity and improve the generalization

capability of the tree (Rodriguez-Galiano, Sanchez-Castillo et al. 2015).

Root node

Internal nodes

Leaf nodes

Figure 7: Architecture of a decision tree.

RF is an ensemble learning method that combine several randomly generated DTs which are

built independently without interaction, and run in parallel (Atik, Kut et al. 2021). The algorithm

combines the predictions of multiple DTs to make more accurate and robust predictions (Rodriguez-

Galiano, Sanchez-Castillo et al. 2015). When given an input x, the RF model constructs a set of K

different regression trees before averaging the sum of the outputs from the various decision trees

(Rodriguez-Galiano, Sanchez-Castillo et al. 2015). The mathematical expression is shown below:

f̂K(x) =
1

K

K∑
k=1

Tk(x)

All the distinct trees are trained on different subset of the training data in order to prevent

correlation between the trees (Atik, Kut et al. 2021; Rodriguez-Galiano, Sanchez-Castillo et al.

2015). This process is called bagging. In the bagging process, new training sets are generated using

randomly selected data points from the original dataset with replacement. This means that some

instances may appear multiple times in a training sample, while others may be left out (Rodriguez-

Galiano, Sanchez-Castillo et al. 2015). The bagging process creates diversity in the training data

for each decision tree.
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3.5 Data quality assessment

The application of ML in manufacturing environments is highly data dependent. Through the use

of auto-identification and telemetry data collection systems, such as RFID, several manufacturing

industries are able to produce the amount of needed data (Oluyisola 2021). These technologies are

becoming more ubiquitous for manufacturing firms, due to reduced cost and availability (Oluyisola

2021, derived from Iansiti and Lakhani 2014).

Various automated data collection systems are available on the market today. Perez (2014) has

looked into several systems for collecting location data in manufactures. Bar code systems locate

a specific part type or operation using manual scanners and bar codes (Cox and Blackstone 2002).

The method’s primary flaw is that it depends on the operators to do the scanning, which increases

the likelihood of human mistakes (Bender, Trat et al. 2022; Perez 2014). Computer vision systems

use cameras to record video data across the factory. Although this can function without human

interaction, it requires a high level of data science expertise to function effectively (Perez 2014).

RFID is a method that uses electronic tags to make automated component tracking and routing

through the manufacturing process (Cox and Blackstone 2002; Sabbaghi and Vaidyanathan 2008).

The data is captured through readers and is transmitted through the air. This is an easy system

to install, maintain and run autonomously. The main drawback is that it is sensitive to noise in

metallic environments (Perez 2014).

These sensor systems are one of several foundations in the digitalization of manufactures. Sjödin,

Parida et al. (2018) conducted a review to address the needs before enabling intelligent manufac-

turing technologies. The review stressed the need of accurate data collection, in order to ensure

that the right data is acquired and reduce signal interference, it was further claimed that improving

data creation and data quality was essential. High data quality is becoming an increasingly im-

portant topic of study for practitioners and researchers as interest in using intelligent technology

grows (Cichy and Rass 2019; Lindström, Persson et al. 2023; Sjödin, Parida et al. 2018). The

success of applying intelligent concepts, such as ML, depends heavily on the quality of the utilized

data.

A general definition of data quality is difficult to obtain because of the variety of data, its use cases,

and its dimensions (Lindström, Persson et al. 2023). A common definition for high data quality is

that the data must satisfy the users’ requirements (Strong, Y. W. Lee et al. 1997). Several data

quality frameworks has been developed in the literature to evaluate and enhance data quality, due

to the significance of achieving high-quality data (Cichy and Rass 2019). A general framework

for data quality incorporate the steps of data quality definition, data quality assessment and data

quality improvement (Cichy and Rass 2019). In the context of ML and big data (BD), models

like the proposed CRISP-DM are offered to improve the data quality through data preparation,

however these frameworks do not explain how to address the key issues with data quality (D. C.

Corrales, J. C. Corrales et al. 2018; D. C. Corrales, Ledezma et al. 2018).
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It is common in the literature to describe data quality through data dimensions which can reflect

the overall quality of the data (Cichy and Rass 2019; Lindström, Persson et al. 2023). Cichy and

Rass (2019) has conducted a literature review of data quality frameworks. The authors concluded

that the most common dimensions in the literature are: Completeness: Determining whether there

exists sufficient and suitable amount of data for the task at hand. Accuracy: The evaluation of

whether the data is correct, reliable and certified. Timeliness: Assessment of the datas’ age and

if it is appropriate. Consistency: The extent to which the data is consistent with earlier data.

Accessibility: Determining whether the data is readily, rapidly, and easily retrievable. Despite the

fact that the dimensions help define data quality, it might be challenging to specifically specify a

dimension for the needed use case or tie it to a company’s application (Perez 2014). Juddoo (2015)

conducted a research with the focus of mapping data quality frameworks specifically to BD. They

concluded that the most relevant data dimensions for BD were consistency, completeness, accuracy

and believability. The latter dimension specifies whether a data source generates true, reliable

and credible data (Juddoo 2015). The authors also emphasize that the most crucial dimension is

context specific, exemplifying that for sensors and RFID the accuracy and completeness dimensions

are likely to be the most important. A summary of the data quality dimensions are presented in

Table 5, along with the occurrence of each dimension in the reviewed articles by Cichy and Rass

(2019).
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Data dimension Definition Occurance Source
Completeness Determining whether there exists suffi-

cient and suitable amount of data for
the task at hand

10 Cichy and
Rass 2019;
Laranjeiro,
Soydemir
et al. 2015;
Taleb, El
Kassabi et
al. 2016

Accuracy The evaluation of whether the data is
correct, reliable and certified (close to
real-world events and error-free)

8 Cichy and
Rass 2019;
Laranjeiro,
Soydemir
et al. 2015;
Taleb, El
Kassabi et
al. 2016

Timeliness Assessment of the datas’ age and if it is
appropriate

9 Cichy and
Rass 2019

Consistency The extent to which the data is con-
sistent with earlier data and data con-
straints

5 Cichy and
Rass 2019;
Taleb, El
Kassabi et
al. 2016

Accessibility Determining whether the data is read-
ily, rapidly, and easily retrievable

5 Cichy and
Rass 2019

Believability Specifies whether a data source gener-
ates true, reliable and credible data

3 Juddoo
2015; Lar-
anjeiro,
Soydemir
et al. 2015

Table 5: Data quality dimensions

A data quality assessment determines how well each dimension is performing (Cichy and Rass

2019). The assessment involves selecting and developing data quality measurement types that are

subsequently used on the available data. The measurement types are usually subjective evaluation

and/or quantitative metrics. Subjective assessment is achieved through communication or ques-

tionnaires with the data consumer, where they rate the degree of quality of the dimension (Cichy

and Rass 2019). Metrics frequently measures the number of percentages of some constraints. Most

metrics has an outcome between 0 and 1, with 0 denoting the improper value and 1 denoting

the appropriate value Juddoo 2015; Pipino, Y. W. Lee et al. 2002. Metrics are task-independent

or task-dependent, depending on whether the contextual factor is considered (Pipino, Y. W. Lee

et al. 2002). Three functional forms for data quality metrics are presented in the literature for data

quality assessment, presented in Table 6 (Pipino, Y. W. Lee et al. 2002). Utilizing these functional

forms, one can derive metrics suitable for a particular use case. The metrics are also well suited for

BD, however a constant stream of data may present difficulties due to the challenge of measuring

the number of outcomes (Juddoo 2015).
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Functional form Description Dimension
Simple Ratio Simple ratio is the relation between desired

and undesirable outcomes, where 1 represent
the most desirable, and 0 the least. For a nu-
merical attribute a range of acceptable values
can be determined, and the undesirable out-
comes will be the variables that does not fall
under this umbrella.

Completeness, Consist-
ency, Accuracy

Min or Max opera-
tion

Min or Max operation is used to deal with
various data quality indicators (variables).
The formula calculates the minimum or max-
imum value among the normalized variables.
The min operator assigns the dimension the
value of the weakest data quality indicator,
and the max operator the strongest.

Min operator: Believabil-
ity, Max operator: Timeli-
ness, Accessibility

Weighted average Weighted average is applied for multivariate
cases. The process allocates weighting factors
to signify the variables’ significance in the as-
sessment of a dimension. The company needs
a good understanding of each variable for the
overall evaluation of the dimension.

Believability

Table 6: The functional forms and coherent dimensions, presented by Pipino, Y. W. Lee et al.
(2002)

Taleb, El Kassabi et al. (2016) presents the simple ratio (SR) for the data quality dimensions

completeness, consistency and accuracy for structured schema data which they have rewritten as

followed:

Comp =
Nr. of missing values

total nr. of values in the dataset

Cons =
Nr of values that respect the constratint

total nr. of values in the dataset

Acc =
Nr. of correct values

total nr. of values in the dataset

The major objective is to improve the quality of the data after conducting an evaluation of it. A

root cause analysis is frequently employed in conjunction with the assessment of data dimensions

(Cichy and Rass 2019). In a root cause analysis the source to poor-data is further examined.

Strong, Y. W. Lee et al. (1997) defines poor-data quality as any negative affects on one or more

of the dimensions, which render the data fully or partially unusable. The identified issues might

incorporate both process- and data-driven improvements (Cichy and Rass 2019). Data-driven im-

provement is achieved by directly modifying the data, while process-driven improvement concerns

process control, where the data is checked and managed along the manufacturing process. Process

redesign is also a part of process-driven improvement, where a redesign can help eliminate the
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cause to low data quality (Glowalla, Balazy et al. 2014). Data-driven improvement in the scope of

ML and BD is frequently called data cleaning or data preparation (D. C. Corrales, Ledezma et al.

2018; Gudivada, Apon et al. 2017; Juddoo 2015).

In the literature review by D. C. Corrales, J. C. Corrales et al. (2018) they identified five data

quality issues, in the scope of ML regression tasks. These include missing values, outliers, high

dimensionality, redundancy, and noise. Noise is a general term for irrelevant and meaningless

data, which can incorporate the other issues. In the article of Taleb, El Kassabi et al. (2016), BD

quality issues were mapped to the corresponding data quality dimension, derived from Laranjeiro,

Soydemir et al. (2015) and M. Chen, Song et al. (2012). The detected issues were highlighted

as missing data, incorrect data, data entry errors, irrelevant data, outdated data, misfiled and

contradictory values, uniqueness constraints and functional dependency violation, lack of integrity

constraints, wrong data type and poor schema design.

Alwan, Ciupala et al. (2022) conducted a systematic review on data quality challenges related to

sensor systems, with the focus on cyber-physical systems (CPS) which refers to interconnected

networks that integrate the physical and virtual world. The detected quality issues were sensor

nodes malfunctions, calibration issues, poor sensor nodes quality, environmental effects, external

noise, networks or communication errors, and real-time scheduling problems. The literature clas-

sified these issues into three main categories: i) Errors in sensor nodes measurement due to the

devices calibration, accuracy and adaptive sampling, ii) hardware failures in sensor nodes or com-

munication networks, and iii) mismatches in sensor nodes spatial and time parameters. Another

literature review of data quality issues in the scope of internet of things (IoT), which refers to

the network of interconnected devices and objects that can communicate and exchange data with

each other over the internet, was conducted by Mansouri, Sadeghi Moghadam et al. (2021). They

detected the following issues; duplicate, noisy data, errors, lack of context, outliers, response time,

inconsistency, redundancy, uncertainty, ambiguity, insecurity, source ambiguity, and incomplete-

ness. Error refers to any faults that occur during the data stream’s capture or processing owing to

sensor failures brought on by unusual environments, aging, network data exploitation, improper

installation, or usage.

In the study of Lindström, Persson et al. (2023) data quality issues are detected in the scope of PPC.

Eight respondents contributed to the findings from various sectors within mechanical and electrical

engineering to the oil and gas industry. The detected data quality problems were inaccurate data

entries, changing task needs, data production errors, multiple sources of data, distributed system,

and lack of computing resources. Multiple causes were highlighted, which are presented in Figure

8. Lindström, Persson et al. (2023) has summarized causes for poor-data quality in organizations,

derived from Eckerson (2002) and Eppler (2006) as; outdated or obsolete data, manipulation of

stored data, spelling or typing errors, incorrect data entries, duplicates or multiple data sources,

mismatched syntax or formats, wrong data coding and tagging, lack of referential integrity checks,
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and poor system design.

Data quality issues are detected in several domains. Figure 8 summarizes the main data quality

issues described in the aforementioned literature, and their coherent data quality dimension where

that is specified. The figure separates problems regarding ML and BD, CPS and IoT, and PPC

and organizations.
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Data quality issues 

ML & BD CPS & IoT PPC and Organizations

Accuracy

Completeness

Consistency

1. Incorrect data, data entry errors
2. Outdated data
3. Uniqueness constraints and
functional dependency violation

5. Misfield and contradictory values
6. Lack of integrity constraints

4. Missing data

7. Irrelevant data
8. Wrong data type and poor
schema design

9.   Outliers
10. High dimensionality
11. Redundancy

Accuracy

Completeness

Consistency

Believebaility

Confidence

Timeliness

10. Duplicate
11. Redundancy
12. Incompleteness

7. Noisy data
8. Errors
9. Outliers

4. Insecurity
5. Source ambiguity

6. Inconsistency

1. Lack of context
2. Uncertainty
3. Ambiguity

13. Response time

1. Outdated data
2. Negligence of planner
3. Unorganized workspace
4. Poor standard of ERP system
5. Poor maintenance schedules of ERP
6. Lack of referential integrity checks
7. Poor system design and IT infrastructure
8. Mismatch in syntax
9. Use of additional database
10. Data migration error
11. Purged data
12. Duplicate data from Improper procedure of data
collection
13. Contradictory values from different data collection
methods
14. Different default values for missing data
15. Absence of standardized work procedures
16. Manipulation of stored data
17. New operator personnel at data collection point
18. Improper training and poor understanding of data
collection process
19. Incomplete data entries
20. Poor understanding of process
21. Typing errors
22. Fluctuations in employee productivity
23. Operator's ignorance and negligence
24. Wrong data coding & tagging
25. Lack of training in processes and software
26. Concertation and engagement level of the employees

Changing task
needs

Lack of computing
resources

Distributed system

Multiple sources of
dara

Data production
error

Inaccurate data
entries

Figure 8: Data quality issues and it’s belonging dimension, where it is specified, from 1) ML & BD: D. C. Corrales, J. C. Corrales et al. (2018), Laranjeiro,
Soydemir et al. (2015) and Taleb, El Kassabi et al. (2016), 2) CPS & IOT: Alwan, Ciupala et al. (2022) and Mansouri, Sadeghi Moghadam et al. (2021), 3) PPC
& Organizations: Lindström, Persson et al. (2023)
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4 Case study

This section introduces the case company for the thesis. The case study is a continuation of previous

work conducted by the authors, as mentioned in Section 2. It is conducted in order to achieve

business understanding, which is the first phase of the ML process. The case company, Gilje, is

introduced in section 2.2. The case study provides a more detailed description of the company, and

aims to further identify the company’s characteristics and map their existing planning approach.

Data provided from the company is examined and used for machine learning based lead time

prediction.

4.1 Market

The window industry is characterized by high demand uncertainty. Windows are becoming more

and more tailor with individual design needs. This increases the importance of a flexible production

processes. Gilje has noticed an increased competition from Eastern Europe and other low-cost

country, where the production costs are lower. This increases the importance of focusing on high

quality, innovative and sustainable products. In order to fulfill this, Gilje is dependent on efficient

PPC, with quick response and high delivery precision.

4.2 Production planning

The production planning process begins when a consumer places an order through Gilje’s online

store or by email with a desirable delivery date. The production planner views the order and

checks the capacity occupation of the given order, and compare it to the available capacity that

day. If the due date is feasible, a price offer is sent back to the customer. If the due date is not

feasible, a new due date is proposed to the customer. When both parties agree on the price and

due date, the order is accepted and scheduled for production.

The capacity occupation of a window is determined by the glass points of a window. The amount

of glass points a window receives depend on the number of glass panes, the size of glass panes,

special characteristics and the planners past experience. The capacity status for the production is

visualized through a bar chart, see Figure 9. The bar chart contains the glass points of all windows

scheduled to be produced a specific day. When the bar chart reaches 100% the maximum capacity

for a day is reached. To assess the availability for a given day the total amount of glass points

can not exceed the maximum capacity. Maximum amount of glass points for a day is 620 glass

points. This is a floating number over a period of time. Changes in the maximum capacity level

is determined by experience and production planners observations from the production.
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Figure 9: The bar chart from Gilje’s production planning. Each bar represent the total glass point
occupation for a day.

The orders are placed in the bar chart according to their due date. The due date is typically a

few weeks or months after the receipt of the order. To determine the start day of production Gilje

uses backward scheduling from the due date. Based on past experience Gilje has noted that the

lead time of an order is between one and two days, and can even be as low as six hours. For

scheduling Gilje assume one to two days of production and thereafter include five buffer days at

the finished goods inventory. The buffer days are included in case the production is delayed or

interruptions appear. Therefore the production of an order starts around seven days before the

due date. The total time from production start to termination, namely the lead time, is four to

eight days, including non operating time for the factory. The factory’s operating time is from 6

a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday to Thursday and 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday’s.

The scheduling also takes into account special characteristics of the window. If the window has two

distinct colors or aluminium cladding it is marked in the bar chart with distinct colors, as presented

in Figure 10. This is because these products usually have lengthier lead times. Gilje makes an

effort to avoid producing too many unusual products at once because they occupy more capacity.

The same applies for urgent orders, but in this case they have deposited additional capacity each

day for these kind of orders, to prevent disruptions in the original schedule.

Figure 10: The bar chart from Gilje’s production with filtering options for special characteristics.
Red - aluminium cladding, yellow - multi-color, brown - regular order
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The production priority of orders are derived from the bar chart as well. When the orders are

placed in the bar chart they receive an unique order id, which determines the production sequence

which ranges from lowest to highest order id. The orders planned to be produced the same day

receive a coherent series id as well. The company follows a first-in first-out (FIFO) priority rule.

The required glass panes for the orders are purchased from a supplier four days in advance. The

production planning process from order acceptance to production starts is presented in Figure 11.

Negotiate price and
due date with

customer

Backward schedule
from due date

Yes

Available
capacity?

No

Determine capacity
occupation of order
and check capacity

status

Urgent order? Forward schedule
from order date

Yes

No

Customer places
order and desired due

date

Start production

Order glass panes
from supplier four

days before
production start

Figure 11: Flow chart of Gilje’s order acceptance and production planning procedure
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4.3 Production process

The manufacturing shop floor has a flow shop line layout. Gilje focuses on standardizing the pro-

duction process, and almost all components have the same routing, independent of their processing

needs. The only deviation is a separation between casement and frame components in some of the

work areas. Defect components or components with special needs, like Skr̊atapping (bevel cutting),

may also be taken out of the production line and processed manually in a remote working area.

Gilje’s production process is presented in Figure 12. Firstly, the components are divided in separate

lines for casement and frame where they are profiled, drilled and milled. After the individual

shaping of the components they are gathered on the same belt. The components follow a FIFO

sequencing rule through impregnation and priming. The process is fully automated until the buffer

area. In the buffer area, before top coating, the components are manually placed in pallets with the

corresponding components for a given window, and sorted according to color code. The sequencing

for top coating is colored based. Light colors are processed early in the day, and darker colors later.

Thereafter the casement and frame are separated through packing before the final assembly line.

The frame, casement and glass panes are assembled, and optional aluminium cladding is applied

before the final packing and shipping.

Profiling, Milling and
Drilling
(Frame)

Profiling, Milling and
Drilling

(Casement)

Raw Material 
(Frame)

Raw Material 
(Casement)

Impregnation Priming Buffer

Top Coat

Packing
(Frame)

Packing
(Casement)

Assembly of frame
and casement

Assembly of glass
and windowAluminium claddingPackaging

Finished goods
inventory

Figure 12: Gilje’s production line

It is hard to obtain a standardized production process due to all the product varieties that occur.

Gilje’s customers can choose between over 2000 colors, and it is optional to have different colors

inside and outside, or no color at all. The height and width of the windows vary from 25 cm to

7000 cm, and the customer can choose between 400 types of glass. The shape of the windows are

also customer specific.
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The production process suffers from two main waiting areas. The first is located between the

impregnation and priming station where it may appear queuing time. Between these two stations

there is located a conveyor belt which transports the components, see Figure 13. The components

are allocated next to each other on the conveyor. The length of each component will therefore

determine how many components the conveyor can transport in parallel. Since there is not utilized

a sequencing rule taking the length into account, the number of components transported on this belt

varies. Which causes queuing time for the subsequent components. Additionally, each component

undergo the priming machine two times, causing longer processing time at the priming station

than the impregnation station. This results in stops at the conveyor belt and queuing time for the

components.

Impregnation station

Priming station

Figure 13: The material flow between impregnation and priming station

The second waiting area is located at the buffer before top coating, which Gilje stated as the

bottleneck and the largest buffer/WIP in their production. Due to the sorting rules applied in the

buffer the components may wait a long time. During last year, Gilje introduced a sorting approach

according to colors in order to reduce the changeover time at the coating machine. Which they

have expressed that they are satisfied with. The other aspect that causes waiting in this area are

defect components, which have to be are reordered or manually processed. This sinks the lead

time for the whole window, since the other components in the window needs to wait at the buffer

zone until all components are ready for top coating. The third waiting area is located at the last

assembly line, due to operators varying work pace.
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4.4 Today’s utilization of RFID system

Gilje has implemented an RFID system in their production line. The RFID scanning points at

Gilje’s shop floor is visualized in Figure 14. The RFID system at Gilje tracks the components

at the shop floor, and the data can further be utilized in real-time or stored for later usage. An

example of an RFID tag and a scanner is visualized in Figure 15, which are photos taken at Gilje’s

factory. As seen in Figure 14, three of the machines have scanners placed both before and after

the machine. The RFID system is an important data source for this thesis.
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and Drilling
(Casement)

Raw Material 
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Impregnation Priming
Buffer
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Figure 14: RFID scanner points in Gilje’s factory

Through meetings, a visit to Gilje’s factory at Gilja and interviews, the authors have identified

how the company uses the RFID system today. They use the data to update the operators on

which components that have been reordered through screens on the shop floor. The screens provide

information such as the station from where the component was reordered and the time since the

reorder, as shown in Figure 16a. They may also monitor the amount of daily production and the

number of orders still remaining to be produced that day, as shown in Figure 16b.

The only place in the production line where the RFID data is utilized to automate the production

is at the packing machines. The RFID data is read from the tag and inform the machine how

the packing should be performed. Additionally, a test implementation for the priming machine

has been conducted, indicating to the machine how many cycles of priming a component requires.

Because the shop floor operators could not see the benefit and were content with the manual

process, this was not put into practice.
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RFID scanner

RFID tag

Figure 15: Photo of an RFID scanner and a component with RFID tag at Gilje’s shop floor.

(a) Screen for reordered components. (b) Screen for daily production level.

Figure 16: Screens at Gilje’s shop floor that use RFID data

4.5 Analysis of today’s planning approach

An analysis was carried out from Gilje’s order data and bar chart data in order to obtain an

overview of Gilje’s delivery precision and glass point accuracy. The only measurement of their

planning method today is derived from intuition and observations. Gilje stateed that there is

±10% deviation from the original production schedule in the bar chart. The company added that

they have a delivery precision of 99 % as of today.
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In order to assess Gilje’s delivery precision, the analysis first investigated discrepancies between

expected and actual delivery dates obtained from the order data. Table 7 displays the amount and

percentage of orders that were delivered on time, ahead of schedule, or behind schedule from the

order data. In Figure 17 the deviation from the original delivery date are shown for four randomly

chosen dates.

Planned delivery
date vs actual de-
livery date

Early delivery Tardy delivery Precise delivery

amount 3982 5282 8096
percentage 22.94% 30.44% 46.64%

Table 7: Deviation from scheduled delivery date

Figure 17: Deviation from scheduled delivery date distribution for four days

The results from both the table and the figure shows that there are several deviations from the

original schedule, which contrasts with the statement of a 99% delivery precision. Only 46.64%

of the orders where finished on the planned date. 3982 orders, which constitute 22.94% of the

orders, where finished earlier than scheduled, while 5282 orders, constituting 30.44% of the orders,

where finished later than expected. A precise estimation of the delivery precision is hard to obtain

from the data since, as Gilje stated, they can change the delivery date in communication with the

customer without updating the data records, therefore the real delivery precision might be higher

than what the data shows.

The delivery precision on a weekly and monthly basis are presented in Figure 18. Data set 3 is

limited to week 18 to week 41, the analysis will therefor only take into account this time frame.

Week 29 to week 31 are also excluded since Gilje are not operating in this time period.
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Figure 18: Delivery precision on a weekly and monthly basis

Secondly, the glass point precision was investigated from the bar chart data. The datasets provided

information regarding anticipated and actual amount of glass points, which was compared. The

results are displayed in Figure 19. The figure shows both the glass point precision on a weekly- and

monthly basis. Both graphs shows deviations between the planned amount and actual amount.

Figure 19: Glass point precision on a weekly and monthly basis

4.5.1 Opportunities for an improved planning approach through lead time prediction

The analysis showed that Gilje has improvement potential in order to obtain a more precise plan-

ning system. Gilje has stated that reduced delivery precision may be due to exceeded production

capacity, which can lead to production delays and deviations from the original plan. Gilje’s ca-

pacity planning is today based on one order characteristic, number of glass panes. It does not

take the shop floor load or other dynamic variables into account, despite the fact that they have

implemented an RFID system which provides the necessary data to do so.
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The authors and company therefore see a potential of adapting LTP in Gilje’s planning system.

Today the lead time is solely estimated based on intuition and observation, and the same lead

time is assumed for all orders. If the order is completed sooner than expected, it is stored early,

causing a higher finished goods inventory, further increasing inventory costs and deviations from

the original schedule. If the order is completed later than expected, it can cause congestion in the

production line, and the company can fail to meet the due date, causing poor customer satisfaction.

In order to prevent the latter, Gilje has added the buffer of five days after the completion day.

These extra days are useful in case of abnormalities, but they can also cause unnecessary inventory

goods, inventory holding cost and waiting time for the customer.

The RFID data makes it possible for Gilje to track and receive relevant information about each

component, as well as assessing the status of the production system in real time. The available

data provides useful information about the system status, that can further be used to estimate a

precise lead time which can be incorporated in Gilje’s planning method. In addition to the RFID

data, Gilje has access to order data from their ERP system and glass point data for the planned

orders in their bar chart.

In order to achieve business understanding for the task at hand, the necessary input features for

LTP were discussed with the company. As mentioned in section 2, the case study is a continuation

of a previous work conducted by the authors. The lead time affecting factors detected from

the literature were discussed with Gilje, as well Gilje’s thoughts about additional factors were

identified in the prior study through a questionnaire and meetings. Gilje mentioned bottleneck

and WIP/buffer as the most crucial factors since it may cause production delays and halting. In

their case the buffer before the top coat is recognized as the potential bottleneck. Additional

waiting time is also given a high weight of importance. Product mix, utilization and machine

downtime of the machines, changeover time, type of product, number of components, number of

glass panes, color, and number of colors are additional factors that Gilje underlined to be important

for the lead time.
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5 Data analysis

This section presents the applied data analysis approaches. Firstly, the utilized methods for data

collection and preparation is explained and justified, in section 5.1. Thereafter, the modelling and

development of the chosen ML models are presented in section 5.2.

The main Python pipeline for the project is presented in Figure 20. Firstly, the data provided by

Gilje was retrieved. The data was further explored and assessed through a data quality assessment.

Detected faults were removed during data preparation, and system status features were calculated.

Thereafter the dataset was split into training and test set resulting in a complete input dataset for

the ML model. This study developed two input datasets, with and without system status. The

selected ML models, RF and MLP, were compared to a baseline performance, a linear regression

model. Additionally, the two input datasets were compared to see the effect of including system

status variables. Finally, hyperparameter tuning was applied on RF and MLP, which gave two

final models for comparison.
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Figure 20: Main python pipeline of the work
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5.1 Data acquisition

This section contributes to the second and third step of CRISP-DM, data understanding and

preparation. In order to obtain a data understanding the data was collected and examined. In

section 5.1.1, the collected data is presented and explained. Further, in section 5.1.2, the applied

preparation techniques are explained, resulting in two input datasets for the ML models.

5.1.1 Data collection

The case company, Gilje, has provided data to the study. Four datasets were utilized which

Gilje derived from their database. The data has been reviewed in corporation with Gilje through

interviews and discussions. The datasets provide information about shop floor events, order data

and planning data. The four datasets are summarized in Table 8 at the end of this section. The

data was collected over a time horizon of about six months. All data was received in structured or

semi-structured tables in xlsx or json format.

The shop floor data was obtained through Gilje’s RFID system, referred to as dataset 1. Gilje’s

RFID system store information about component characteristic and timestamp tracking through-

out the production. All components that enters the shop floor has an RFID tag attached, and

every machine has an RFID scanner before and/or after the component enters or exits the ma-

chine, as explained in section 4.4. All components in the dataset had time records from each RFID

scanning point the component passed. This study did not receive access to real-time data due to

accessing restrictions, and it therefore relies on historical data. Dataset 1 contains records from

19.04.2022 to 17.10.2022. The data is not continuous in the whole time period due to downtime in

the production during summer vacation in week 29 to 31, and some days during the Easter holiday.

Data about the manufactured orders was retrieved from Gilje’s ERP system, referred to as data-

set 2. This data gave further insight to the order characteristics. The data records included

information about each window in an order. Information about the customers and characteristics

of the windows, e.g. color, length, type of frame and casement etc., was included in this data.

Additionally, the data included actual due date and planned due date for each order.

The remaining two datasets were derived from Gilje’s bar chart, and constitute relevant planning

data. They provided details about the manufacture’s projected production. The first dataset

describing planning data, referred to as dataset 3, contained the number of glass points allotted

to each order. In contrast to dataset 2, dataset 3 contained records for each order, which often

includes several windows. The fourth dataset, known as dataset 4, contained records about the

entire amount of glass points each day that were available and scheduled. This comprise the total

number of glass points assigned to all orders planned to be produced a specific day. The data did

not specify which orders that were included each day.
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Name Description Original dimension
Dataset 1 RFID data from the production line 287 014 rows, 50 columns
Dataset 2 Order data from Gilje’s ERP system 24 787 rows, 23 columns
Dataset 3 Amount of glass points assigned to each

order
7855 rows, 5 columns

Dataset 4 Amount of available and planned glass
points each day for the production

115 rows, 12 columns

Table 8: The original datasets Gilje provided to this study

The dimensions of the datasets varied greatly, as can be seen in Table 8, despite being retrieved

in roughly the same time period. As previously stated, a customer order, which is recognized by

an order id, may contain several windows. A window is made up of several components. Dataset

1 contained records about components, and therefore had several rows compared to the other

datasets. The records in Dataset 2 were based on the windows in an order, and each window was

listed in separate rows. Dataset 3 contained records of each order, based on their order id. Dataset

4 had one row per day and showed tracking of the bar chart over 115 days. The time periods in

the datasets did not entirely overlap. The tracking duration for dataset 1 was 181 days, and the

tracking period for dataset 4 was 115 days. Non-overlapping time periods were therefore excluded.

The four datasets were all evaluated as potential inputs for the ML model. However, dataset 1 and

dataset 2 were found most appropriate for this task, since they contained information about system

status and order characteristics. From these datasets, the authors were able to extract valuable

input features that matched the input features detected through the case study and literature

review. The amount of glass points for each window was derivable from dataset 2, and inputs from

dataset 3 were thus not required. Dataset 4 was not usable as input for the ML model since the

data lacked records of the order id.

5.1.2 Data preparation

In this section, the applied data preparation techniques on dataset 1 and 2 to achieve a final

input dataset for the ML model is presented. This included the steps of feature calculations,

data cleaning, feature extraction, encoding, train-test split, transformation and dimensionality

reduction, summarized in Figure 21. The data cleaning was based on the detected problems

during the data quality assessment, presented in section 6.2.
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Figure 21: Overview of applied data preparation methods.

Feature calculation

The literature has identified system status as an important factor affecting the lead time. None

of the datasets contained attributes of system status variables. However, several variables were

possible to calculate from the RFID time stamps in dataset 1. Therefore the shop floor load, buffer

load, corresponding to the systems WIP, and amount of components in a series were calculated at

the time the component entered the production. Additionally, the lead time for each component

was not provided as a feature. Since supervised ML models are target based, and the desired

output needs to be included in the input dataset the components lead times were also calculated

based on the RFID data.

The lead time for each component i (LTi) was calculated by deriving the first event time for

component i (ET first
i ) and the last event time for component i (ET last

i ), where ET first
i and

ET last
i are the first and last RFID scanning records of the components at the shop floor. WDnon

i

is the time component i spends in the production when the manufacture is not operating. The

formula presented below was applied for each data record in dataset 1:

LTi = (ET last
i − ET first

i ) −WDnon
i

The shop floor load of component i (SFLi) was found by evaluating the first event time of com-

ponent i (ET first
i ), which was checked to be after the first event time of component j (ET first

j )

and before the last event time of component j (ET last
j ), for all j in the dataset (d):

SFLi =

j=len(d)∑
j=0

(ET first
j < ET first

i )&(ET last
j > ET first

i )
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The buffer load between priming and top coat for component i (BLi) was derived in the same way.

Where ET priming
j is the last event time at the priming station for component j, and ET top coat

j is

the first event time at the top coat station for component j :

BLi =

j=len(d)∑
j=0

(ET priming
j < ET first

i )&(ET top coat
j > ET first

i )

The last parameter that was calculated and added to the final dataset was the amount of com-

ponents belonging to the same series as a component i, namely the series amount. The series

amount was calculated for all unique series, and the corresponding series amount of component i

was added as a feature based on it’s series number.

Data cleaning

Firstly, Dataset 1 was independently assessed in order to detect and remove inaccurate data records,

which would have been noise for the ML model. All components that had been manually processed

or reordered were eliminated. These components were removed in the dataset due to inconsistent

scanning points, which resulted in unusually long lead times since the components had exited and

reentered the production line in a non-consistent order. Data attributes such as quality check

status and rework status were regarded as irrelevant as they are not retrievable at the time the

order enters the production.

Duplicates and missing values are noted as crucial issues to remove in order to achieve a reliable

dataset (Maharana, Mondal et al. 2022). 14 449 duplicates were found in dataset 1, which were

removed. Some features were removed due to homogeneous values for all data points in the dataset.

Consequently, they don’t offer any information that the ML model could use. This concerned the

features type of wood and skr̊atapping. However, if the data was captured over another time period,

these features should be re-checked since they then might contain other values.

Several flawed data records were detected through an analysis of the RFID time stamps. Figure 14,

presented in the description of the case study, display the RFID reading points that a component

passes during typical operational conditions. This contains eleven reading points for the frame

and eleven reading points for the casement prior to the assembly line. In the raw data some

components had over 20 000 reading points, and several components only included some of the

reading points while leaving out others. To ensure that the components included in the input

dataset had consistent tracking on the shop floor, all components that did not pass all eleven shop

floor reading points were excluded.

The distribution of lead times for all components in Dataset 1 is presented in Figure 22. Several

outliers were found from analysing the lead time distribution, specially in the upper quartile. The

outliers were removed since it is likely that they have appeared due to scanning errors.
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Figure 22: Histogram of components lead times

The interquartile range (IQR) method was applied on the lead time feature to detect and remove

these outliers. The method removes values in a left or right skewed distribution, and from Figure

22 it can be seen that the lead time distribution was right skewed. The IQR method divides the

data into 25% quartiles, Q1, Q2 and Q3. The formula is given below, and iterates through a

recursive algorithm starting from the median (Vinutha, Poornima et al. 2018):

IQR = Q3 −Q1

Lower boundary = Q1 − (1.5 ∗ IQR)

Upper boundary = Q3 − (1.5 ∗ IQR)

The distribution of the lead time features before and after applying IQR is presented in Figure 23.

As can be seen in the figure, the right skewed distribution was eliminated after utilizing IQR.
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Figure 23: Lead time distribution before and after applying IQR outlier detection

Dataset 2 was also individually assessed before the datasets were joined. In communication with

Gilje, all records in the ’lev eno uno’ column without the value ’UNO’ were deleted. They were

eliminated because the orders require special handling, which does not occur under normal pro-

duction. Fastlane orders were also removed since these orders are scheduled uniquely with an

independent capacity buffer.

The two datasets were then merged to a coherent set of data, referred to as dataset 5. Dataset 1

and 2 were merged on order id and row number. The order id represent which order the component

belongs to. An order usually consist of several windows and the windows are separated with a

unique row number. The merge secured that dataset 5 only consisted of orders and components

that appeared in both datasets. Additionally, each component have an unique component id which

was used to separate the components belonging to a window. The remaining data included 128

888 rows. The final statistical description of the lead time is shown in Table 9.

Statics Value Description
Count 128 888 Number of components
Mean 25 053 sec Average lead time in seconds.
Std 12 577 sec Standard deviation of the lead times.
Min 2 278 sec The shortest lead time occurrence.
Max 61 610 sec The longest lead time occurrence.
25% 15 652 sec 25% of the data has a lead time of 15 652 sec or lower.
50% 25 149 sec Median - 50% of the data has a lead time of 25 149 sec or lower.
75% 33 549 sec 75% of the data has a lead time of 33 549 sec or lower.

Table 9: Statistical characteristics of the lead time feature after data cleaning
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Feature extraction

After the merge of dataset 1 and 2 the number of features needed to be reduced by removing

overlapping and irrelevant information. The original datasets contained a large number of features,

with 53 features in dataset 1 and 23 features in dataset 2.

Given the size of dataset 5’s feature space, the authors saw it suitable to manually assess each

feature’s significance before applying methods for feature selection. The foundation for the feature

extraction was achieved through the questionnaire and meetings with Gilje, presented in section

4.5.1, and through findings from the literature. Several attributes were removed since they did not

affect the lead times, and therefor added noise to the ML models rather than useful information.

The remaining features in dataset 5, which were utilized as final inputs for the ML model, are

presented in Table 10.

Name Description
prods belegg The amount of glass points given to the specified window
ant karmkomp The number of frame components belonging to the window
ant rammekomp The number of casement components belonging to the window
maling utv The color code for the external painting
maling innv The color code for the internal painting
maling utv inv diff Specifies if the external and internal painting are different colors
ant fag Specifies if the casement is made horizontally or vertically, and if

there is need for a frame or just the glass
length The length of the component
width The width of the component
thickness The thickness of the component
grunning Rounds of priming for the component
runder toppstrøk Rounds of topcoat for the component
dyser If the component have nozzles on or off
type karm The casement type for the component
type comp The frame type for the component
brann klassifisering If the painting has a fire classification
sparkleinfo Information about necessary plaster
nedtapping If the component has draining needs
series count Amount of components belonging to the same series
count comp level The number of components at the shop floor when the order enters

the system
count buffer level The number of components in the buffer between priming and top

coat when the order enters the system

Table 10: Input features for the ML models

Data encoding

A ML model is not capable of understanding free text, and it was therefore necessary to encode

categorical features. In simple words, the data points were converted to values of 0 or 1, dependent

on the investigated value of the feature category (Maharana, Mondal et al. 2022). One-hot encoding

was the applied encoding technique, which encodes a feature by creating a new feature for each

distinct data point that appears in the initial feature collection, as shown in Figure 24. This

technique was applied due to it’s simplicity and interpretability.
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Figure 24: One-Hot encoding of categorical features in the dataset.

The majority of the categorical features were subjected to one-hot encoding, while some of the

columns required additional preparation. The feature brann klassifisering only needed to be cat-

egorized according to whether it had a fire classification or not. If one-hot encoding had been

directly applied, all unique fire classes would have received a separate column which was not de-

sired. Therefore, each value in the brann klassifisering column were converted to either 1 or 0

depending on whether the original value was a fire classification or not. The same applied for

the painting-related features. Since there were more than 150 distinct color codes in the dataset.

The colors were encoded by separating them between dark and light colors, as Gilje does in their

production. Thereafter, one-hot encoding was applied.

Train-Test split

The main objective of any supervised ML model is to perform well on new data, which the model

has not seen before. This necessitates training and testing the machine learning model on separate

datasets. Therefore the data is separated into train and test sets.

The training set is applied in order for the model to learn the relationship between the input

features and the target variable. This is the dataset that the model is trained on, and it is allowed

to see both the input and output pairs of variables. The training set consisted of 67% of the

original dataset.

The test set is used to evaluate how well the model performs on new unseen data. The model has

only access to the input features, and needs to predict the output variable based on the relationship

learned from the training set. The difference between the actual target variable and the predicted

variable is used to evaluate the performance of the model. In this thesis 33% of the data was used

as test data.
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Data transformation

Data transformation was necessary since the features’ values appeared in different scales. For

instance, the length of a component was in meters but the lead time was in seconds. The numeric

value of lead times were likely to be greater then the numeric values of the length, and the model

would have given more weight to the lead time variables if the data had not been transformed.

Therefore standardization was applied in order to achieve a weight according to natural differences

and not experimental artifacts (Muralidharan 2010).

Standardization calculates the mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ, of all the values of a feature,

z. For each data point, xi, the mean is subtracted and divided by the standard deviation. The

outcome is a mean of 0 for all values and a standard deviation of 1. The formula is given below:

z =
xi − µ

σ

Standardization was performed after the dataset was divided into a training and a test set. The

training data was fitted and transformed in order to learn the parameters of the scaling and to

scale the data. The test data was only transformed since the parameters of the data learns the

scaling from the training data.

Dimensionality reduction

Dimensionality reduction tools were applied, after manual feature extraction, to reduce the feature

space even more. Pearson correlation coefficient was used to detect the correlation between the

features, and principle component analysis was used to reduce the dimension. Maharana, Mondal

et al. (2022) notes that reducing the dimension of the data can increase the models performance.

Pearson correlation coefficient

The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) assesses the degree of correlation between two variables,

as well as the direction of the correlation (Benesty, J. Chen et al. 2008). The values of the two

variables travel in opposition to one another if the correlation value is negative. The values of the

two variables move in the same way if the correlation value is positive. Highly correlated variables

can sometimes contain redundant information, causing noise in the dataset. The PCC can be used

to identify these inter-related variables (Jayaweera and Aziz 2018). The mathematical formula is

given below, where X and Y represent two different variables (Dalinina 2017):

pX,Y =

∑n
i=1(Xi − X̄)(Yi − Ȳ )√∑n

i=1(Xi − X̄)2
∑n

i=1(Yi − Ȳ )2
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The PCC analysis was performed on the numerical features in the dataset in order to visualize

possible correlations between them. The correlation matrix is displayed in Figure 25. Most of the

attributes had low correlations according to the Pearson coefficient. However, some coefficients

indicated a strong relationship, and some features had a 100% positive correlation. The findings

showed that there existed interrelated variables with the potential to hold redundant data, and

dimensionality reduction was thus of interest. For example, the three features grunning, dyser and

runder toppstrøk were all perfectly positive correlated, meaning that the features moved simultan-

eously by the same amount and in the same direction. These three features contained redundant

information, and could further be reduced to one representative column. Additionally, there was

a relatively high correlation between prods belegg, ant karmkomp and ant rammekomp, where the

correlation moved in a positive direction. This can also be seen for the three system status features,

count comp level, count buffer level and series count. It appeared from the PCC analysis that a

number of features were connected, and as a result, a principal component analysis was applied to

eliminate redundant information.

Figure 25: Pearson correlation coefficient plot
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Principle component analysis

Principle component analysis (PCA) is a technique used to reduce the dimensionality of the data

(Maćkiewicz and Ratajczak 1993). Through PCA a new set of uncorrelated features are derived

based on the original features (Hasan and Tahir 2010). These new features are called principle

components (PC), and the aim is to find the fewest number of features that are able to capture

the most relevant information from the data, retaining only those features that have a significant

amount of variance.

There are several approaches when determining the final dimensionality of the dataset based on

PCA. This paper considered three different approaches. Firstly, Cumulative variance was applied,

for determining the amount of PCs to retain. This approach is based on the size of the eigenvalues

or the percentage of the variance described by each PC. Kaiser Gutman Rule was the second

approach, where only PCs with eigenvalues greater than one were detained. The final approach

investigated was the Scree plot, which is a graphical representation of the eigenvalues on the y-axis

and the PCs on the x-axis. The amount of PCs to keep are determined based on where the curve

flattens. This is called the ”elbow” point of the curve (Hasan and Tahir 2010).

The results from the PCA is shown in Figure 26. The plot to the left is the Scree plot. The

elbow point was found after approximately 27 PCs. The plot in the middle is an extension of the

Scree plot, where the Kaiser Gutman Rule is included. The horizontal red dotted line along the

y-axis separates the components with eigenvalues smaller or larger than one. There were 17 PCs

with eigenvalues larger than one. This suggested that 17 PCs should be kept in the final dataset.

The graph to the right in Figure 26 shows the cumulative variance of the eigenvalues. In order to

represent all variance in the dataset, the figure suggests to keep approximately 26 PCs based on

the flattening point. Considering the different plots, the authors thought it was sufficient to keep

95 % of the variance, resulting in 23 PCs. The PCA was performed after the dataset was divided

into a training and a test set, with the same procedure as for data transformation.

Figure 26: PCA results. From the left: Scree plot, Scree plot with Kaiser gutman rule, Cumulative
variance of the eigenvalues
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In summary, the applied data preparation techniques consisted of feature calculation, data clean-

ing, feature extraction, data encoding, train-test split, data transformation, and dimensionality

reduction. The applied data preparation for the final input dataset is summarized in Figure 27.

In order to investigate the importance of system status, the authors generated two final datasets.

One dataset without shop floor load, series count and buffer load, referred to as ml dataset, and

another with all attributes, referred to as ml dataset sys.
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Remove manually
processed and reordered

components

Dataset 1
(287 014, 55)

Dataset 2
(24 787, 23)

Calculate lead time, shop
floor load and buffer level

for each component

Merge dataset on
orderId and rowNr

Remove overlapping and
irrelevant columns

Remove all instances
where lev_eno_uno !=

"UNO" and fastlane

Remove duplicates

Encode categorical
features

Remove outliers detected
with IQR

Remove duplicates

Transformation through
standardisation

Diemensionality reduction

Remove components with
inconsistent shop floor

scanning

ml_dataset

(128 888, 21)

ml_dataset_sys

(128 888, 23)

Split the data into train and
test set

Figure 27: Overview of the required data preparation. Yellow boxes indicates changes in the rows,
and the green boxes are changes in the columns.
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5.2 Data Modelling

The two machine learning models utilized in this thesis are introduced in this section, along with

evaluation criteria used to evaluate the results of the models. The section also provides an overview

of the two hyperparameter tuning techniques that were used to find the optimal hyperparameter

values in the study, known as grid search and randomized search.

5.2.1 Evaluation criteria

Every statistical evaluation measure only provides one interpretation of the model’s errors, high-

lighting a particular feature of the error characteristics of the model performance (Chai and Draxler

2014). Therefore, in order to fully understand and evaluate the model, several performance indicat-

ors may be required. This thesis evaluated the performance of the ML models based on four types

of performance evaluation indicators that are commonly used in the literature, namely coefficient

of determination (R2), mean squared error (MSE), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean

absolute error (MAE). The performance metrics are described below with the belonging mathem-

atical expression. In the equations, n is the number of inputs, M indicates the actual value and P

is the predicted value (Shah, Javed et al. 2021).

Coefficient of determination (R2)

The performance metric indicates how much of the variance in the resulting variable that can be

explained by the independent input features, and the value ranges between 0 and 1 (Shah, Javed et

al. 2021). For example, if the R2 provides an output of 0.6, it means that 60 % of the variance can

be explained by the independent features. Higher R2 values indicates higher dependency between

the independent and dependent variables, meaning that the independent variables have a strong

explanatory power.

R2 =

∑n
i=1(Mi − M̄)(Pi − P̄ )√∑n

i=1(Mi − M̄)2 ·
∑n

i=1(Pi − P̄ )2

Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

MAE evaluates the difference between predicted and the actual observed value, and returns the

average of the absolute values of all the residuals. Lower MAE values indicate lower errors and

better model performance, and it is commonly used to measure the accuracy of regression models

(Shah, Javed et al. 2021).

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|Pi −Mi|
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Mean Squared Error (MSE)

While MAE measures the absolute value of the difference between the actual and anticipated

values, MSE takes the average of the squared discrepancies. MSE frequently has greater values

than MAE since it penalizes larger errors due to the squared value (Chai and Draxler 2014). An

improved model fit and fewer errors between the actual and anticipated value can be observed with

a lower MSE value.

MSE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Pi −Mi)
2

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)

RMSE measures the squared root of MSE. It is often more understandable than MSE, since it

standardizes the measure units provided by MSE and return the value in the same scale as the

dependent variable (Chicco, Warrens et al. 2021). In general, lower RMSE values are preferable

because they show that the model’s predictions are similar to the actual values.

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(Pi −Mi)2

5.2.2 Machine learning libraries

In order to process the data and generate the ML models, various Python libraries, including Scikit

learn, Numpy, MatplotLib, Seaborn, and Pandas, have been applied in this study.

Scikit learn (Sklearn) is a python based ML library, featuring numerous state-of-the-art ML al-

gorithms and techniques (Pedregosa, Varoquaux et al. 2011). In this study, several preprocessing

methods from the library were used, including PCA, StandardScaler and pandas.get dummies(),

which is a version of Sklearn’s OneHotEncoder. These methods were used to reduce the dataset’s

dimensionality, standardize the data, and convert the categorical values into numerical values.

Various modules from the Sklearn library were also used in the model construction and model

evaluation processes, see section 5.2.3 and section 5.2.4.

Fetching and managing the dataset was done using Pandas, which is a library used for data analysis

(Bisong and Bisong 2019). The datasets were loaded using Panda’s read json() and read excel()

function, which converts the data from JSON or XLSX to a pandas Dataframe object. In the data

exploration and data preparation phase, Pandas functionality was actively used to easily merge

dataframes, add necessary columns and remove noise from the data.
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Numpy is a python library used for optimization of numerical computations (Bisong and Bisong

2019). When working with higher dimensional data arrays, which is commonly required when

utilizing ML, this library is widely employed. In the ML experiments, the test and training sets

were represented using Numpy arrays.

For the visualization of the data, both Matplotlib and Seaborn has been applied. Through graphical

visualization, data scientist are able to develop a higher understanding of the data and gain insight

into the data structure (Bisong and Bisong 2019). Both libraries work well together with Pandas

and Numpy objects.

5.2.3 Hyperparameter tuning

Hyperparameter tuning is an essential step in the modeling phase of the ML process, and it involves

searching trough a grid of hyperparameter values, the hyperparameter space, and selecting the

hyperparameter values that optimizes the model performance (Bardenet, Brendel et al. 2013).

The Sklearn library offers two common techniques for searching the hyperparameter space, namely

GridSearchCV and RandomizedSearchCV. Both techniques uses cross-validation to assess a model’s

performance and choose appropriate parameters (Pedregosa, Varoquaux et al. 2011). They select

the best parameter values from a predefined parameter grid based on which hyperparameter values

that provide the highest score (Pedregosa, Varoquaux et al. 2011).

Grid search involves exhaustively searching through all combinations of the specified hyperpara-

meter values and retain the best combination (Bisong and Bisong 2019). However, this exhaustive

search can be computationally expensive and time-consuming, especially when dealing with a large

number of hyperparameters or a large search space (Valarmathi and Sheela 2021).

Randomized search explores only a subset of the specified hyperparameter values based on a

random uniform distribution (Bisong and Bisong 2019). This approach can be more efficient than

grid search when the search space is of high dimension and an exploration of all combinations is

not necessary (Valarmathi and Sheela 2021).
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5.2.4 Machine learning models

Two ML models was developed in this study, namely a Random Forest model and a Multilayer

Perceptron model. Both models has been identified in the literature as favorable models for lead

time prediction tasks, see section 3.4.

Random Forest model

The random forest model was developed with Sklearn ensembling method RandomForestRegressor.

The method fits a number of classifying decision trees to different dataset subsamples. Averaging

is used to increase the accuracy and reduce overfitting (Pedregosa, Varoquaux et al. 2011).

The hyperparameters used in the hyperparametertuning is shown in Table 11 along with a descrip-

tion of the hyperparameters.

Hyperparameters for RF

Hyperparameter Hyperparameter description
N estimators The number of decision trees in the forest
Min samples split The minimum samples required to split an internal node
Min samples leaf The minimum samples required to be at a leaf node
Max features The maximum number of features to consider for a split
Max depth The maximum depth of each tree in the forest
Bootstrap If bootstrap samples are considered when building trees (If

False the whole dataset is used to build each tree)

Table 11: Hyperparameters for RF

Multilayer Perceptron model

MLP is often mentioned as a favorable ANN architecture for prediction tasks (Ahmarofi, Ramli

et al. 2017). The MLP model applied in this study was developed using MLPRegressor from

Sklearn’s neural network module. The MLPRegressor apply backpropagation for training and has

no activation function in the output layer.

The hyperparameters used in the hyperparametertuning is shown in Table 12 along with a descrip-

tion of the hyperparameters.

Hyperparameters for MLP

Hyperparameter Hyperparameter description
activation Function that determines whether or not a neuron should

fire
solver Solver used for weight optimization
alpha Regularization parameter that can help prevent overfitting
hidden layer sizes The amount of neurons in each hidden layer
max iter Maximum number of iterations

Table 12: Hyperparameters for MLP
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6 Results

The findings from this master thesis are presented in this section. This includes results from

the company interviews on PPC lead time applications for the fenestration industry, data quality

assessment and machine learning experiments.

6.1 Results of PPC application areas for lead time prediction from com-

pany interviews

Interviews were conducted with Gilje, Nordic Door and MagnorVinduet in order to map the rel-

evancy of using LTP for the different application areas identified in section 3.2.2. The results from

the interviews are summarized in Table 13.

Gilje

The responses from Gilje were based on fixed casement windows, which are their most frequently

produced window. In their production planning, Gilje has expressed an interest in using a LTP

model. Since they have installed an RFID system, the company has valuable data that can be

used for a number of the application areas mentioned in the framework.

Gilje’s capacity planning is today based on the amount of glass panes in a window. This is a

rough measurement which only considers one order characteristic, and does not take into account

happenings at the shop floor or system load. Gilje recognized the potential for employing lead

time to replace their current capacity planning strategy, in order to improve the accuracy of their

planning by including several dynamic variables. The relevancy of integrating LTP in their due

date setting was set to low, because the customer is essentially the one who requires a specific

delivery date. Gilje determines whether they have available capacity on that particular day, and

if not, negotiations with the customer will take place. Gilje did however note that they typically

have enough capacity to accept all orders. The company showed a moderate interest in employing

LTP for their production scheduling. They follow a FIFO principle, where lead time is of little

interest.

Production analysis was seen as highly relevant for Gilje. The company’s RFID system provides

them data that can be used to predict the lead time of future orders. However, as of today, they

use the RFID data solely for real-time tracking at the shop floor. Gilje saw a great potential of

employing LTP to analyse various aspects of their production planning, such as determining the

best product mix for optimizing the production flow. Additionally, they recognized the potential

of employing LTP to dynamically determine the ideal WIP and buffer levels, particularly for the

buffer between the priming and top-coat area. Gilje expressed a moderate interest for production

monitoring. Their five-day lead time buffer reduces the risks and uncertainties related to lead times

and and can shield the delivery precision from production delays. A comprehensive production
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monitoring is therefore not of highest interest. On the other hand, a strong interest was shown to

reduce these buffer days through increased planning precision, which can be achieved with LTP.

Nordic Door

Nordic Door’s response was based on their most popular product, the standard office doors. They

discussed the value of lead time and how it can be used as a key performance indicator, adding

that the company could be able to gain an overview of their performance if they could predict

precise lead times. Several of the application areas from the framework were considered as highly

relevant for the company.

When it came to capacity planning, the organization exhibited a strong interest in employing lead

time to determine the capacity. As mentioned in section 2.2, today they use the amount of doors

as a capacity measure, and neglect shop floor happenings and the system load, similarly to Gilje.

However, they recognized the possibility to estimate capacity based on the predicted lead time

of a door rather than the number of doors. Due to the fact that the customer usually sets the

due date, there was only a moderate level of interest in integrating LTP with the company’s due

date setting. Nevertheless, they noted that incorporating lead time while estimating the delivery

date could increase the delivery accuracy if a negotiation about the due date arose. In Nordic

Door’s production scheduling LTP was, similarly as due date setting, considered to be of moderate

interest. They stated that lead times aren’t particularly important in the daily production schedule

that they use today.

Nordic Door saw a lot of potential for both tasks within the production control, namely production

analysis and production monitoring. But as of right now, none of the tasks can employ lead

time data since the company doesn’t collect any data along the production line. However, they

acknowledged that if they had sufficient data, it would be extremely beneficial to use LTP for both

production analysis and monitoring. The company would be able to understand the production

better by undertaking a production analysis, and predict the influence of future changes. They

added that monitoring with remaining LTP could be a useful strategy for locating the source of

production delays in real time, which could then be used to reschedule and improve the ongoing

production.

MagnorVinduet

In general, MagnorVinduet showed a moderate to low interest in using LTP model for the different

application areas. Regarding capacity planning, the relevancy was set to moderate. They stated

that LTP could be relevant for the parts of the production that had a linear layout, i.e. LTP for

each work station. A LTP for the entire production, however, would not be of relevance because

of their high product variation, and they further claimed that the variations are too unique for a

ML model to detect any patterns. They added that they were quite satisfied with the capacity

planning approach they had today, which was based on cost and time estimates. The employment
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of LTP for due date setting had a low level of significance. The company does always assume the

lead time to be around one week, due to the application of a weekly production schedule. A more

precise estimate of the lead time would therefore not provide any value to their current due date

setting. However, they mentioned that the manufacturing is largely dependent on supplier delivery

times, and that these times set boundaries for when the company can promise a delivery date. A

prediction of the supplier lead time may therefore be of significant relevance to the company. LTP

to increase production scheduling was also set to low relevance. The company asserted that there

were numerous elements that affect lead times, and, as for capacity planning, their production

exhibits no distinct patterns that a potential ML model could identify and subsequently use for

scheduling purposes.

MagnorVinduet placed both production control tasks under low relevancy. As mentioned above, the

company believes there are too many factors influencing the lead time for a machine to accurately

estimate it. Therefore, they argue that using LTP for production analysis is not particularly

realistic. They think it will take more time to create and work on digitizing this task than doing it

manually, as they do now. MagnorVinduet showed some interest in using historical data to verify

the time estimates provided from their data system. These time estimates, however, take into

account more than just the lead time as it is described in section 2.2. Additionally, the company

lacks historical data on the actual time an order spends in the production, thus in order to do

a comparison, they must first put in place a system that can collect this data. With regard to

the final task, production monitoring, MagnorVinduet once again believed that this would not

be pertinent for a company as specialized as theirs. As mentioned in section 2.2, the company

had previously implemented an RFID system that provided them the necessary data for this task.

However, none of the employees recognized the possibility for utilizing this information in any

aspect of the production planning. The company further indicated that employing ML to estimate

remaining lead time will not enhance productivity beyond what is now accomplished by workers.

The interviews revealed a difference between the companies’ responses about the use of LTP

in the five application areas. Nordic Door and Gilje, both saw potential in applying LTP for

capacity planning. The planning accuracy may be increased by including LTP in their capacity

approach, since the method will consider a number of factors, compared to todays’ one factor

strategy. MagnorVinduet employed several factors in their current approach, and expressed only a

moderate interest for capacity planning. All three companies showed a moderate to low interest for

integration of LTP in due date setting. Due dates are typically specified by the customer, therefore

precise lead time predictions are not needed. Gilje and Nordic Door both have a daily scheduling

approach and placed production scheduling under moderate relevance, while MagnorVinduet has

a weekly approach and placed it under low relevancy. None of the companies have employed a

scheduling approach based on lead times. Consequently, they did not perceive a clear necessity for

the application of LTP in this field. Both Gilje and Nordic Door recognized the value of using LTP

for production analysis in order to gain an overview and enhance their production performance. For
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production monitoring, Nordic Door was highly interested while Gilje showed a moderate interest

due to their five-day lead time buffer. MagnorVinduet showed a low interest for both production

analysis and monitoring, due to the numerous factors affecting lead times and the lack of distinct

patterns in their production. From the answers provided by the three interviewed companies, a

summary of the LTP application areas is presented in Table 13. The authors asked the companies

if there were any further application areas where lead time could be of relevance, but no additional

areas were found during this conversation.

Application Area Company Relevance

Low Moderate High

Capacity Planning

Gilje ✓

Nordic Door ✓

MagnorVinduet ✓

Due date setting

Gilje ✓

Nordic Door ✓

MagnorVinduet ✓

Production Scheduling

Gilje ✓

Nordic Door ✓

MagnorVinduet ✓

Production analysis

Gilje ✓

Nordic Door ✓

MagnorVinduet ✓

Production monitoring

Gilje ✓

Nordic Door ✓

MagnorVinduet ✓

Table 13: Summary of interview response for PPC application areas for LTP
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6.2 Results from data quality assessment

The results from the data quality assessment were achieved through quantitative measures of the

data utilized for the ML task, additional interpretation was achieved through communication with

Gilje. The assessment was conducted in order to evaluate the completeness, consistency, accuracy

and believability of the data.

Data from four independent data sources, presented in section 5.1.1, were used for the assessment,

however dataset 1, the RFID data, has received more weight due to it’s importance for LTP.

The data dimensions included in the evaluation were derived from the literature, and focus on

the dimensions highlighted for big data and sensor implementation: completeness, consistency,

believability and accuracy. Several data quality issues may belong in more than one dimension,

but for the sake of clarity, they are presented under the dimension that the authors deem to

be most appropriate. The simple ratio form for completeness (Comp), consistency (Cons) and

accuracy (Acc) presented in section 3.5 are used for the assessment:

Comp =
Nr. of missing values

total nr. of values in the dataset

Cons =
Nr of values that respect the constratint

total nr. of values in the dataset

Acc =
Nr. of correct values

total nr. of values in the dataset

Through the conducted case study several indicators for data quality issues were mentioned from

Gilje regarding the RFID data. In section 4.4, Gilje’s utilization of their RFID system was presen-

ted. Gilje communicated that the automation of the packing machines through RFID data had

medium satisfaction. This was mainly because it appeared faults in both RFID tags and the tags

falling off from the components, resulting in stops in the machines and need for manual assistance.

MagnorVinduet stated the same problems with their previous RFID system, presented in section

2.2. Real-time update of reordered components using RFID achieved high satisfaction at Gilje, but

they do not have any quantitative measurements of the actual reliability of this system. According

to Gilje, it occasionally happens for the RFID tag on the component to get lost, or the operators

forget to register the components out of the system at the end of production. Additionally, they

noted that, in rare cases, an RFID tag may be affixed to the incorrect component or contain in-

accurate information. Gilje’s data systems showed that the level of connectivity was fairly low in

the manufacture. The RFID data was not integrated with Gilje’s planning system or analyzed a

posterior. This results in low level of knowledge and utilization of the produced data.
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Completeness

Determining whether there exists sufficient and suitable amount of data for the task (Cichy and

Rass 2019).

The evaluation of completeness was conducted on dataset 1 and 2, since these were the datasets

used for the intended task, ML-based LTP. The sufficient amount of data for a ML model is task

dependent and vary depending on the models complexity. A thumb rule is to have sufficient amount

of data in order to represent all categories.

In order to address the datasets ability to represent different categories and variations, an in-depth

analysis was conducted on several features. Dataset 1 contained 287 014 rows and was captured

over a period of around six months. The data assessment revealed that some variables, such as

skr̊atapping and type of wood, in this time period had a constant value across the entire dataset.

The height and width of a component could vary between 25 cm to 7000 cm, and the customer could

choose between over 2000 colors, as presented in section 4. Dataset 1 and 2 contained 168 distinct

colors, 623 different widths, and 691 different heights. The distribution of the heights and widths

are presented in Figure 28. The unique values are not distributed equally, as can be observed in

the figure, and the model will be impacted by some values that occur more frequently and hence

receive a larger weight during model training. The dataset only achieved 8,4% completeness from

measuring the completeness in terms of colors.

Comp =
2000 − 1832

2000
= 0.084

Figure 28: Distribution of width and height in dataset 1 and 2.
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The number of RFID scanning points each component went through was another quantifiable

property in dataset 1. According to the authors business understanding, all components that were

not manually labored or reordered should have passed the shop floor scanning points presented in

Figure 14 in section 4.4. Dataset 1 had a total of 271 941 data records after the manual labored

and reordered components were removed. A total of 108 942 data records were found to be missing

one or more shop floor scanning points. The result from the below equation show that only 60%

of the components successfully navigate through all shop floor scanning points:

Comp =
271941 − 108942

271941
= 0.599

Consistency

The extent to which the data is consistent with earlier data and data constraints (Taleb, El Kassabi

et al. 2016).

The lack of completeness of shop floor scanning points in dataset 1 affects the consistency as well.

The interquartile range constraint, presented in section 5.1.2, was used to measure the consistency

of the calculated lead time feature. Several lead times in the outer scope of the mean were found

from the outlier detection carried out with IQR, particularly in the upper quartile which resulted

in very long lead times. A max lead time of over 120 000 seconds was detected before IQR was

applied, with a mean of 25 000 seconds. After removal of the data records where it appeared

incomplete shop floor scannings, 822 data records were found to not satisfy the IQR constrain.

The total number of data records in the dataset was then given as: (total number of records −

records with incosistent shop floor scanning points) = (271941 − 108942) = 162999. The consist-

ency can be determined by the below formula:

Cons =
162999 − 822

162999
= 0, 995

Only 0.5 % of the dataset is not consistent with the IQR constraint. The dataset may still contain

faulty data records that the IQR has not been able to identify, because there’s a probability that

the dataset contains additional measurement mistakes which are not yet detected and could have

an impact on the calculated lead times.

Figure 29 depicts the number of shop floor scanning points for each RFID scanner before and

after the removal of the components that did not pass all of the scanning points, referred to in

the figure as data cleaning. After data cleaning, each scanning point’s consistency increased, but

as can be seen in the figure there still occurred some inconsistencies in the data. For instance,

both top coat scanning points, Toppstrøk inn i maskin and Toppstrøk innlasting, should have been

passed the same number of times for all components and should therefore have been consistent,

but they differed by about 50 000 scanning points. The same applies for Grunning ferdig, which
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Figure 29: Number of RFID shop floor scanning points for all data records before and after data
cleaning.

was expected to be consistent with the top coating scanning points. The top coat out scanning

point, Toppstrøk utløp, priming in, Grunning inn, and priming out, Grunning ut, were expected to

have several instances as shown in the figure, since most components pass these scanning points

twice. A deviation between these scanning points are reasonable since it is customer specific if the

priming is applied once or twice, or even at all.

The number of scanning points for each component was also taken into consideration while as-

sessing the RFID system’s consistency. The average number of scanning points per component

was nineteen. Under normal production a component has sixteen scanning points, including the

scanning points during assembly. In Figure 30, the distribution of the number of scanning points

for each component before data cleaning is presented. In the figure, several inconsistent scanning
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points can be observed, where the maximum number of scanning points a component had was 27

494.

Figure 30: Logarithmic distribution of number of scanning points per component

Believability

Specifies whether a data source generates true, reliable and credible data (Juddoo 2015).

The believability of the RFID system was called into question by the aforementioned incorrect

scannings detected in dataset 1. In order to evaluate the plausibility between the datasets, as well

as the believability of the data sources, similar attributes in the datasets were compared.

The time stamp of the last shop floor scanning point in dataset 1, and the actual delivery date

of an order in dataset 2 serve as a quantifiable consistency constraint between the datasets. 9623

data records were detected with actual delivery date before the last shop floor time stamp. A

further examination showed that 5680 of these data records had the actual delivery date before

the first shop floor scanning as well. The remaining 3943 data records had the actual delivery date

between the start and end of the shop floor scanning points. The consistency/believability can be

measured as:

Cons =
276912 − 9623

276912
= 0, 965

3,4% of the data records indicated discrepancy between the two features. Gilje has stated that the

delivery date may be changed in consultation with the customer without updating the data records

in dataset 2. Changes in the delivery date are frequently made at the request of the customer,

or as a result of delayed production. An analysis of the 9623 data records revealed an average

temporal difference between the two features of 23 days. 25% of the data records had a shop floor

time stamp more than 44 days after the actual delivery date, with a maximum value of 152 days.
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Accuracy

The evaluation of whether the data is correct, reliable and certified (Cichy and Rass 2019).

In this data quality assessment the accuracy was viewed as the total amount of detected errors

in the input data for the ML model. After the performed data preparation, presented in section

5.1.2, the dataset contained a total of 128 888 rows, which was reduced from the original 276 912

records. The accuracy of the dataset is presented in the formula below:

Acc =
128888

276912
= 0, 465

This results in 47% accuracy for the final input dataset for the ML model, which contains inform-

ation from both dataset 1 and 2. As mentioned, there still exists inconsistency in the number

of shop floor scanning points, which affects the calculated measures and among them the target

variable, the lead time, for the ML model.

In conclusion, a number of flawed data records and inconsistent values were found during the

data quality assessment. The RFID scanning points in dataset 1 account for the vast majority of

defects. Additionally, discrepancies in values across datasets 1 and 2 were found, which weakened

the credibility of the sources.
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6.3 Results from machine learning experiment

The purpose of the the ML experiments was to examine the performance of different ML mod-

els using the evaluation metrics described in section 5.2.1. In order to determine which model

performed the best, the models were trained using various hyperparameters and datasets.

6.3.1 Experiment 1: Model performance with and without system status data

Several articles highlights the importance of including system status when predicting lead times.

To investigate the impact of system status, the authors generated two datasets. The first dataset,

ML dataset sys, included both product characteristics and system status information such as wip

and the shop floor load, whereas the second dataset, ML dataset, solely included product charac-

teristics. The performance of a RF model and a MLP model were evaluated and compared with a

baseline linear regression model. In experiment 1, the models were trained without hyperparameter

tuning, and default hyperparameters were used for all models.

Linear Regression

Dataset R2 MAE MSE RMSE
ML dataset 0.0327 0.8012 0.9724 0.9861

ML dataset sys 0.0316 0.8100 0.9738 0.9868

Multilayer Perceptron

Dataset R2 MAE MSE RMSE
ML dataset 0.2104 0.6902 0.7937 0.8909

ML dataset sys 0.5703 0.4635 0.4321 0.6573

Random Forest

Dataset R2 MAE MSE RMSE
ML dataset 0.3083 0.6040 0.6953 0.8338

ML dataset sys 0.6743 0.3566 0.3275 0.5723

Based on the presented evaluation metrics, the findings from the experiment showed that using

ML dataset sys improved the models performance for both the RF model and the MLP model. This

suggests that an inclusion of system status features enhances the models ability to make accurate

predictions. For both MLP and RF, the R2 evaluation metric increased with the inclusion of data

from the system, while there was little difference in the outcome for the LR model. MAE, MSE

and RMSE showed a decrease when including the system status for the RF model and the MLP

model. Again, LR did not drastically change.
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By comparing the ML models’ performance, both RF and MLP outperformed LR for all evaluation

metrics. These models demonstrated higher predictive accuracy and were able to capture more

complex relationships within the data. As a result, they are considered to be better suited for

modeling the given problem.

Overall, the findings from the first experiment highlights the importance of incorporating system

status data, and emphasize the superiority of RF and MLP models over LR for achieving better

ML results for LTP.

Feature importance

Further, the feature importance from RF was evaluated, presented in Table 14. The features with

an importance rate of 0.05 or higher are presented in the table. These results also showed that

the system status features had the most significant impact on the models. The features and their

importance are also visualized in Figure 31, where the features with 0.0 importance are excluded.

Feature RF-importance
count comp level 0.22
series count 0.21
count buffer level 0.19
length 0.08
prods belegg 0.05
ant karmkomp 0.05
ant rammekomp 0.05

Table 14: Feature importance from the most influential variables from the RF model

Figure 31: Feature importance from the RF model.
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6.3.2 Experiment 2: Hyperparameter tuning of random forest and multilayer per-

ceptron

In experiment 2, hyperparameter tuning of the RF model and the MLP model was performed in

order to identify the optimal model architecture. Both randomized search and grid search were

used to find the optimal parameters. Randomized search was initially used to acquire a feel of

the general range and distribution of hyperparameter values that provided a satisfactory result,

because it is quicker than grid search. An exhaustive search using grid search was then performed

on a narrowed down grid based on the results from the randomized search.

Several experiments were executed with both randomized search and grid search, and the best

performed search are presented below.

Experiment 2.1: Hyperparameter tuning for RF

The best results from the randomized search and the grid search are presented in Table 15. The

optimal parameters obtained from the randomized search were used to narrow the search range

for the grid search, and the best performing parameters from both experiments are highlighted in

bold.

All randomized search experiments resulted in min samples leaf = 1, max features = sqrt, and

bootstrap = False. These values were therefore considered constant in the grid search experiment.

Hyperparameter tuning RF

Hyperparameter RandomizedSearch GridSearch
n estimators [200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400,

1600, 1800, 2000]
[300, 500, 700]

max features [“auto”, “sqrt”, 1, 3] [“sqrt”]
max depth [10, 29, 48, 67, 86, 105, 124, 143, 162,

181, 200, None]
[105, 110, 130]

min samples split [2, 5, 10] [5, 12]
min samples leaf [1, 2, 4] [1]

bootstrap [True, False] [False]

Table 15: Hyperparameter tuning of RF

The parameter grid for the best model consisted of the hyperparameters in bold from the grid

search in Table 15. The number of trees in the forest, n estimators, of the final model was 500,

with a max depth of 110. The minimum sample split was set to 5, and the minimum sample leaf

was 1. It was not applied bootstrap and max features was set to sqrt, which means that the size

of the subset was sqrt(n features), where n features was the number of features in the dataset.

The distribution of the actual and predicted lead times detected by the RF model is shown in

Figure 32. The RF model was able to capture some properties of the actual distribution, this

corresponds to the statics presented in Table 16. 25% of the predicted values had lead times below

18 000 seconds, as opposed to about 15 500 seconds for the actual values, which is indicated by a
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smaller apex in the distribution. The same holds true for 75% of the predicted values, which had

lead times that are less than 31 500 seconds, and 33 700 seconds for the actual lead times. This

results in a lower peak at the end of the distribution for the predicted lead times in Figure 32. The

model captured roughly the same mean, minimum and maximum value as the actual lead time.

The two distributions show some variation in the standard deviation.

Static Predicted Actual
mean 25 096 sec 25 139 sec
std 10 551 sec 12 600sec
min 2 837 sec 2 278 sec
max 60 779 sec 61 557 sec
25% 18 053 sec 15 771 sec
75% 31 487 sec 33 706 sec

Table 16: Statistical values for predicted and actual lead times for the RF model

Figure 32: Histogram of the actual lead times and the predicted lead times from the RF model

Experiment 2.2: Hyperparameter tuning for MLP

Table 17 displays the hyperparameters that were used during the randomized search and grid

search for MLP. The parameter values that yielded the best result are highlighted in bold. The

best parameters from randomized search where utilized to narrow the search range for grid search.

Value options were only provided for two hyperparameters in the grid search; hidden layer sizes

and max iter, since the other hyperparameters had a constant value in all the randomized search

experiments.

Hyperparameter tuning MLP

Hyperparameter RandomizedSearch GridSearch
activation [“tanh”, “relu”, “lo-

gistic”]
[“tanh”]

solver [“adam”, “lbfgs”]n [“adam”]
alpha [0.0001, 0.05] [0.0001]

hidden layer sizes (150, 100, 50), (130, 100,
50), (120, 80, 40), (100,
50, 30), (120, 80)

(140,110,60), (130, 100,
50), (120,80,40)

max iter [100, 500, 700] [400, 500, 600]

Table 17: Hyperparameter tuning of MLP
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Based on the results displayed in Table 17, the authors decided to continue with tanh as activation

function, adam as the solver for weight optimization, an alpha value equal to 0.0001, three hidden

layers with the sizes 140, 110 and 60 were employed and max iteration was set to 400.

The MLP model was able to capture some patterns, as shown by Figure 33, however there was a

significant discrepancy between the predicted values and the actual values. In Figure 33, it can be

seen that the model was unable to detect the graph’s first apex. Some of the predicted values were

negative, which indicates poor model performance considering that lead times can not be negative.

This is also demonstrated in Table 18, where the minimum of the predicted values were equal to

-17 903 seconds, which is not a realistic lead time. Table 18 showed that the maximum lead time

was longer for the predicted values than for the actual values, with a deviation of 14 185 seconds.

Deviations between the actual and predicted values for the 25th percentile was also found, as 25 %

of the predicted values dropped below 17 634 seconds, compared to the actual values, where 25 %

dropped below 15 771 seconds. The standard deviation was higher for the actual values than for

the predicted values, which indicates that the model has not been able to capture all variability.

As for mean and the 75th percentile, both are higher for the actual values.

Static Predicted Actual
mean 25 139 sec 24 939 sec
std 12 600 sec 10 931 sec
min 2278 sec -17 904 sec
max 61 557 sec 75 742 sec
25% 15 771 sec 17 634 sec
75% 33 706 sec 31 868 sec

Table 18: Statistical values for predicted and actual lead times for the MLP model

Figure 33: Histogram of the actual lead times and the predicted lead times from the MLP model
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Performance metrics for RF and MLP

Table 19 displays the results from the evaluation metrics after the RF model and the MLP model

were trained with the obtained parameters from the hyperparameter tuning. The results demon-

strated that the RF model outperformed the MLP model. The R2 evaluation metric indicated that

the RF model was able to capture more of the variance compared to the MLP model. Deviations

between actual values and predicted values were also lower for the RF model, as seen by the four

other evaluation metrics.

Performance metrics for ANN and RF

Dataset R2 MAE MSE RMSE
MLP 0.6132 0.4021 0.3681 0.6067
RF 0.7110 0.2916 0.2906 0.5391

Table 19: Performance metrics for ANN and RF

In summary, the ML experiments proved that incorporation of system status variables increase

the model performance. In addition, the LR model was outperformed by both RF and MLP .

Lastly, hyperparameter tuning detected the best architecture for RF and MLP, where RF showed

superiority over MLP for all evaluation metrics.
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7 Discussion

This section addresses and discuss the three research questions of the thesis. The discussions are

based on the conducted literature review in section 3, the case study in section 4, the applied data

analysis in section 5, and the obtained results in section 6.

7.1 RQ1: In what areas of production planning and control can lead

time prediction be applied in MTO fenestration companies?

Lead times have proven to be a key performance indicator in production planning and control, and

with increased customization and order variety in MTO firms, LTP has become a more challenging

task. Several authors have investigated approaches for LTP in the field of MTO companies. How-

ever, few articles investigate the actual applicability of LTP in PPC tasks, and no research was

obtained in the fenestration industry. To address RQ1 a literature review was conducted in sec-

tion 3.2.2, which identified five application areas where LTP can be applied within PPC; capacity

planning, due date setting, production scheduling, production analysis, and production monitoring.

The transferability of these PPC tasks to the MTO fenestration industry was discussed with three

companies within this sector, and the results were presented in section 6.1. In this section, the

findings from the interviews and the literature review are used to discuss and answer RQ1.

Regarding the interest in using LTP for different PPC activities, there were notable discrepancies

between the interviewed companies. Nordic Door and Gilje both acknowledged the value of lead

time as a key performance indicator, and responses from the companies indicated several potential

application areas for LTP within their PPC. MagnorVinduet on the other hand, exhibited only a

moderate to low interest for the employment of LTP within the different application areas.

Capacity planning

LTP integration for capacity planning was highly desired by Gilje and Nordic Door. Lead time

has been cited in the literature as being highly important for capacity planning, and it can assist

production planners in acquiring a more realistic capacity plan. This could also apply for the

two companies. Both companies recognized limitations regarding their current capacity approach,

which is based on the number of doors and the number of glass panes in a window. They might

potentially develop a more precise capacity strategy by replacing their existing capacity planning

method to one based on LTP. Compared to the one-parameter based approach currently used by

the companies, LTP can consider shop floor load, multiple order parameters, and dynamic changes

at the shop floor, which is likely to better reflect real-world capacity.

MagnorVinduet did only show a moderate interest for the use of LTP in their capacity planning.

Today, they plan capacity based on rough price- and time estimates. MagnorVinduet’s capacity

planning approach incorporate several dynamic parameters and order specific factors, compared to
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Nordic Door and Gilje, which can be a reason for lower interest. On the other hand, MagnorVinduet

does not take system status into account in today’s planning method, and they do not have

a measure of the actual time consumption of their orders. Therefore integrating LTP in their

capacity planning method could increase the planning accuracy. MagnorVinduet also expressed

that LTP was primarily relevant for manufacturing segments with linear layout, but since the

overall layout is functional with many routing variations an LTP model was not of high interest.

In addition, the manufacture contains a lot of manual labour, where it is hard to retrieve precise

data records. Prior research have proven that ML-based LTP can overcome challenges related to

advanced manufacturing layout, e.g. in the research of Alenezi, Moses et al. (2008) a multi-resource

and multi-product system was investigated where ML-based LTP showed promising results. Also

challenges related to poor data records due to manual labor have been resolved in earlier studies,

as seen in the textile and garment industry (Cao and Ji 2021; Susanto, Tanaya et al. 2012). On

the other hand, most research regard simple flow shops and semi-conductor environments.

MagnorVinduet uses a self-developed Excel system for their data management, while both Gilje

and Nordic Door have implemented an ERP system. The ERP system can be utilized for in-

tegrating various production elements, and it may offer companies more sophisticated software

capabilities and built-in features that can give them access to vital information and data about the

production which can be used for LTP. Excel systems can also be effective tools, but frequently,

the functionality must be set up by the company itself, which can take a lot of time and involve

a lot more manual labor. This shows a higher level of digitization at Gilje and Nordic Door. The

absence of an integrated system, such as an ERP system, might make it harder for MagnorVinduet

to collect the information required for reliable LTP. As a result, they may perceive a lower interest

in integrating LTP into their capacity planning.

The exploratory data analysis of Gilje in section 4.5 showed a great deviation between the actual

and the planned delivery date, as well as the actual and planned amount of glass points. These

deviations may be due to data not being updated when a customer make changes to the delivery

date. However, it may also be due to the production capacity being exceeded, which can lead to

production delays and deviations from the original plan. Additionally, Nordic Door acknowledged

that they often suffer from production delay’s due to capacity limitations. MagnorVinduet also

noted that practicing overtime work is occasionally necessary to deal with capacity surpassing.

These findings may indicate an insufficient capacity planning. Kramer, C. Wagner et al. (2020)

pointed out how LTP could be used to determine the capacity of the production system, and all

three companies may improve the performance of their production planning by applying LTP for

this task. The findings imply that LTP can be employed to optimize capacity planning within

PPC for fenestration companies.
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Due date setting

In terms of due date setting, Nordic Door notes a moderate level of interest in integrating LTP,

whereas Gilje and MagnorVinduet reports a low level of interest. All companies determine the

delivery date in accordance with the preferences of the customers, and if the company does not

have capacity, negotiation may be required. They all stated that they usually have enough capacity

to fulfill the customer-specified delivery date, since the customer often place an order weeks or

months in advance of the delivery. Lead time is therefore not required for the determination of the

delivery date, unless a negotiation arises. However in previous literature, due date setting has been

of the most frequently mentioned application areas for LTP. R. Murphy, Newell et al. (2019) stated

that accurate LTP may improve the delivery precision and hence increase customer satisfaction.

In a number of the publications from the literature review, LTP techniques were utilized, and the

outcomes were used to determine the order’s due date (Gacek 2018; S. Hsu and Sha 2004; C. Wang

and Jiang 2019). These methods differ from the due date setting methods applied by Gilje, Nordic

Door and MagnorVinduet.

As mentioned, for all three companies, the customers frequently places an order weeks or months

prior to the desired delivery date. This results in more time for production planning and coordin-

ation with the suppliers. Additionally, the companies have greater flexibility for modifications in

the production process without it affecting the due date. Lead times may therefore be less critical

for due date setting in this scenario. However if negotiation is required, incorporating LTP when

determining the due date may help improve the delivery accuracy. This also applies for other

companies where determination of the delivery date is dependent on negotiations with the custom-

ers, and where the company itself must develop a proposal for a delivery date. Findings from the

interviews suggests that LTP may not be so relevant for companies within the MTO fenestration

industry, since the due date is often set by the customer, and orders are frequently placed weeks or

months in advance. However, LTP could potentially support negotiation processes that may arise

when setting the due date.

Production scheduling

MagnorVinduet operates with a weekly production schedule, while Nordic Door has changed from

weekly to daily production scheduling. Gilje operates with a daily schedule determined by a

first-in first-out scheduling approach derived from the planned orders in the bar chart, presented

in section 4.2. Gilje and Nordic Door both showed a moderate level of interest in employing

LTP for their production scheduling. Neither of them uses lead time dependent methods for this

task today. MagnorVinduet showed a low level of interest for the use of LTP in their scheduling

approach. Similar to the two other companies, they adopt a scheduling strategy without considering

lead time. They further claimed that LTP was irrelevant to their situation because there were

no obvious patterns in their production. Without identifiable patterns, they might perceive the

implementation of LTP as impractical or ineffective for their specific production context.
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In the literature several articles highlight the importance of accurate LTP in order to optimize the

production schedule (Bender and Ovtcharova 2021; Lim, Yusof et al. 2019; Lingitz, Gallina et al.

2018). In order for LTP to be relevant for the company’s scheduling procedures it is likely that

new and more advanced scheduling approaches are needed. Mori and Mahalec (2015) mentioned

how lead times could be used to provide production schedules that are able to meet the production

capacity and avoid delays and deviations. According to the findings from the interviews, mentioned

in section 2.2, delays are occasionally a problem for the companies. The companies might need

to re-prioritize the sequence of the orders in order to prevent delays. Dynamic scheduling and

dispatching rules could potentially prevent or ease the task of re-prioritizing orders, hence reducing

the amount of delayed orders. These delays and adjustments in the production could be costly for

the company, and it could also affect customer relations. By implementing scheduling approaches

which consider the anticipated lead times of the orders, the company may be able to obtain more

accurate production schedules which in turn may decrease the risk of re-scheduling.

Production analysis

Through an examination of lead time data, the reason for production halts, deviations and delays

could be identified, and through LTP, future halts, deviations, and delays could be anticipated

(Pfeiffer, Gyulai et al. 2016). Nordic Door showed a strong interest in this application area, and

suggested that LTP could provide an overview of the production performance. Gilje did also

place descriptive analysis under high relevance. By analyzing lead times, they believed that they

could obtain a better understanding of their production processes, optimize production flow, and

determine the ideal product mix, which also could be anticipated for future orders with the use

of LTP. Gilje might be able to fulfill more orders each day than they do now, by improving their

production flow. Identification of factors that affect the production flow and the production mix,

is also highlighted in the literature as important in order to increase the production performance

(Choueiri, Sato et al. 2020; G. M. Lee and Gao 2021). Bottlenecks, which are emphasized as one of

the primary causes for manufacturing delays, are another aspect that is mentioned by both Gilje

and Nordic Door. The companies might be able to identify and eliminate the causes of bottlenecks

by evaluating which features that are most influential for the LTP. The gained knowledge could

potentially be used to take preventative actions. Both responses from the companies and findings

from the literature highlights the potential for LTP to support the current and future production

analysis. However, as of today Nordic Door lacks the necessary data and must thus put in place a

data system that can capture lead time data before this application area can be applied.

Unlike the other two companies, MagnorVinduet placed descriptive analysis under low relevancy.

The company expressed a preference for manual approaches over digitizing tasks like ML-based

production analysis due to the complexity of developing and implementing such digital solutions.

They have exhibited some interest in using historical data to verify the time estimates used in

their planning. However, they lack information regarding the actual amount of time spent on
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historical orders to do so. MagnorVinduet is a smaller company than the two others, this might

raise the barrier for installing more sophisticated and pricey technology. As mentioned above, they

have also been sceptical about whether LTP is even realistic for a company with such specialized

products. Nordic Door does also have a unique routing for all products, with a functional layout

and long transportation routes. However they showed a strong interest for this task. Subjective

opinions and research insight of the company representatives might be the cause of the different

levels of interest. The representatives for Gilje and Nordic Door were both IT managers, while the

representative for MagnorVinduet was the fabric coordinator.

Production monitoring

The last application area under discussion is production monitoring. This application field is

mentioned in literature as a means of enhancing system effectiveness and customer relations (T.

Chen 2009; Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Bergmann et al. 2018; Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Nick et al. 2018). As mentioned,

production delays are a common occurrence, and dynamic re-prioritization of orders might decrease

the number of delays. Production monitoring can work as a substitute or supplement to dynamic

scheduling. By monitoring the production process and applying ML to predict the remaining

lead times of the orders on the shop floor, companies may be able to adjust the job’s priorities

in a more efficient manner, which can prevent delivery delays of the orders. Nordic Door has

placed production monitoring under high relevancy, because they suffer from a lot of delays. Using

monitoring and remaining lead times to enhance the ongoing production is also highlighted in the

literature (Gyulai, Pfeiffer, Bergmann et al. 2018; S. Huang, Guo et al. 2019). In contrast to

Nordic Door, Gilje only expressed a moderate interest for production monitoring. The company

has employed a five-day lead time buffer to mitigate production delays. This may indicate that

production monitoring might not be as important when employing a lead time buffer in order to

avoid delivery delays. On the other hand, through production monitoring Gilje might be able

to reduce the amount of buffer days, which they have shown great interest in, by predicting the

components actual termination times. Gilje added that production monitoring may be useful for

identifying the cause of delays in real-time and make appropriate changes to ongoing production.

The results indicate that LTP could be utilized for proactive management and real-time monitoring

of manufacturing operations.

MagnorVinduet showed a low interest for production monitoring. They have previously implemen-

ted an RFID system which potentially could be used for monitoring. However, since the company

discontinued this system, they are no longer able to perform this task with the data they have

available. Once again, limitations in their production system could be a reason for the low interest.

Though it’s possible that the company can monitor production more effectively manually than the

other two companies because it serves a smaller customer base in a more upscale market, negating

the need for LTP in production monitoring.
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Validity of the interviews

Three Norwegian fenestration businesses’ were interviewed, which constitutes the findings shown

in section 6.1. They all operate in an MTO manner and generate a wide range of customized

orders. Different production layouts, ranging from linear to functional, are used by the companies.

In comparison to the other two, Gilje has concentrated more on enhancing their manufacturing

flexibility and efficiency, and they have a higher level of digitization. Older equipment, lengthy

transportation routes, and a significant amount of manual labor are still present in Nordic Door’s

and MagnorVinduet’s functional layout.

Gilje and Nordic Door were the companies with the most comparable responses. Compared to

MagnorVinduet, they are both larger firms, which may boost their need for and ability to digitize

their production. As previously indicated, the companies also have different production systems

in place, with Gilje and Nordic Door being more technologically advanced. Handling the planning

tasks manually may be simpler for MagnorVinduet since they are a smaller company with fewer em-

ployees and orders per day. MagnorVinduet had a poor implementation experience with the RFID

technology, which could raise the bar for new digitization strategies. Additionally, MagnorVinduet

operates with weekly production scheduling which might simplify their planning needs, compared

to Gilje and Nordic Door’s daily scheduling.

The three organizations represent some variety of the MTO fenestration industry, indicating a

possibility of generalizing the results to businesses with similar operating characteristics. As men-

tioned, they produce highly customized windows and doors which is a common characteristic for

fenestration companies. The companies cover a range of company sizes and customer groups. This

diversity may enhance the validity and generalization of the findings, since the companies cover a

wider variety of trends in the fenestration industry. However, the fact that all businesses are based

in the same nation, may have an impact on the nature of the business and their products. Ad-

ditionally, only one representative from Nordic Door and MagnorVinduet was interviewed, which

might impact the results through subjective judgments and degree of expertise. In order to ex-

pand the findings to a broader scope of the MTO fenestration industry several companies and

representatives in different nations should be included during the interview phase.

From the literature, five application areas have been identified where LTP could be used within

PPC for MTO companies. The application areas were summarized in Table 3 in section 3.2.2,

and include capacity planning, due date setting, production scheduling, production analysis and

production monitoring. The framework was further discussed with three fenestration companies,

namely Gilje, Nordic Door and MagnorVinduet. Gilje and Nordic Door recognized the potential of

using LTP for various aspects of their production, including capacity planning, production analysis,

and production monitoring. MagnorVinduet had in general a low interest of employing LTP in

their production planning. The diverse perspectives of these companies underscore the importance

of considering the companies’ adoption of different PPC tools and production technologies when
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evaluating the potential benefits and challenges of implementing LTP. Factors such as the nature

of the products, available data, current production processes, and prioritization of different oper-

ational aspects influence the perceived relevance and interest in employing LTP across different

application areas. Regarding due date setting and production scheduling, the interest was signific-

antly lower than the three other tasks. For many fenestration companies, due dates are set by the

customer and are therefore not dependent on the lead time. However, LTP may be of relevance if

negotiations occur. LTP has a varying degree of importance in production scheduling depending

on the company’s scheduling approach. Neither Gilje, Nordic Door or MagnorVinduet employ a

lead time based scheduling approach. However, literature suggest that by employing LTP, dy-

namic scheduling approaches can be adapted and ease the phase of re-planning. This also applies

for capacity planning, which both companies placed under high relevancy. Production systems

within fenestration companies are often characterized by high complexity, due to highly custom-

ized products. As a result, production monitoring and analysis are crucial application areas that

provide the company with a greater understanding of its production. By utilizing LTP within these

areas, the company has the possibility to optimize the production and increase overall efficiency.

7.2 RQ 2: What can be the causes for data quality issues in data applied

for lead time prediction?

Challenges related to data quality can have a substantial impact on ML-based LTP, as the accuracy,

completeness, consistency and believability of the data are essential in order to achieve reliable and

accurate outputs. As presented in section 3.3.1, regression models are trained on data that includes

input/output pairs, and detects the patterns between the input and output variables. Poor data

quality can lead to erroneous pattern detection, resulting in incorrect predictions. The main results

from the data quality assessment showed that Gilje’s RFID system has a number of data quality

issues. In addition, the order data was affected by outdated records, and inconsistency between

data sources were detected. In order to answer RQ 2 the detected data quality issues are discussed

in the manner of causes detected in the literature and statements from Gilje. Additionally, the

effect these data quality issues have on the ML models, as well as improvement suggestions are

presented to highlight the impact on LTP.

The completeness of the data is essential for the ML models ability to capture the variations and

trends in the window industry accurately. The RFID data was captured over a wide time period,

six months, which the authors thought to be enough to represent the general characteristics and

trends in the window industry in that period. However, the assessment showed that some variables

had a constant value across the entire dataset, which indicated that the dataset did not include

all variations. In addition, low completeness performance of window characteristics, such as color,

width or height, could lead to incorrect predictions for new orders with other characteristics that

were not captured by the training data. This suggests that, in order to detect new trends and
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changes in the market, it is crucial to update the training data for the ML model on a regular

basis. The completeness of the color variable only achieved 8,4%, but this is likely a performance

index that was significantly impacted by the trends in the market. Although there are 2000 hues

available, it is likely that some of them are more popular among the customers, and this popularity

may be determined by market trends. As a result, the authors did not consider this performance

index to accurately represent the completeness of the data.

The completeness of the RFID scanning points was considered a more general and describing

performance index since it is not affected by market trends, and should be able to capture all the

necessary data records on the shop floor. The data quality assessment revealed that Gilje’s RFID

system failed to capture all necessary data related to the production process. Only 60% of the

dataset were consistent with real-world expectations, and had records from all shop floor scanning

points. These faults could lead to inaccurate lead time- and system status calculations, which are

derived from the RFID data, resulting in incorrect data entries to the ML model. As detected

through the IQR assessment, it is likely that several of the lead time values calculated by the

authors were incorrect. The target variable for the model was the lead time. Therefore, incorrect

lead time calculations would have a significant impact on the accuracy of the model. Additionally,

the results revealed high inconsistency of shop floor scanning points for each component. The

results also showed that the distribution of RFID scanning points still included inconsistent data

after the incomplete data entries were removed, as presented in Figure 29. This could result in

inconsistent values for comparable components that ought to have been equal. As a result, the ML

models’ ability to detect patterns between the variables could be reduced.

The deviations of shop floor scanning points could have several causes. They could occur from errors

in the RFID scanners, faulty sensor node measurements, as highlighted by Alwan, Ciupala et al.

(2022), such as multiple scans for a single component which causes redundancy in the data, sensor

node malfunctions, calibration issues or poor sensor node quality, which can result in interrupted,

noisy and missed scannings. Additionally, unexpected events may appear at the shop floor that the

RFID system is unable to record. Gilje has stated that it appears that RFID tags falls off, leading

to missing data, or operator’s ignorance and negligence, like incorrect placement of the component

which makes the tag invisible for the reader. The incomplete data records can also indicate lack of

validation of the RFID system. Gilje’s low utilization of the RFID data today might be a reason

for this. Validation is time consuming and holds up resources, and therefore have to result in high

profit for the company to prioritize this. Due to low validation, problems can happen during data

transition, as a result of network or communication errors, leading to incorrect data entries as

well. Gilje has not validated their RFID system, and measurement of the quality of data transition

is therefore not feasible with the data at hand for this thesis. The reasons mentioned above aid

in understanding the inaccurate data, but it’s likely that the system has other flaws that are yet

undetected.
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On the other hand, shop floor scanning points’ actual completeness might be greater than the

findings. During data preparation, the authors employed a rigorous constraint that resulted in the

elimination of all components that did not pass all eleven shop floor scanning points, illustrated

in Figure 14 in section 4.4. This resulted in removal of every component that leaves and then

returns to the manufacturing line, as described in section 5.1.2, involving manually processed and

reordered components according to the authors. The RFID tracking of these components were

accurate according to their routing, despite the fact that the data quality assessment flagged them

as incomplete. Several undetected situations where a components routing was intended to leave

and rejoin the production line could occur, which the authors have not detected through the case

study. If there are several of these situations, the real-world completeness of the shop floor scanning

points’ will likely be higher than the findings.

Contradictory data sources were found from the data provided by Gilje, making it challenging to

determine which data source that produced trustworthy data. The discrepancies between data

sources and outdated data records decreased the believability of the data. Without accurate and

trustworthy data the ML models prediction of future lead times are likely to be inaccurate as

well, since the model learn erroneous relationship among the variables. 3,4% of the data, derived

from dataset 1 and 2, had contradictory values, with the delivery times occurring before the

registration of the last RFID scanning. Gilje has stated that this is likely due to obsolete delivery

time data in dataset 2, as presented in section 4.5, which reduces the belivebaility of this dataset.

Additionally, the production is unlikely to be delayed by several weeks, as the average temporal

difference between the detected end of production in dataset 1 and actual delivery time in dataset

2 was 23 days. Which increases the likelihood of obsolete data records in dataset 2. But, for the

3943 components that had the first RFID scanning in advance of the actual delivery date, and the

last RFID scanning after, the faults might occur from dataset 1. A possible cause that Gilje has

mentioned, is that the operators needs to register the components out of the system at the end of

the production. If they forget this, the components can be registered in the production for a long

time. As well, the aforementioned reasons such as sensor node malfunctions, calibration issues,

poor sensor node quality, and network or communication errors may also be an explanation.

The lack of consistent, complete and believable data results in low accuracy for the entire dataset.

After data cleaning only 47% of the dataset remained. Even though several faulty records were

removed there still existed faults in the dataset that were not detected, as was showed by evaluating

the frequency of shop floor scanning points, presented in Figure 29. Training a ML model on faulty

data result in low performance. This reduces the chance to successfully apply a ML model for

decision-support or real-time event handling. Additionally, the reduction of the dataset also affects

the ML models, since they in general perform better with a larger training set. The necessities of a

large amount of data cleaning was proved to be essential with the data reviewed from the explored

case study.
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Data quality improvement

The literature on data quality assessment for big data and ML mainly highlights the possibility

to detect and improve the data through data-driven improvement, namely data cleaning. Data

cleaning techniques are widely applied through this study with the aim of reducing the impact of

the detected poor data records. A drawback is the time consumption of data cleaning and the risk

of removing important features, or missing the removal of faulty data records. The time aspect of

data cleaning is specially important to consider if a predictive decision-support system was to be

implemented in Gilje’s planning system. As well, for ML purpose, the great reduction in usable

data could be considered as a negative side effect, since ML models are highly affected by the data

quantity, and more data could improve the accuracy of the model. Even though the data used in

this study was greatly cleaned, there still existed faulty records in the final and cleaned dataset

that were not detected by the authors.

In addition to data-driven improvement, process-driven improvement is highlighted in the literature

for data quality improvement. In this thesis, the focus on improving and detecting when and where

the faults occurred in the RFID system was specially important, in order to achieve accurate data

records for the future. Several process-driven improvement steps could be adopted in order to

mitigate these challenges. Implementing quality procedures and checks at the shop floor to ensure

that the components are correctly placed according to the RFID scanner, and that the RFID

tags are properly attached to the components could enhance the accuracy and completeness of

the data. The system design also has improvement potential. By employing more RFID scanners

in the production, the simplicity of detecting where the scanning faults occur could increase.

Additionally, implementation of RFID scanners specifically for the buffer reduces the need for

manual calculation of important system status variables, such as WIP, and will further provide

important insight for Gilje. WIP levels are an important key performance indicator for many

planning procedures as mentioned in section 3.2.2, and by providing accurate calculations for the

WIP levels, the performance of LTP may be improved.

Company strategies can also be adopted in order to improve the data quality. Clear data quality

standards can be implemented in the company, such as data accuracy, completeness, consistency,

and believability, and ensure that these standards are consistently met. The company could carry

out routine quality checks to make sure that certain measurements, such as the consistency of the

shop floor scanning points, were above a specified threshold value. Implementing standard company

procedures for updating manual changes in the data records through consistent use of IT solutions

will increase the consistency and believability of the data. A better integration between data sources

may also enhance these data quality dimensions. The company can implement data validation

techniques to identify and correct data quality issues, such as missing data or incorrect data entries.

Additionally, they can utilize data quality tools and software to automate the data cleaning and

validation process, ensuring that data quality issues are quickly identified and corrected.
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A number of the discussed reasons for poor data quality are in line with those mentioned in the

literature, in section 3.5. Data problems related to sensor errors have gotten additional attention in

this study, since the RFID system was the data source where most errors were found. These results

are likely applicable to several companies that use RFID systems, as well as other sensor systems.

Problems related to RFID data are also highlighted in the interview with MagnorVinduet, in

section 2.2, where they claimed to have experienced several of the same issues with their previously

implemented RFID technology. However, depending on the industry and the work at hand, the

issues and their causes may differ. A summary of the identified issues, their root causes, data

quality dimensions, impact on ML models, and suggested improvement actions are presented in

Figure 34.

Moreover, data quality has a crucial impact on the performance of LTP. A number of issues were

found to lower the data quality of the RFID data. The findings highlight inconsistent and missing

shop floor scannings, missing values, and contradictory values. Sensor node errors, outdated data,

lack of validation, poor system design, and human errors are some of the detected potential causes

for poor data quality, which decreases the completeness, consistency, believability and accuracy

of the data. This affects the ML models ability to detected patterns among the variables, due

to erroneous relationship detection, missing records and faulty data. An RFID system provides

available data, but not necessary reliable data. The fenestration industry has potential to success-

fully install and utilize an RFID system, but the results show that the data needs to be explored

and analyzed in order to detect faults and improve the system. Implementation of strategies and

procedures in the company to mitigate these challenges are essential in order to improve the data

quality and ensure accurate and reliable LTP.
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Detected problem DQ dimension Possible cause ML affect Improvement 

Missing 

variation/values 

Completeness • Obsolete data 

• Missing data 

• Data covering too short time period 

Incorrect prediction of new orders 

with other characteristics that are 

not captured by the training data. 

Update training data on regular 

basis. 

Inconsistent and 

missing shop floor 

scannings 

Completeness, 

Consistency 
• Multiple scans for a single component 

• Sensor nodes malfunctions 

• Poor sensor node quality 

• Calibration issues  

• RFID tag falls off 

• Operator's ignorance and negligence 

• Lack of validation 

• Network or communication errors 

• Components that exit and reenter 

production line 

Incorrect data entries to ML 

model. Incorrect calculation of 

output variable, lead time, and 

system status variables, which are 

the most influential for precise 

lead time prediction. 

Company procedures to verify the 

validity and consistency of the 

RFID data. Consistency threshold 

to benchmark the completeness of 

shop floor scanning. External help 

to check the correctness of the 

RFID system. Several RFID 

scanners. 

Inconsistent shop floor 

scanning points after 

data cleaning 

Completeness, 

Accuracy 
• Incomplete data cleaning 

• Uniqueness constrains and functional 

dependency violation 

Inconsistent values for 

comparable components that 

ought to have been equal reduces 

the ML models' capacity to detect 

patterns between the variables. 

Improved data cleaning. 

Contradictory values in 

dataset 1 and 2 

Believeablity, 

Consistency 
• Obsolete data in dataset 2 

• Operator's ignorance and negligence in 

dataset 1 

• Sensor nodes malfunctions in dataset 1 

• Calibration issues in dataset 1 

• Poor sensor node quality in dataset 1 

• Network or communication errors in 

dataset 1 

Without accurate and trustworthy 

data the ML models prediction of 

future lead times are likely to be 

inaccurate, since the model learn 

erroneous relationship among the 

features. 

Company procedures for updating 

data records. Improved integration 

between data sources. 

 

See improvement for 

«Inconsistent and missing shop 

floor scannings». 

Reduction of input 

dataset 

Accuracy • Data cleaning Lower performance due to 

reduced training data. 

Improve business and data 

understanding to possibly reduce 

the amount of removed data. 
 

Figure 34: Summary of the detected data quality problems, dimensions, causes, affect on ML and improvement suggestions.
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7.3 RQ3: How can CRISP-DM be applied to predict lead times in the

MTO fenestration industry?

CRISP-DM has been identified in the literature as a popular process model to use when working

with ML. CRISP-DM was established with the aim of developing an industry standard for how

practitioners perform ML, and incorporates significant elements of the ML life-cycle (Clark 2018).

The process model can be adapted to several problems and industries. As the authors know of,

there has not been conducted a detailed description of the actions that must be taken for each step

in the model within the context of LTP for the fenestration industry. To answer RQ 3 the authors

have the authors have developed a process model that expands the CRISP-DM model and makes it

applicable for ML-based LTP in the MTO fenestration industry. This was achieved by combining

the findings from RQ1, RQ2, and by developing ML models with the RFID data from the case

company, presented in section 6.3. The process model aids to ease the phase, for businesses with

comparable traits, of implementing ML-based LTP. The steps that make up the CRIPS-DM model

are discussed in this section, with the goal of identifying the required actions for each step in the

MTO fenestration industry.

Business understanding

Gaining a proper business understanding is the first phase of CRISP-DM. It is important to

get familiar with business objectives in order to convert them to ML problems (Meidan, Lerner,

Hassoun et al. 2009). The business understanding gained in this thesis was achieved in two ways.

Firstly, the most crucial source to business understanding was obtained through the case study,

presented in section 4. This included an understanding of their market, production processes,

and planning system. Additionally, detection of challenges faced by the company, as well as

potential improvement areas, presented in section 4.5, was assesses in order to understand the

firms objective. Qualitative methods were applied such as interviews, meetings, visit at their

factory and questionnaires, several which were performed during the authors project thesis. Two

additional companies in the fenestration industry, presented in section 2, were also interviewed to

get a broader business understanding. In addition, literature was reviewed about the industry and

LTP. The findings were presented in section 1.1 and 3.

The findings showed that the fenestration market is affected by increasing demand for customized

products, increasing competition from low-cost countries and stricter government regulations for

energy efficient windows. This pushes the companies to produce high-quality windows on-time

and at lower cost. The degree of international competition is likely to vary depending on the

investigated nation. The competition from low-cost countries, stated by the case company, is

probably more applicable for fenestration companies in high labour cost countries, such as the

interviewed companies from Norway. Government regulations for energy efficient windows can be

both national and international, and therefore the degree of regulations will also vary between

nations. On the other hand, this is an increasing focus all over the world, and all fenestration
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companies are likely to be affected in some degree.

In order to obtain high-quality windows at low cost the importance of production flexibility and

manufacturing efficiency was mentioned as a crucial step. MTO fenestration companies are char-

acterized by high level of product variety, which increases the planning and production complexity.

As seen from the company interviews they have varying production layout, degree of digitization

and planning systems. The lead time is affected by these factors. As could be seen, Gilje has the

shortest lead time, 1-2 days, and linear layout, compared to the others where the lead time was

approximately 1-2 weeks and functional layout. None of the companies could give a standard estim-

ation of the lead time, since it varied for each product. A general characteristic for the companies

was that the customer orders were placed several weeks or months in advance of delivery, which

could increase the possibility of re-planning. All companies delivered a high variety of products

which could be configured by the customer.

The high degree of customization in MTO fenestration companies result in several factors affecting

the lead time. The detected lead time factors from the literature were presented in section 3.4,

where system status features were highlighted to contain the most important information affecting

the lead time, thereby WIP levels as the most influential, followed by bottlenecks and machine

status. Some emphasize was also given to order characteristics, like product priority and pro-

cessing times. From the questionnaire presented to Gilje, in section 4.5.1, it was highlighted that

system status, specially bottlenecks, buffer load, product mix, changeover time, and utilization

and downtime of the machines, affected the lead time at the factory. Gilje also noted that the type

of product, number of components, number of glass panes, color and the number of colors had an

effect on the lead time, since these factors initialize individual requirements for the order. The

order characteristics Gilje focused on can be viewed as specific for the fenestration industry.

Similar to Gilje, both Nordic Door and MagnorVinduet mentioned bottleneck as one of the most

influential lead time factors. Order characteristics were also highlighted as influential. As seen in

the findings, a bigger emphasize to order characteristics was given by the fenestration companies

than what was discovered in the literature. This may be because the system status has a large

effect on lead time for all industries, but it depends on the product type how influential the order

characteristics are. In addition to the previously identified factors, Nordic Door mentioned raw

material delay as a potential lead time affecting factor, while MagnorVinduet mentioned setup

times. Performing a proper business understanding is crucial in order to detect lead time affecting

parameters, which can vary between companies. The factors can be identified by integrating

findings from literature with findings from a case study.
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Data understanding

In order to collect the pertinent data detected in the business understanding phase, relevant data

sources must be identified. The necessary data for the task at hand was identified to be data

about product characteristics and system status. In the case of Gilje, product characteristics

was achieved through order data retrieved from their ERP system, and RFID data was utilized

to retrieve information about the system status. As seen in the literature, RFID systems and

other sensor systems have been identified as appropriate data sources, able to provide an extensive

amount of production data. RFID data was used to extract system status variables; the buffer

level, which in this case was the bottleneck and WIP level, amount of components in the system,

and amount of components in a given series, as presented in section 5.1.2. The study showed that

the RFID data could retrieve these features based on straightforward calculations, and as a result,

it can be a useful data source for LTP. In the study of S. Huang, Guo et al. (2019), presented in

section 3.4, they were able to calculate additional features from RFID data, such as the processing

time at each machine since all machines had RFID scanner in inn-out pairs. This was not obtained

in this study due to the inconsistent RFID scanning points of the few machines that had inn-out

pairs. This shows that the retrievable system status features from RFID data is affected by the

placement of the RFID scanners and is context dependent. In addition, machine related variables,

such as utilization and downtime of the machines and changeover time, were also detected as useful

input features for the ML model. This was not possible to obtain from the data at hand in this

study. In a future implementation, machine data should be included if the data is obtainable.

A thorough descriptive analysis of the data is important in order to obtain an understanding of

the data’s nature and quality (Meidan, Lerner, Hassoun et al. 2009). Through an assessment of

the data quality, the researchers were able to identify data issues and data limitations that could

potentially affect the ML results, which was discussed in section 7.2. These detection’s gave a

threshold to decide what data to include and exclude in the subsequent steps of the CRISP-DM

model. This is an important decision to make when working with ML, since appropriate data

inputs are crucial in order to obtain accurate predictions. The necessity of a complete data quality

assessment depends on the reliability and knowledge about the data source. In this thesis, the

historical data had not been utilized by the company, and they had limited knowledge about the

quality of the data. The need for a data quality assessment may increase when working with sensor

data. Prior to the assessment, the authors found it challenging to identify the inconsistent RFID

scanning points, but this might also be a result of the format in which the data was received.

Therefore the necessity and the extent of a data quality assessment can be considered context

specific.

Data preparation

The data preparation step involves the transformation of raw data into a cleansed dataset that

can be used by a ML model. A detailed description of the applied data preparation was presented

in section 5.1.2. Based on the findings and result from the study, six essential steps has been
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identified and performed; feature calculation, data cleaning, data encoding, feature extraction, data

transformation and dimensionality reduction. The literature highlight the steps of data cleaning

as removing or replacing missing values, duplicate data, invalid data and noise (Javatpoint 2023;

Maharana, Mondal et al. 2022). As detected during the data quality assessment, RFID data may

contain a lot of noise; incorrect scannings or system errors that lead to duplicates, outliers or

other defects that affect the data quality. The target variable for the ML model was calculated

from the RFID data, therefore removing noise and invalid data has received an extra emphasize

in this study. Data cleaning was concentrated around removing data records with incomplete

RFID scannings, duplicates, manually processed and reordered components. The need for these

removals were detected during the business and data understanding phase. Outlier detection was

also applied in order to decrease the impact of faulty data records that had not been identified

in the prior cleaning. Feature extraction is context dependent, and a proper business and data

understanding is needed in order to only remove columns that contain redundant information.

Through communication with Gilje and the data quality assessment, features specific to Gilje,

such as fastlane orders and lev eno uno tags, were removed during this phase.

By carrying out these data preparation steps, researchers may be able to resolve several data

quality issues discovered during data understanding. Therefore, ensuring accurate and consistent

data preparation is essential. The necessary data preparation steps are context specific, but several

of the executed steps are widely applied when working with ML, such as dimensionality reduction

with PCA and IQR outlier detection. In addition, this thesis has demonstrated the significance

of removing missing values when working with RFID data. This is likely applicable to other

sensor systems in several industries. As evidenced by the literature, a number of the observed

flaws stem from issues with sensor data in general, not only RFID data. As discussed under

“data understanding”, it is possible that some of the data preparation steps would not have been

necessary if a more trustworthy data source had been used, e.g. removing the large amount of

data records with inconsistent scanning points. If the company uses the data source frequently for

other planning tasks, a number of flaws may already be detected and improved.

Data modelling

The literature emphasizes the lack of a generalized model for LTP, making it necessary to examine

various models to determine which one best suits the issue at hand (Kramer, C. Wagner et al.

2020). The literature review on ML for lead time prediction, section 3.4, was used to restrict the

field of model candidates. MLP ANN and RF were identified as two common approaches used

for LTP. In prior studies, both models have shown a superiority over other methods, such as LR.

They were also proved to be applicable for the fenestration environment, with the ability to handle

complex production processes, with independent routing and high order variety.
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The first experiment, in section 6.3.1, was conducted in order to test the superiority of these

models. The results were consistent with the literature, where the LR model was outperformed by

the RF model and the MLP model without hyperparameter tuning. The superior performance of

ANN and RF may be due to their ability to recognize non-linear relationships and manage intricate

interactions between the input features. Since LR models only consider linear relationships, they

may not be able to adequately represent the complexity found in MTO fenestration companies.

Therefore, ANN and RF are considered to be more suited for this purpose.

Hyperparameter tuning has been mentioned in the literature as an important step during the

modeling phase (Bardenet, Brendel et al. 2013). Based on the findings in the literature study,

the authors decided that grid search and randomized search should be executed. Tuning of the

parameters is crucial, since it helps optimize the performance of the ML model. The researcher may

be able to fine-tune the model’s behavior to improve accuracy and increase the overall efficiency

of the ML model by adjusting the values of the hyperparameters. In section 6.3, different ML

experiments were performed. In experiment 1, section 6.3.1, the MLP model and RF model

were trained without hyperparameter tuning, while in experiment 2, section 6.3.2, hyperparameter

tuning was performed on both of the models. The MLP model and the RF model performed better

after hyperparameter tuning, according to the results. This was consistent with findings from the

literature, which highlights the importance of hyperparameter tuning.

Evaluation

The evaluation of the models was done using the metrics specified in section 5.2.1. The metrics were

selected based on the metrics that were most commonly mentioned in the literature for regression

tasks.

The first experiment in section 6.3.1 also tested another theory from the literature; the importance

of system status variables. Results from the experiment showed that an inclusion of the system

status improved the model performance, which align with theory. Data that represent system

status often correlate with the lead time and should therefore be included when performing LTP.

This is also supported by the findings from the feature importance analysis in the same section.

Findings demonstrate that the three system status features were precisely the features that had

the greatest influence on lead time. This also shows the importance of including additional system

status variables if it is obtainable, as discussed under “data understanding”. A better performing

model could be achieved if the shop floor load was further reflected, e.g. with machine data. The

fourth most important feature was the component length. Although the length was significantly

less important than the system status factors, this may represent the impact of the high amount of

customization in MTO fenestration companies. In a more uniform production, the order character-

istics are probably less influential. The number of “glass points”, amount of frame and casement

components had the same variable importance, which was expected since all depend on the number

of glass panes in a window.
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In experiment 2, see section 6.3.2, the MLP model and RF model were evaluated after hyper-

parameter tuning using the defined performance metrics. Based on the results displayed in the

table, the RF model outperformed MLP across all performance metrics. The RF model’s greater

R2 value indicates a superior ability to capture variation in the target variable. RF also showed

improved predictive accuracy and lower errors, as evidenced by decreased MAE, MSE, and RMSE

values. These benefits can be attributed to the robustness of the RF model to overfitting as well

as its capability to handle complicated interactions and non-linear relationships in the data. MLP

models, in contrast, rely on interconnected layers of neurons and call for precise hyperparameter

tuning, making them more sensitive to the quantity and quality of the data. Therefore the low

performance of the MLP model might be related to the poor data quality of the RFID data. There

may still be inaccurate data records, as was mentioned in section 7.2, which has a direct impact

on the target variable and the derived system status attributes, which have been shown to be the

most influential factors. The RF model can be viewed as a more effective approach with overall

superior model performance compared to the MLP for the given dataset.

Even though RF outperformed MLP in terms of results, the model still has improvement potential.

The model’s inability to account for all variation in the initial data was demonstrated by the

distribution of predicted variables, which is presented in section 6.3.2. The poor data quality

is a probable explanation for this as well, due to the required amount of reduction of the input

dataset after data preparation. A dataset collected over a longer period of time should be taken

into consideration for future exploration, which can reduce the issue of unnoticed variances in the

dataset, and the market trend will be more accurately reflected. If the original data comprises

several records, the dataset will also be less sensitive to extensive data cleaning.

Deployment

In the final phase of the ML-life cycle, the ML model may be integrated into a real-world production

system. A deployment of the model can provide additional value to the company, and should align

with the company needs, identified during the business understanding. However, as mentioned in

section 2.4, the deployment focus in this thesis is on finding viable PPC application areas for LTP.

A discussion of potential application areas was presented in section 7.1. The application areas

most relevant for the fenestration industry were capacity planning, production monitoring and

analysis. These results can be used by other companies operating in the same field as a basis for

exploration of potential application areas that may be suitable for them. The detected application

areas should be further investigated and verified through quantitative methods.

In summary, the CRISP-DM procedures has been applied to a case company from the MTO

fenestration sector to investigate how LTP can be applied using ML within this industry. Business

understanding was achieved through a case study of Gilje and a LR, with additional input from two

other Norwegian fenestration companies. Through the business understanding, pertinent lead time

affecting features were detected. In this thesis a data quality assessment was applied to achieve data
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understanding, and identify areas that need data preparation. Several data preparation techniques

were applied, thereby calculation of system status features, which later proved to be the most

influential features for the ML models. Two ML models were developed for LTP, RF and MLP

ANN. In addition to proving the importance of system status variables, the developed models also

outperformed the LR model used for comparison. After hyperparameter tuning RF proved to be

the best model for LTP, in the investigated case company. The deployment potential for LTP in

PPC was investigated in terms of the three interviewed MTO fenestration companies. The final

process model is presented in Figure 35.
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Production complexity level:
High variety? Layout?
Lead time factors:
System status (bottleneck, WIP
load, setup times, product
mix...)
Order characteristic (component
type, component length,
number of components, color...)

(1) Business understanding

(2) Data understanding

Data collection:
Production data, order data
and machine data
Data quality assessment:
Believable? Consistent?
Accurate? Complete?

(3) Data preparation

System status calculations:
Shop floor load, WIP load,...
Data cleaning:
Remove DQA findings
Data encoding:
One-Hot encoding
Feature extraction:
Extraction based on business
understanding
Data transformation:
Standard Scaler
Dimensionality reduction:
Principle component analysis 

Evaluation metric
Mean square error, Root mean
square error, Mean absolute
error, Squared r-score
Visualization
Histogram, Bar chart, Static
description

Develop ML model:
Random forest
Multilayer perceptron model
Hyperparameter tuning:
Randomized search
Grid search

(4) Evaluation

(4) Modelling (6) Deployment

PPC application areas:
Capacity planning
Production analysis
Production monitoring

Process model for utilizing machine learning for lead time prediction in MTO fenestration industry

Figure 35: Process model for development of ML-based LTP in the MTO fenestration industry
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8 Conclusions

In conclusion, the MTO fenestration industry is impacted by rising consumer demand for custom-

ized products and stricter national and international energy/climate restrictions, which increases

the need for reliable and flexible PPC to meet the shifting market. Therefore, this thesis aims to

contribute to increased understanding of how ML-based lead time prediction could be developed

and integrated to support PPC in the MTO fenestration industry. RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 were

answered in section 7. A process model for LTP in the MTO fenestration industry was developed

to ease the phase of implementing ML-based LTP. Special focus was given to the assessment of

data quality and potential integration of LTP in the industry’s planning approaches.

LTP can improve various areas of production planning and control in MTO manufactures. Through

a literature review, capacity planning, production scheduling, due date setting, production analysis

and production monitoring were detected as the most relevant application areas for LTP. Three

MTO fenestration companies in Norway were interviewed to detect the transferability to the MTO

fenestration industry, presented in section 6.1. The responses from the two larger companies were

highly identical and listed the most pertinent LTP application areas as capacity planning, produc-

tion monitoring, and production analysis. Today, the companies’ capacity planning approach only

takes into account one factor, which causes deviation between anticipated and actual production.

By employing an approach based on LTP, the company could enhance the reliability of the capacity

plan by better reflecting the real-world capacity. Predicting the remaining lead time for production

monitoring could ease re-prioritization of orders during manufacturing and reduce delays due to

insufficient planning. By utilizing LTP for production analysis, the companies saw potential for

optimizing a number of production factors, including product mix and buffer level. The smaller

company that was interviewed found LTP to offer minimal benefits across all application areas.

As a smaller company, the necessity of digitizing PPC might be less than the cost of it, since it

is easier to handle planning manually. Application of LTP for due date setting and production

scheduling was not deemed important for any of the interviewed companies, because customers set

the due dates and their scheduling methods are independent of lead times.

It is crucial to consider data quality when working with ML. Therefore a data quality assessment

was conducted to identify data quality issues, root causes and improvement potential for the

applied data for LTP. The data quality was defined according to four dimensions detected in

the literature; completeness, consistency, believability and accuracy. The results, presented in

section 6.2, reveled highly incomplete and inconsistent shop floor scannings’, with only 60% of

the components successfully navigating through all scanning points. Detected contradictory values

between datasets reduced the believability of the data sources. The final input dataset for the ML

model was reduced by 53% of the original data records. Potential causes for poor data quality was

addressed from previous literature, and in communication with the case company. The main causes

detected for the data quality problems were errors in the RFID system, missing values, obsolete
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data, and operators’ ignorance and negligence. A discussion of potential improvement strategies

for the company was also presented in section 7.2.

To evaluate models for LTP, two ML models were implemented. According to the literature a

generalized model for LTP does not exist, hence several models needs to be compared. A literature

review was conducted to detect prior ML models utilized for LTP. The two best performing mod-

els detected in the literature, the random forest and multilayer perceptron models, were further

compared. A linear regression model was used as baseline performance in order to evaluate and

compare the models. LR was outperformed by both RF and ANN. After hyperparameter tuning

was applied, RF showed superior performance over MLP in all evaluation metrics.

The results from this thesis provided the foundation to develop a process model for predicting lead

times using ML in the MTO fenestration industry. The well-known CRISP-DM framework was

used as the base for the model, incorporating it’s six steps. First, business understanding of the

fenestration industry was achieved through the case company and additional interviews with other

companies in the same sector. This provided an understanding of the necessary input features,

system status and order characteristics. Further, data understanding was achieved from the data

quality assessment and in communication with the case company. The data issues detected during

the assessment was eliminated during data preparation, which provided a final input dataset for the

ML models. Lastly, modelling and evaluation of RF and MLP was conducted with the input dataset

developed in the prior step. As mentioned, RF provided the best results, and the feature importance

reveled superiority of including system status features compared to order characteristics. The

deployment was not put in practice in this thesis. However, potential applications areas were

addressed and examined, and the obtained knowledge could be used for future deployment plans.

The thesis main contribution to theory is an extension of the existing CRISP-DM framework by

developing an industry specific process model for ML-based LTP in the MTO fenestration industry.

The theoretical contribution provides a structured approach that integrates domain-specific know-

ledge, data quality assessment, quantitative modelling, and PPC deployment areas into the ML

implementation process for LTP. The practical contribution is a guide for implementing ML-based

LTP. This can contribute to a shared understanding between data scientists and production man-

agers, which can assist companies in effectively integrating LTP into their PPC processes, thereby

enhancing operational planning and decision-making. As a step towards enhancing fenestration

companies’ planning and decision-making processes, this can facilitate the companies to better

handle future energy regulations, and overall reduce their environmental footprint by optimizing

the production.
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8.1 Limitations and Future work

The developed process model in this thesis was mainly based on the findings from one MTO

fenestration company in Norway, Gilje, with some additional input from two other companies

in the same sector. The three fenestration companies vary both in size, production process and

digitization level, which may indicate a great variability within the fenestration industry. This

shows that Gilje only represent one part of the fenestration industry. It is likely in the upper

echelon when it comes to digitization as the company has integrated an RFID system in the

production, as well as several lean practices. Because of this, they may have a more standardized

production than other companies in the same sector. Companies with more traditional production

processes can have more complex routings, and other factors influencing the lead time. Since all

data-related findings were dependent on the data from Gilje, other companies may find different

input features and ML models to be more suitable. This limits the generalizability of the process

model. Future research should consider replicating this study with other data sources and input

features within different fenestration environments to establish the robustness and generalizability

of the process models. It may be pertinent to test and assess the process model on companies that

use more conventional production methods in order to represent a wider range of the industry.

Additionally, future researchers could incorporate several system status variables that were not

included in this study, thereby machine data, to verify the discussed impact. In order to collect

this data, other data sources could be of interest, such as various sensor systems or PPC data

management systems. By employing other data sources, additional data quality issues could be

identified. As mentioned, it could be valuable to explore several ML models for the task of LTP.

The choice of ML algorithms used in this study was based on their established success in previous

research. However, the field of ML is rapidly evolving, and new algorithms and techniques may

emerge that could potentially improve LTP even further.

As discussed in section 7.1, the results for PPC application areas were dispersed between the

interviewed companies. Several companies in the MTO fenestration industry, in different countries,

should be considered in future research to provide clearer guidelines for the applicable PPC areas.

In addition, quantitative methods should be applied to investigate real-world integration of LTP in

the detected areas. This can further verify the applicability of adapting LTP in MTO fenestration

industries PPC system.
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